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The Internet has enabled new forms of large-scale collaboration. Voluntary contribu-tions by large numbers of users and co-producers lead to new forms of production 
and innovation, as seen in Wikipedia, open source software development, in social 
networks or on user-generated content platforms as well as in many firm-driven Web 
2.0 services. Large-scale collaboration on the Internet is an intriguing phenomenon 
for scholarly debate because it challenges well established insights into the gover-
nance of economic action, the sources of innovation, the possibilities of collective 
action and the social, legal and technical preconditions for successful collaboration. 
Although contributions to the debate from various disciplines and fine-grained empirical 
studies already exist, there still is a lack of an interdisciplinary approach. 
This book provides interdisciplinary contributions addressing questions on new innova-
tion and production processes on the Internet, their preconditions and further prospects. 
It brings together the sociological perspective on the governance of collaborative 
production and innovation, the perspective of innovation management on open inno-
vation, customer co-creation and open intermediary arenas, the legal perspective on 
social production and the perspective of computer sciences on trust and reputation 
management systems for Wikipedia and other online communities. It includes a social 
network analysis of the cooperation in Wikipedia, as well as empirical studies on the 
“working consumers in Web 2.0” and on motivation and coordination of “prosumers” 
in different firm-driven scenarios. 
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New Forms of  Collaborative Innovation and 
Production on the Internet 
Volker Wittke and Heidemarie Hanekop 
Large-Scale Collaboration on the Internet: The Intriguing 
Phenomenon  
Enabled by Internet and Web 2.0 technologies, a growing number of products and 
services are being developed with large numbers of autonomous actors participat-
ing in the production process. The participating actors, many of whom are them-
selves users of the products they co-produce, make their contributions voluntarily, 
without contract or salary, and are free to decide which tasks to undertake. The 
organization of co-production is highly decentralized and collaboration is underta-
ken on a large scale. Although the contributors are autonomous and their activities 
are decentralized, they produce complex, sophisticated and competitive products 
and services, employing an elaborate division of labor in a highly efficient process. 
Many scholars take these phenomena as evidence for the emergence of new forms 
of production and innovation (Chesbrough, Vanhaverbeke and West 2006, von 
Hippel 2005, Tapscott 2006, Benkler 2002 and 2006, Weber 2004). The key distin-
guishing feature of these new forms of production and innovation is the gover-
nance mechanism that coordinates the contributions of numerous actors. Collabo-
ration among co-producers is coordinated neither by markets nor by hierarchies. 
Evidently, the governance of collaborative production and innovation does not 
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follow traditional mechanisms of market exchange. Contributions are made with-
out recompense, and goods and services produced in joint efforts are freely access-
ible as public goods on the Internet (Bessen 2005). Nor does the way in which 
actors organize their contributions correspond to the hierarchical, planned produc-
tion and assignment of tasks within firms.  
The earliest, best-known and most studied examples of these new forms of 
production are open source software development and Wikipedia. Today, howev-
er, there is a much broader spectrum of collaboratively developed products and 
services. The wide variety of cases of collaborative production includes products 
and services such as YouTube, Spreadshirt, Crytec, Lego factory and MyParfuem 
as well as Facebook and other social networks. A closer look reveals considerable 
differences between these cases of collaborative production, in particular with 
respect to the roles that firms play. Generally speaking, collaborative production 
works without the participation of firms, as in the pure cases of Wikipedia and 
many OSS projects, which are the predominant sources of evidence for new forms 
production and innovation. But collaborative production also works when firms 
are involved (Reichwald and Piller 2006). In these cases firm-driven production 
and innovation processes are open to contributions from external actors, although 
the degree of openness to external participation varies significantly. In some cases, 
such as YouTube, social networks and other media platforms, the content is 
created entirely by external actors, while firms provide the platform, infrastructure 
or services. In other cases, firms open only some tasks to external actors, who are 
often users of the same products. Such tasks typically include product feedback, 
tests, design, or product development and innovations. In such firm-driven forms 
of collaborative production the governance is hybrid: value creation by firms is 
coordinated by markets and/or hierarchies, while the collaboration of external 
actors who are not members of the firms is governed by these actors’ online com-
munity (West, J. and S. O’Mahony 2008).  
Empirical case studies of OSS and Wikipedia have shown how collaborative 
production with large numbers of actors can work (Gosh 2002, O’Mahony 2006, 
Weber 2004, Pentzold 2007, Scacchi 2006, Prasarnphanich and Wagner 2008). 
Explanations of basic cooperation patterns and governance mechanisms are of-
fered by approaches such as “commons-based peer production” (Benkler 2002 and 
2006) and “community-managed” governance e.g. of OSS projects (O’Mahony 
2006, 2007), alongside more sociological explanations based on social network 
theories and the emergence of a specific social order of production communities 
(Gläser 2007, Stegbauer 2009 and chapter 6 in this volume).  
However, it is not yet clear whether these explanations apply to other cases, in 
particular to those in which firms play an important or even dominant role. On the 
one hand, firms are eager to involve large numbers of external actors whose wil-
lingness to contribute is stimulated by their own intrinsic motives and the success 
of collective action. This is because firms are considering the advantages of inte-
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grating external actors and customers, and the new business models of open inno-
vation and customer co-creation (see also chapter 2 in this volume) are increasingly 
pushing firms to involve externals. On the other hand, production and business 
models of firms basically rely on hierarchical and market coordination. Therefore 
for firms, it is questionable whether it makes sense to adapt coordination mechan-
isms from the “pure” collaborative projects (i.e. Wikipedia and OSS). And if the 
adaptation seems advantageous, further questions arise about the impact on firm’s 
business strategies and production models. How does the insertion of elements of 
collaborative production and innovation work, and how does it affect firm’s estab-
lished strategies and practices? The interpenetration of different forms of produc-
tion is less understood than the “pure cases”, although it is gaining importance.  
In our introduction to this book, which is based on an interdisciplinary work-
shop in Göttingen in 2010, we aim to specify the challenges that collaborative 
production and innovation provide for the further interdisciplinary research. We 
will argue in three steps to emphasize the issues that we think are critical to under-
stand the new phenomenon of large-scale collaboration and its varieties. We start 
with the less controversial issue and end up with the less analyzed and more con-
troversial. The first question is about the motivation of actors. What motivates 
large numbers of autonomous actors to voluntarily contribute to the development 
of products and services, and is it possible to foster sustained motivation for ex-
ternal actors to voluntarily contribute to this development? It has received great 
attention in the scholarly debate, and a large body of literature exists. The second 
issue is about the governance of collaborative production. How can autonomous, 
highly decentralized activities of large numbers of actors be coordinated and inte-
grated into the highly divided production of sophisticated products and services? 
The critical point here is that collaborative production is a new kind of collective 
action that is socially embedded in Internet communities. The specifics of this 
social embeddedness have received less attention in the debate. The third issue, 
finally, is about firm-driven collaborative models of production and innovation. 
The critical question here is how can collective action of autonomous actors be 
successfully combined with the value-creation activities of companies? This is a 
controversial issue in the current debate.  
This is also reflected in the following chapters of this volume, four of which 
specifically address firm-driven collaborative production and innovation models. 
There is a wide range of examples in which collaborative production intertwines 
with company activities. Still, the relationship between the companies involved and 
the external actors and their community is rife with conflicts and demands, which 
is another point addressed in various chapters of this book. In the following three 
sections we will take a closer look at each of these three questions. In the final 
section of this introduction we give an overview of the subsequent chapters in the 
volume, where these questions are also referred to.  
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Why Do Autonomous Actors Participate in Collaborative 
Production and Innovation? 
New forms of collaborative production and innovation are based on voluntary and 
uncompensated participation of autonomous actors rather than on contracts. The 
specifics of participation differ fundamentally from the way employees participate 
in intra-firm production or innovation processes, even when the external actors 
take on tasks that previously had been handled by employees (Voss and Rieder 
2005). Autonomous actors that contribute to collaborative production processes 
are outside companies’ hierarchies, and they are not subject to their instructions or 
assignment of tasks, nor are they under any obligation to perform or provide a 
particular service. In fact it is assumed to be unlikely that they would voluntarily 
subject themselves to hierarchical controls or central coordination. Rather, the 
actors themselves choose what contribution to make, based on their own interests 
and intrinsic motives (Lakhani and Wolf 2005).  
Contributions to collaborative production processes are not driven by market 
exchange either. Usually the products created from the voluntary contributions of 
external actors are public goods, available free of charge over the Web, rather than 
commodities. Contributions to the production of these products are not stimulated 
by financial rewards, neither by sharing of product sales, nor by direct payments 
for the underlying work or reciprocal contributions by others.  
In new forms of collaborative production, in cases such as Wikipedia, open 
source software, YouTube, and social media, large numbers of actors are involved. 
Thus voluntary contributions here are not on a small scale, nor sporadic or excep-
tional, but on a very large scale, systematic, and with lasting returns. Moreover, 
they produce core components of highly knowledge-intensive products that origi-
nate in sophisticated, innovative and creative activities of professional quality. The 
fact that products compete successfully with products from leading commercial 
firms is emphasizing the high professional standard of the volunteers. 
But who are these actors and why do they make voluntary contributions? As 
empirical studies show, motives include fun, gratification, self-fulfillment, an inter-
est in the specific issue or activity, and the enhancement of knowledge and abilities 
(Ghosh and Glott 2002, Glott et. al. 2010, Lakhany and Wolf 2005, Bitzer, Schrettl 
and Schröder 2007). Such motives are most likely to be answered by creative, in-
novative and challenging activities; in other words, tasks with these characteristics 
are most likely to stimulate contributions of this kind. If the aim is to attract as 
many participants as possible and gain a large number of contributions, providing a 
wide selection of possible activities would be an advantage, especially as the inter-
ests and abilities of the contributors are quite heterogeneous.  
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Furthermore, as Benkler notes (Benkler 2006:8), it is the Internet that has 
enabled individuals to do more for and by themselves1. The means of production 
required for innovations and knowledge-based production processes (computers, 
Internet access, software) are widely available today. Many tasks that formerly re-
quired a lot of cost-intensive equipment – generally only available within compa-
nies – can now be carried out easily by individuals thanks to the Internet and inex-
pensive information technology. As a result, distributed production and extensive 
division of labor are no longer restricted to bureaucratic organizations.  
In many cases, independent producers are simultaneously users of the products 
and vice versa. Open source software production is a typical and frequently cited 
example. Here, the initiators and main producers are generally developers who feel 
the need of a particular software product that does not yet exist, or to which they 
have no access (Raymond 1998, Weber 2004). They first develop an idea for a 
product, and then begin with the initial programming steps. If other developers 
find the idea useful, a project emerges and eventually leads to a software product 
that is available free of charge; one that specifically targets the need of the users, 
who are simultaneously the producers. Eric von Hippel has generalized this model 
of “user-centered” or “user-driven” innovation and production processes (von 
Hippel 2005). He argues that users’ roles are unique because they “expect to bene-
fit from using a product or service, while manufacturers, by contrast, expect to 
benefit from selling it” (von Hippel 2005:3). Users are thus to a certain extent the 
“better”, more competent product developers because they know from their own 
experience exactly what features the product should have. Returning to our initial 
question as to why these external actors are voluntarily involved in production, in 
these cases the answer is: Because they want to use the products. Von Hippel ex-
pands this argument further by pointing out that mass products do not satisfy 
individual needs. Their manufacturers, he states, “tend to follow a strategy of de-
veloping products that are designed to meet the needs of a large market segment. 
But users’ needs for products are highly heterogeneous in many fields” (von Hip-
pel 2005: 5). That is why users often do not get exactly what they want and, ac-
cording to von Hippel, why they are so willing to develop, modify or otherwise 
customize products for their own use. In this respect the active participation in the 
manufacture of products can be seen as rational, purposeful behavior on the part 
of these actors. According to this view, the incentive for participation is that users 
want a certain product that serves their individual needs, and their specific compe-
tence to make such contributions is based on their knowledge of the required 
                                                     
1 Benkler 2006, p 6: “The networked information economy improves the practical capacities of indi-
viduals along three dimensions: (1) it improves their capacity to do more for and by themselves; (2) it 
enhances their capacity to do more in loose commonality with others, without being constrained to 
organize their relationship through a price system or in traditional hierarchical models of social and 
economic organization; and (3) it improves the capacity of individuals to do more in formal organiza-
tions that operate outside the market sphere.” 
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product features (“stickiness of need information;” this topic is dealt with in detail 
in chapter 2).  
However, in all these cases co-producers work for the benefit of others. The 
products are for direct use (as opposed to production for the market), not only by 
the producers, but are also intended for the use of others. Unlike the typical “do-it-
yourself” cases, these goods are produced and used by large numbers of people 
(Hanekop/ Wittke 2010). Just as single contributions to knowledge-intensive digi-
tal goods typically are not made toward one’s own use, but for the use of others, 
the converse applies as well: Meeting one’s own needs is at most only a partial 
incentive for contributing. Thus even when one wishes to use a particular product, 
the question of why one should contribute remains unanswered. In point of fact, 
in widely-observed projects such as open source software development or in Wiki-
pedia it is evident that most users make only small contributions or none at all, 
while just a few users create large portions of the product (Hanekop/ Wittke 
2008). Since individuals are making contributions for others without ensuring that 
they will gain any reciprocal benefit from corresponding contributions made by 
those others, rational benefit calculations apparently cannot satisfactorily explain 
the motive for action. Efficient collective action and steadily growing products 
seem to be necessary to stimulate these contributions. But how are these collective 
action problems solved? And how can the activities of so many autonomous actors 
be coordinated so that large-scale, sophisticated, competitive products are created? 
Production models that are based on voluntary contributions from autonomous 
actors must mobilize individual interests, and at the same time promote collective 
behaviors and enable coordination of highly divided work processes without hie-
rarchical planning and control.  
Collective Action by Large Numbers of Actors in Highly 
Distributed Production  
While the autonomous actors participating in the production of Wikipedia, the 
development of open source software, in user-generated media, or in social net-
works are pursuing their own interests, their actions are embedded in a process of 
collective action. Large numbers of contributors are successfully integrated in 
global, highly divided production and innovation processes. Weak ties and a broad 
base of participants facilitate highly efficient production and innovation processes. 
This new way of organizing production includes self-selected individual action as 
part of collective self-organization – this is what we call collaborative production. 
But what kinds of mechanisms are used to coordinate these activities? How are 
these activities embedded and governed by the community?  
As a starting point for the discussion we would like to refer to Ostrom’s in-
fluential work on “Governing the Commons” (Ostrom 1990). This reference can 
clarify similarities as well as differences of the way in which collective action prob-
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lems are solved. Very much in line with Ostrom’s argument, one could assume 
collaborative production as a form of collective self-organization. Ostrom’s exam-
ples²the sustainable preservation of common pool resources²deal with a specif-
ic kind of collective self-organization and a specific way in which self-organization 
is enabled. Although common pool resources can be better managed through col-
lective action, opportunistic behavior and free riding are common problems 
threatening the sustainability of these resources. In the communities studied by 
Ostrom, these problems are solved and the commons are governed by institutiona-
lizing rules and norms for sustainable use of resources, to restrict individual over-
use of the limited natural resources and define obligations for preserving and rege-
nerating collective resources (Ostrom 1990). It is essential that the ensuing usage 
rights and obligations are to be accepted by and applied equally to all members. 
Collective self-organization is possible, as Ostrom argues, when rules for gover-
nance of the commons are institutionalized and collective self-control and sanc-
tions ensure that these rules are followed. Mechanisms of social control are based 
on the fact that physical proximity, personal relationships and shared everyday 
experience make the behavior of community members transparent for the others, 
and thus controllable. Institutionalized rules can also curtail opportunistic behavior 
and free riding.  
But collective action on the Internet also differs from collective action as stu-
died by Ostrom. Ostrom analyzed natural common pool resources, where the 
main problem is to avoid overuse and to preserve the commons. By contrast, digi-
tal information products are non-rival goods. There is no problem of over-usage 
and no need to restrict the use of the (digital) products. The potential for use by 
those who actively participate in production is not reduced through use by non-
contributors. Large groups of users are not a disadvantage with digital goods, but 
an advantage due to network effects.  
However, the products or services must first be collectively produced before 
they can be used. Thus the collective action aims not at governing the commons, but at 
producing the commons. The collective action problem here is that people can use it 
without any contribution in reverse, but these public goods are not feasible with-
out any producer.  
In spite of the difference of the collective action problem, there are similarities 
in the way in which this problem can be solved by the social embeddedness of 
actors. As Ostrom argues, action necessary to preserve common pool resources is 
ensured by socially constituted rules and norms. New forms of collaborative pro-
duction and innovation on the Internet, as has been argued frequently, rely on 
shared goals, norms and institutionalized rules of behavior, too. (Benkler 2002 and 
2006, Gläser 2007, Pentzold 2010, Reagle 2010). These goals, norms and rules are 
accepted within the communities. Shared goals are mainly related to the product, 
its usefulness, design and functionality. A shared vision of the product (which Lep-
sius 1995 calls “Leitidee”) stimulates people to invest time and collective effort. In 
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the case of open source software, the goal is to develop free and open software 
and in many cases to provide an alternative to Microsoft; or with Wikipedia, to 
create a free encyclopedia that makes the world’s knowledge available to all.  
Rules and guidelines for participation that correspond to the goals and beha-
vioral norms of the community are defined and institutionalized within the colla-
borative processes. Such norms also include that behavior has to be fair and partic-
ipants have to take care of each other. Furthermore, decision rules have to be me-
ritocratic. Finally, the openness of products and contributions on web platforms 
makes the collaboration process transparent for everybody, enables self-
coordination by the contributors and social self-control of adherence to those rules 
and norms by the community. Shared goals, norms and institutionalized rules can 
be seen as common principles of collective action in both cases – Ostrom’s com-
mon pool resources as well as collaborative production on the Internet.  
However, Internet communities are not of the same breed as communities go-
verning the commons or embedding other forms of economic action (Granovetter 
1985; Powell 1990; Hollingsworth/Boyer 1997). Traditionally, communities are 
based on long-term relationships of a comparatively small number of members 
with strong ties of relationship and personal trust. The emergence of common 
goals and the establishing of norms and rules are typically based on physical prox-
imity that allows for co-presence of action and face-to-face interaction. Non-
compliance with norms, rules and obligations is strictly sanctioned. Furthermore, 
conventional communities establish defined obligations and strong norms of reci-
procity within the boundaries of a defined membership. Access to and use of col-
lective goods is restricted to members of the community only.  
In this, Internet communities differ basically from conventional communities 
(Brint 2001, Gläser 2007b). Here, short term or often one time contacts, weak ties, 
the absence of proximity, face-to-face co-presence and defined memberships with 
clear external boundaries are characteristic for collaborative production communi-
ties on the Internet. These are large, globally distributed communities without 
defined rights and obligations of members. Anyone can participate, but no-one is 
obligated to do so – contributions are indeed voluntary. Finally, social control is 
hard to imagine with large numbers of frequently changing actors. In such volatile, 
globally distributed Internet communities the production of the commons must 
operate without all these conventional means of social embeddedness.  
The question therefore is, how producing the commons can be ensured. Benk-
ler (Benkler 2006) and many others (e.g. Raymond 1999, von Hippel 2005, Weber 
2004, Gläser 2007, Tapscott 2006, Pentzold 2007, Osterloh and Rota 2007) argue 
that the Internet offers radically new options for collective production and innova-
tion. The economic effects of the digital “networked information economy” enable 
the spread of non-market production, a broad culture of “sharing” and the in-
volvement of very large numbers of contributors (Benkler 2006:29, see also 
above). The Internet facilitates necessary collective action and makes it much easier 
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to produce common goods in a joint effort. New opportunities for collective ac-
tion grow out of the fact that “the networked environment makes possible a new 
modality of organizing production: radically decentralized, collaborative, and non-
proprietary; based on sharing resources and outputs among widely distributed, 
loosely connected individuals who cooperate with each other without relying on 
either market signals or managerial commands. This is what I call ‘commons-based 
peer production’.” (Benkler 2006:60). And a broad base of participants facilitate 
highly efficient production and innovation processes. Previous limitations on large-
scale collective action are eliminated and the means of production (PC + Internet 
access) are widely available. Furthermore, the specifics of the products developed 
collaboratively on the Internet allow a very high and global division of tasks due to 
a very granular task structure, the aggregation of many small-scale contributions 
and easy-to-change product releases (Weber 2004, Raymond 1999).  
The openness and transparency of the product is a central prerequisite for the 
ability of these actors to self-coordinate their actions. They integrate their contribu-
tions in a common product, by “mutual adjustment of individual actions. OSS 
communities solve this problem by mediated adjustment, that is, by all producers 
adjusting to the common subject matter of work, which they observe and from 
which they derive their tasks. … Thus, the shared subject matter of work mediates 
the adjustment of producers’ actions by providing them with a common point of 
reference” (Gläser 2007:171). Transparency of the product and the rules for con-
tributing are implemented on web platforms, as well as in collaboration tools such 
as Wikis or CMS, that provide a workspace in which numerous, widely distributed 
actors can coordinate their tasks as if they were watching each other work. While 
all information relevant for participation is available to everyone at any time on the 
Web, cooperation and self-coordination among actors is possible without physical 
proximity and without the actors knowing one another personally.  
The shared Internet workspace not only offers enhanced options for ubiquit-
ous interaction and virtual co-presence of the participants; transparent rules and 
standardized routines of participation also facilitate frequent changes of partici-
pants. It is not necessary to rely on a stable community in order to progress in 
collaborative work. By contrast, capable Internet communities can evolve even if 
the volatility of contributors is high and direct personal relations are lacking. Al-
though such communities create only weak ties they can ensure a steady flow of 
contributions. The lack of obligations can be compensated by a large base of moti-
vated users and co-producers who can join collaboration easily. The possibilities of 
compensation are facilitated by the specifics of the workspace. This can explain 
why weakly tied communities can ensure producing the commons. However, how can it 
be explained that some participants contribute substantially more than others? 
The starting point might be once again the transparency of the collaborative 
production process itself. Transparency not only allows for self-coordination but 
also for easy monitoring of the contributions of others. Thus, differences in scale 
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and relevance of contributions are widely visible inside the community. Based on 
this visibility a social structure can emerge in the process of ongoing collaboration 
and interaction that defines roles and positions within communities. Stegbauer 
describes this emerging social structure in Wikipedia (chapter 6 in this volume and 
Stegbauer 2009). The same process is described for open source projects 
(O’Mahony 2006, Scacchi 2006, Gläser 2007, Weber 2004). Roles and positions 
within collaborative production communities on the Internet are primarily based 
on contributions. They differ heavily between core contributors or even leaders on 
the one side and occasional – frequently anonymous – contributors on the other 
side (Hanekop/Wittke 2008). Core contributors attain several non-monetary re-
wards, such reputation, influential positions and influence on decisions. Individual 
actions and motives in such communities are socially embedded and shaped by the 
positions, roles and relationships in the social order of the network. Membership is 
not formalized, but based on the commitment to the community by contribution. 
The volatility of membership is compensated by the openness of those communi-
ties and the large number of users and contributors. Trust and reputation are im-
portant mechanisms within Internet communities, too, though not based on per-
sonal face-to-face relations. Recognition of one’s own work by peers, reputation, 
and positions in the social order of the community are organized by web applica-
tions. IT-based trust and reputation systems facilitate trust building even without 
personal relationships or face-to-face contact (see chapter 4).  
The answer to the question of how “production of the commons” can work 
without reciprocal obligations and strong ties therefore is multidimensional. First, 
contributions can be easily made and in many cases it is fun to do. As there are 
many contributors, tasks are distributed over many shoulders. Second, the high 
volatility of contributors can be compensated by the large base of potential contri-
butors, the openness of those communities and the attractiveness of the shard 
goals. Third, collective action is embedded in a social structure that evolves in the 
process of collaboration and interaction. The social structure is established in spite 
of weak ties, where the core contributors can expect non-monetary rewards, in-
fluential positions and reputation within the community. It-based applications 
facilitate the emergence of such a social structure.  
However, social embeddedness and ease of collective production through the 
Internet works well, if there is a critical mass of the product and of actors that 
participate. As the number of participants grows, so does the probability that the 
product will be successfully created and continuously improved. Thus the success 
of collective action stimulates more contributions, in particular during phases of 
rapid dynamic diffusion and after a critical mass of the product and number of 
participants is reached. The growing number of participants also strengthens the 
expectation that one’s own needs will be met.  
This explains how the specific collective action problem of “producing the 
commons” can be solved when there already is a usable common good. However, 
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before this critical point is reached, it is doubtful whether a usable product will 
ever be produced. Looking at the large number of projects started (see the OSS 
projects registered with SourceForge), it is striking how few attain a critical mass. If 
the project fails, the efforts that were invested in it will have been in vain. In its 
initial stages, the new product is often no more than a vision. If the critical mass is 
not reached, it remains in a rudimentary state, because the product idea did not 
spark sufficient interest. In short, collective action problems on the Internet are 
typically problems of producing a critical mass of the product (Cominoa, Manenti 
and Parisi 2007). However, the issue of how to gain critical mass is still under-
researched. Very little is known about the factors that are decisive for the initial 
and sufficiently sustaining attraction of participants by successful projects in con-
trast to others. In order to discuss the perspective of a further diffusion of colla-
borative production and innovation seriously this knowledge gap has to be ad-
dressed.  
In this context it might be of interest to look at new ways of mixing self-
organized collaborative production with firm-based activities. Firms may provide, 
for instance, critical infrastructure that enable collaborative production of auto-
nomous co-producers. YouTube and most of the social networks are such cases in 
which companies operate infrastructure platforms. While operating a web platform 
is less complex than building a factory, large collaborative projects do require large 
global infrastructures, which often is expensive and difficult to organize (as seen in 
Wikimedia). Therefore, firms may play a critical role in particular for the emer-
gence of forms of collaborative production that need complex and costly plat-
forms. However, although firms can afford to continue providing an expensive 
infrastructure even if it is under-utilized, providing an enabling infrastructure is no 
guarantee for its usage by voluntary co-producers.  
Collaborative Production and Value Creation by Firms  
Collaborative production is possible with and without companies, as the wide 
range of successful cases from Wikipedia and open source software to YouTube 
and Facebook, Spreadshirt and Crytec (see chapter 8) shows. In the previous sec-
tions we discussed how autonomous actors work together without firms, making 
voluntary contributions to the development of large public goods. In this final 
section we look at constellations with companies. As has been argued frequently, 
firms are interested in integrating external actors into production and innovation 
processes for many reasons (von Hippel 2005; Reichwald and Piller 2006; Voß and 
Rieder 2006; Hanekop and Wittke 2010). The critical question here is how are 
firms able to attract voluntary contributions from a large number of external ac-
tors. Or to put it in our line of argumentation more specifically: Can collaborative 
production mechanisms as we have described above be made consistent with 
firms’ value creation strategies? This question calls for further research. In the 
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following we start with the discussion of these questions, while the subsequent 
chapters in this book address various aspects in more detail.  
As a starting point we will address the most likely inconsistencies between 
firms business models as well as their production and innovation strategies on the 
one hand and mechanisms of collaborative production as described in the previous 
section on the other hand. (1) Value creation strategies might conflict with the 
provision of public goods. (2) Firm-driven hierarchically organized production 
strategies might conflict with the principles of autonomously defined tasks. And 
(3) firms strategies to control production and innovation processes might conflict 
with the principles of community-based collective self-organization.  
First, there are good reasons for external actors to expect that their contribu-
tions are freely available for the use of others even if they collaborate within firm-
driven constellations. As voluntary co-producers they intend their contributions to 
be used without restrictions by others within the community and not for the profit 
of the company. Furthermore, the transparency of the collaborative product, 
which is necessary for collective self-coordination, demands open access to the 
contributions made by all others. The external actors see themselves as part of a 
community in which the product is created through collective action. The shared 
goals that keep the community together are focused on the collective product, and 
the social structure evolves from contributions. So, without public and open 
goods, social embedding of the productive activities in a community could fail and 
uncompensated contributions from large numbers of external actors become un-
likely.  
Second, interests and motives of external actors may be neglected or suppressed 
when possible tasks are predetermined and planned by the firm. As autonomous 
actors voluntary co-producers are used to self-selecting the tasks they address and 
the contributions they make. They presumably would not wish to follow compa-
nies’ instructions. However, firms’ strategies for organizing production and inno-
vation processes rely at least to some extent on firm-centered planning and prede-
finition of tasks. If the company does not allow the externals sufficient room to 
maneuver in implementing their own interests and self-organizing their voluntary 
activities, the company may find that no voluntary contributions are made.  
Third, firms’ hierarchically planned production and innovation processes with 
their inherent rules of decision-making conflict with basic principles of community 
based collective self-organization. Communities of external actors are the locus of 
decision in the way we have described collaborative production and innovation. 
Here, rules for contributions and the basic design of the collaborative product are 
discussed in the community according to their rules and the structure. Decisions 
about the selection of contributions must be widely accepted in the community 
and are strictly observed.  
To come back to the question of how firms are able to attract voluntary con-
tributions from a large number of external actors, one possible answer is, by miti-
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gating those inconsistencies. However, as far as conventional business models of 
firms are assumed, it may be difficult to cope with this challenge (see Chesbrough 
2006). And if we look at some of the best known cases of firm-driven collaborative 
production far-reaching changes in conventional business strategies and produc-
tion models are made in order to attract voluntary contributions on a large scale. 
These adjustments can be seen as specific answers to challenges that result from 
inconsistencies between conventional business strategies on the one hand and the 
preconditions for collaboration of external actors we described above.  
The perhaps most elaborated approach firms follow to combine collaborative 
production patterns with value creation strategies is to search for new business 
models and new strategies to co-create value (Chesbrough et al, 2006, Reichwald 
and Piller 2006, Piller et al. chapter 2). A typical model in the software industry is 
to create value not by selling (OS-)software, but by offering open-soure-software-
based services (West 2007, Chesbrough and Appleyard 2007, West and O’Mahony 
2008). In the media sector firms typically draw on advertising as a common busi-
ness model that deal in public or free products. It can easily be combined with the 
collaborative production of free and open content on a web platform. But, in con-
trast to the conventional advertising models, the content here is provided by vo-
luntary contributions of external actors (user-generated-content), while the compa-
ny organizes the infrastructure services. From the perspective of the company this 
approach requires a (new) strategy. The offered product or service is split into two 
parts one remains firm-organized, but the other is self-organized by a community 
of external actors. Although the firms’ commercial service provision relies entirely 
on the contributions of externals, the firm has no control over the community-
managed part of the production. Therefore risks and uncertainties in this model 
are high, in particular in its initial stage, when there is no critical mass of content. 
On the other hand the initial investment of firms may be low, as long as the service 
is not used on a large-scale.  
Furthermore, new forms of intellectual property rights (IPR) are necessary to 
deal with collectively created products from private acquisition (open source soft-
ware licenses and Creative Commons licenses; see also chapter 3). Although the 
protagonists of the new IPRs are not often found in companies, companies have 
to make use of such regulations when they seek a relationship with external co-
producers.  
A slightly different strategy for combining commercial value generation with 
the collaborative production of public goods is to have the companies produce the 
core product, while external actors – primarily users of the product – collaborative-
ly create additional services. Online recommendation services are an example of 
this model. The advice given by other users, based on their real experience with the 
firm’s product, constitute a new kind of recommendation service, that cannot be 
given by the firm. The unique quality of the service relies on the autonomy of ex-
ternals. So this specific service might better be produced collaboratively by exter-
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nals – from the perspective of both, firms and users. But again, the question of 
how to gain contributions is still open. And additonally, from the firms’ perspec-
tive, how to deal with negative assessments and excessive demands of users that 
are publicly available on the web (see chapter 7). 
The fragmentation of the whole production process into one firm-organized 
part and another part that is (self-) organized by a community of external actors is 
discussed in the literature as hybrid form of production (von Hippel and von 
Krogh 2006; Lessing, L. 2008, Harhoff and Mayrhofer 2010).  In such hybrid 
models, firms offer external co-producers those kinds of activities that correspond 
to their interests. They do this by removing these activities from the company’s 
internal process in order to create the space for the actors’ self-organization and 
collaboration. Examples are also Webplatforms, such as YouTube or other forms 
of user-generated content, where externals take on creative tasks, in which they 
experience enjoyment and self-expression, and in which at the same time there is a 
potential for gaining attention and recognition from others. Companies allow ex-
tensive latitude in these areas, since as a rule they are not involved in the produc-
tion of content, but rather allow it to be created entirely by volunteers. In other 
cases, too, external actors are offered creative and innovative activities that are fun 
to do; for example, innovative production ideas, design, feedback, field reports, 
tests and requests for improvements. There are various possibilities, attractive to 
both the external actors and the companies. But, the challenge here is, how to 
design an appropriate division of labor, that attracts a critical mass of contribu-
tions.  
To attract contributors might be easier in cases in which these actors are at the 
same time customers of the company, because users of products or services usually 
are interested in their performance. Motives for voluntary participation thus in-
clude possible improvements in the product, which the company may implement 
based on the feedback and suggestions from users. In conventional customer rela-
tionships, the customer can only wait and hope for the company to react, for ex-
ample to a customer complaint. In the collaborative environment, however, criti-
cism and suggestions are in the public eye. It is no longer a dyadic relationship 
between the customer and the company; in fact, the situation is different in many 
aspects (see also chapter 7). On the one hand, public criticism can put the compa-
ny under pressure to make improvements; on the other, the interaction concerning 
individual experiences increases the motivation of customers to provide feedback 
and make suggestions. Each user has access to the information shared by others, 
and the exchange of knowledge and experience becomes an important impetus for 
participation by the customer; the public discussion changes the relationship be-
tween customer and company.  
Those firm-driven strategies of collaborative production and innovation usual-
ly means partly to give up control in order to arrange their internal processes in 
accordance with rules that are accepted by the external actors and the community. 
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One model is – as the above-mentioned examples show – to clearly divide tasks 
and responsibilities between the company and the community. To avoid conflicts 
and promote the success of such interactions, it is apparently important that roles 
and the expectations on each side are clearly defined and consistently maintained, 
to prevent complicated and lengthy negotiation processes and mistrust of the 
company by the externals. A company that implements decisions that were not 
accepted in the community would risk a surge in public criticism and a drop in 
participation by external actors. A widespread expectation on the part of external 
participants is that important decisions are made transparently and serve the shared 
goals and values of the community (rather than unilaterally serving the economic 
interests of the company). Experience has shown that web platforms’ “Terms of 
Use,” usually laid out by the platform operator, are a common point of conflict 
(see chapter 3, the conflicts at Facebook).  
To conclude, firm-driven collaborative production and innovation models may 
work best if firms act as far as possible in accordance with community-based 
norms and rules. Firms have to give leeway for principles of self-organized colla-
borative production by autonomous actors. The main direction firms follow in 
order to avoid inconsistencies between firm-driven strategies and the practices and 
principles of self-organized collaborative production seems to be the fragmenta-
tion of realms. By establishing and respecting a realm for the self-organization of 
autonomous actors firms can facilitate producing the commons even within a val-
ue-creation dominated context. However, so far the number of successful real-life 
examples of this approach is very limited. This indicates that its hard to define 
proper lines of fragmentation in order to attract contributions and to be able at the 
same time to reduce risks and uncertainty to allow value generation by firms. More 
generally speaking, it is an open question how far the fragmentation approach can 
help to mitigate the basic inconsistencies between firm driven strategies and self-
organized collaborative production. The limited number of real-life cases indicates 
that so far there is no “golden road” for firm-driven collaborative production and 
innovation. The question of what are the prospects of collaborative production 
with firms, therefore is still open. Examining firm-driven collaborative production 
from various (inter-)disciplinary perspectives is a major focus of this book and an 
ongoing challenge for further research.  
The Structure of this Book  
Large scale collaboration of autonomous actors, collectively producing freely ac-
cessible goods, is an intriguing phenomenon for a variety of scientific disciplines. 
So, in many disciplines new approaches and models are discussed, but are still 
widely discipline-specific. In order to meet the requirements to further research it 
seems to be fruitful to apply an interdisciplinary approach to address the scientific 
challenges posed by the new phenomenon (Lessing 2010). This was the idea be-
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hind the international workshop held in May 2010 at the Lichtenberg Kolleg of 
Göttingen University which led to this book. The chapters of this book are from 
the fields of economics, sociology, legal and political sciences and computer 
sciences. The chapters are organized as follows.  
In chapter 2 Frank Piller, Christoph Ihl and Alexander give an overview on the 
concept of customer co-creation in innovation processes. They present a typology 
of methods of co-creation along the three dimensions, “degrees of freedom” (cus-
tomers’ autonomy in the task), “degrees of collaboration” among customers (dy-
adic firm-customer interaction vs. communities) and the “stage of the innovation 
process” (early vs. late stage). All methods of customer co-creation involves cus-
tomers actively in a company’s innovation process. But companies intending to 
profit from co-creation need to know which of the different methods are most 
suited for themselves and how to use these tools best. The authors conclude, that 
modeling the effect of customer co-creation and the scare resource of “innovative 
users” could become a fascinating field for future research in economics and strat-
egy. 
In chapter 3, entitled ‘Governing Social Production,’ Niva Elkin-Koren ex-
amines the social dimension of content production from a legal perspective, and 
analyzes the consequences for the governance of content in the social web. While 
copyright law is primarily designed to regulate the relationships of a single owner 
with other non-owners and is focused on the sovereignty of the author, social 
production, by contrast, requires  a matrix of relationships between the individual, 
the facilitating platform and the communities and crowds involved in social pro-
duction. She claims, that a legal strategy is needed, preserves incentives for social 
motivation, and protects the community assets so that community members who 
have already made use of content shared by others can continue to use it. The 
interdependency between platforms and users, and the fact that social media plat-
forms depend on the enduring livelihood of the community, makes these plat-
forms a good candidate for implementing a “social contract” for collaborative 
online communities.  
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with trust and reputation systems for collaborative pro-
duction on the Web from the perspective of computer sciences. As trust in online-
communities cannot evolve from personal relations, IT-based trust and reputation 
management systems are implemented as a substitute. Trust management in online 
communities aims at making trust reasoning more powerful and reliable by collect-
ing, analyzing and disseminating information that is relevant for trust and trust-
based decision making. In chapter 4 Audun Jøsang gives an overview of trust man-
agement concepts and methods in online communities. He describes semantic 
aspects of trust as well as principles and methods for building online trust and 
reputation systems. The problems and challenges for designing and implementing 
reliable trust and reputation systems are invoked and some potential solutions are 
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mentioned. Finally, he articulates a vision for trust management in online com-
munities. 
In chapter 5 Christian Damsgaard Jensen analyzes how a reputation system can 
be built, using Wikipedia as an example. The Wikipedia Recommender System 
(WRS) helps users determine the credibility of articles based on feedback from 
other Wikipedia users. A generic architecture for integrating a reputation system 
into existing legacy systems is developed. Both the generic architecture and the 
design of the WRS are outlined in the chapter. The author elucidates both the 
capabilities of such systems and the potential problems involved in their imple-
mentation. 
In chapter 6 Christian Stegbauer presents a social network approach to explain 
“the mystery of participation” in Wikipedia. While neither the classic individualistic 
nor the collectivist approach can explain participation in Wikipedia, he presents an 
alternative, empirically-based rationale for this participation. Based on an empirical 
study Stegbauer analyzes the evolution of the positional structure in Wikipedia at 
the meso level, where positional allocations are negotiated. He demonstrates how 
social order evolves from the allocation of responsibilities, roles and positions, 
where positions and roles are formed dynamically during the interaction.  
Sabine Hornung, Frank Kleemann and Günter Voß present findings from a 
sociological study on the “working consumers in Web 2.0” as a source of corpo-
rate feedback (chapter 7). Customer feedback on a collaborative web platform 
leads to far-reaching effects and potential loss of organizational control from a 
firm’s perspective: a new level of communicating and negotiating with consumers 
is necessary and all domains of the value chain have to be reconceptualized in 
terms of their role for customer service. If companies disregard these challenges, 
new risks are entailed in using Web 2.0 for gaining feedback from customers. Fur-
ther research is needed to understand how to combine organizational control with 
the new demands of collaborating customers in Web 2.0 constellations – or, as the 
authors put it, how to “manage the new consumer culture.”  
In chapter 8 Birgit Blättel-Mink, Raphael Menez, Dirk Dalichau and Daniel 
Kahnert present case studies on customer co-production, or prosuming. Their 
main questions are: Why do customers participate and how are these processes 
coordinated by the firms? The results show a considerable range of motives and 
forms of coordination. Whether motives are extrinsic or intrinsic in nature appar-
ently depends on the type of co-production involved. With regard to the organiza-
tional models the authors identify a range of different strategies: from rationaliza-
tion, to prosuming as a basic business model, up to interactive value creation be-
tween the company and the web community. The authors conclude that collabora-
tive practices provide a rich field for future research. Theoretical approaches are 
needed that allow for a better understanding of the reciprocity of the relationship 
between customers and companies.  
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In some of the firm-driven collaborative models the collaborating users or cus-
tomers are employees of the firm. In the case of OSS, the developers are frequent-
ly at the same time employees of a firm in which the OSS software is used (Henkel 
2008 and Sojer and Henkel 2010). In chapter 9 an open innovation intermediary 
arena is analyzed by Tobias Fredberg, Maria Elmquist, Susanne Ollila, and Anna 
Yström. Here, the collaborating actors are employees of a firm that is a partner in 
the network of the intermedia arena. The authors provide insight into the tensions 
that these actors experience in their work in the intermediary arena. As they are 
embedded in two organizational structures, they constantly need to renegotiate 
their positions both within their firm and in the intermediary arena. Role confu-
sions occur in four dimensions: trust, loyalty, knowledge sharing and career. To 
enable these actors to bring their full potential into the collaborative process, both 
the partner firms and the intermediary organization have to deal with these ten-
sions. 
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Customer Co-Creation:  
Open Innovation with Customers 
A typology of methods for customer co-creation in the 
innovation process 
Frank Piller, Christoph Ihl and Alexander Vossen 
Abstract 
Customer co-creation denotes an active, creative and social collaboration process 
between producers (retailers) and customers (users), facilitated by the company. 
Customers become active participants in an innovation process of a firm and take 
part in the development of new products or services. In this paper, we provide a 
review of the evolution of customer co-creation and related forms of customer 
participation and suggest a typology of recent methods of co-creation. Our typolo-
gy is based on three dimensions, addressing (i) the customers’ autonomy in the 
process, (ii) the nature of the firm-customer collaboration (dyadic versus commu-
nity based), and (iii) the stage of the innovation process when the customer inte-
gration takes place. Along these dimensions, we then present specific methods of 
customer co-creation. We conclude with a number of suggestions for further re-
search. 
Introduction: The Idea of Open Innovation 
Managing uncertainty can be regarded as a core practice of successful innovation 
management. Firms face various sources of uncertainty with regard to their tech-
nological and managerial capabilities and the target markets. Thomke (2003) diffe-
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rentiates the uncertainties of an innovation project into technical, production, 
need, and market uncertainty. To reduce these uncertainties, firms need to access 
and transfer different types of information (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006). In a 
generic framework, this information can be divided into two groups (von Hippel 
1998):  
• Information on customer and market needs (“need information”), i.e. information 
about the preferences, needs, desires, satisfaction, motives, etc. of the cus-
tomers and users of a new product or new service offering. Better access 
to sufficient need-related information from customers increases the effec-
tiveness of the innovation activities. It reduces the risk of failure. Need in-
formation builds on an in-depth understanding and appreciation of the 
customers’ requirements, operations and systems. This information is typi-
cally transferred by means of market research techniques from customers 
to manufacturers. 
• Information on (technological) solution possibilities (“solution information”), i.e. 
information about how best to apply a technology to transform customer 
needs into new products and services. Access to solution information pri-
marily addresses the efficiency of the innovation process. Better solution 
information enables product developers to engage in more directed prob-
lem-solving activities in the innovation process. The more complex and 
radical an innovation is, the larger in general the need to access solution in-
formation from different domains. 
All innovations are characterized by both types of knowledge, although their rela-
tive proportions may vary (Nambisan, Agarwal and Tanniru 1999). Need and solu-
tion information may be located physically in different places, which are often 
external to the firm’s innovation process (Nonaka and Takeutchi 1995). It is neces-
sary to transfer at least a certain amount of each type of information from one 
place to another, as successful innovation requires a combination of the two. Ca-
loghirou, Kastelli and Tsakanikas (2004) conclude after a study of information 
exchange in new product development projects that “[…] both internal capabilities 
and openness towards knowledge sharing are important for upgrading innovative 
performance.” The innovation process thus can be seen as a continuous interac-
tion between internal actors in a firm and external actors on its periphery (Allen 
1983; Berthon et al. 2007; Blazevic and Lievens 2008; Brown and Eisenhardt 1995; 
Chesbrough 2003; Freeman and Soete 1997; Reichwald and Piller 2009; Szulanski 
1996). Along all stages of this process, need and solution information has to be 
transferred from various external actors into the innovation function of the firm. 
One of the fundamental sources of information for innovation is the customer.  
Today, the common understanding of the innovation process builds on the 
observation that firms rarely innovate alone and that the innovation process can be 
seen as an interactive relationships among producers, users and many other differ-
ent institutions (Laursen and Salter 2006). Mansfield (1986) showed that innova-
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tion projects which are based to a large extent on external developments have 
shorter development times and require less investment than similar projects based 
solely on internal research and development. As a result, the early Schumpeterian 
model of the lone entrepreneur bringing innovations to markets (Schumpeter 
1942) has been superseded by a richer picture of different actors in networks and 
communities (Laursen and Salter 2006). These actors are seen to work together in 
an interactive process of discovery, realization and exploitation of a new idea. In-
novative performance today is seen to a large extent as the ability of an innovative 
organization to establish networks with external entities.  
Recently, the term open innovation has been used to characterize such a system 
where innovation is not solely performed internally within a firm, but in a coopera-
tive mode with other external actors (Fredberg et al. 2008; Reichwald and Piller 
2009). Open innovation is the opposite of closed innovation, in which companies 
use only ideas generated within their boundaries, characterized by big corporate 
research labs and closely managed networks of vertically integrated partners (Che-
sbrough 2003). Open innovation is characterized by cooperation for innovation 
within wide horizontal and vertical networks of universities, start-ups, suppliers, 
and competitors. Companies can and should use external ideas as well as those 
from their own RandD departments, and both internal and external paths to the 
market, in order to advance their technology. Sources of external information for 
the innovation process are plentiful, including market actors like customers, sup-
pliers, competitors; the scientific system of university labs and research institutions; 
public authorities like patent agents and public funding agencies; and mediating 
parties like technology consultants, media, and conference organizers (Knudsen 
2007; Tether and Tajar 2008).  
Against this background, we define open innovation as the formal discipline 
and practice of leveraging the discoveries of others as input for the innovation 
process through formal and informal relationships.1 The objective is to access 
external information to reduce uncertainties in an innovation project with regard to 
need and solution information. In our opinion, especially the informal relation-
ships define the “innovativeness” of open innovation. Open innovation goes 
beyond conventional contractual arrangements of organizing collaborative value 
creation. It especially includes new forms of value creation which are based on 
informal, non-contractual, flexible and often short-term relationships. Threadless, 
for example, is a company that has “outsourced” almost all of activities to its peri-
                                                     
1 Our understanding of open innovation here is focused on “inbound open innovation,” i.e. “the 
practice of leveraging the discoveries of others” (Chesbrough and Crowther 2006: 229) to support 
sourcing and acquisition of external ideas and knowledge to the innovative process. Inbound open 
innovation is supplemented by “outbound open innovation,” i.e. “the commercialization of technol-
ogical knowledge exclusively or in addition to its internal application” (Lichtenthaler 2009: 318). 
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phery of customers. But with none of them does it have any contract, or even 
know their identity.  
In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on customers and users as ex-
ternal participants in the innovation process of a firm. We will introduce the term 
“customer co-creation” to define strategies of open innovation with customers. 
Our objective is to investigate the different roles customers and users take in co-
creation processes and the methods and tools facilitating these roles. In the next 
section, we will review important stages of the conceptual development of custom-
er co-creation and define some key terms. We then will present a typology of dif-
ferent forms of customer co-creation and discuss the different modes and ap-
proaches along this typology. Our chapter ends with conclusions and some ideas 
for future research. 
The Path from Market Orientation via Customer Orientation 
towards Customer Centricity 
The conventional view of customers in the innovation process is that they are 
either passive or “speaking only when spoken to” (von Hippel 1978) in the course 
of market research or concept testing. This view has recently been challenged by 
various researchers who note that there is also a more active role of customers in 
innovation (von Hippel 2005). But the recent notion of “lead user innovators” and 
“customer co-creators” as the central entity of the value chain (Seybold 2006; Pra-
halad and Krishnan 2008) has been the result of a long intellectual debate in the litera-
ture and discussion in management practice. A short review of this literature de-
velopment may serve as a good introduction into the development of today’s 
school of thought on customer innovation. It is important to note that the follow-
ing concepts are presented in the chronological order of their appearance. This 
order does not imply that all value creation at one time follows the most recent 
pattern. No perspective has been or is at one time the only appropriate approach. 
It is the context of the task that determines which orientation seems most suitable 
for a given context. 
Market orientation 
Before mass production was brought about by the industrial revolution, products 
were customized with craftsmanship. Craftsmanship often presented high-quality 
products that were only available to selected groups of individuals (with appropri-
ate purchasing power). Every customer was a market segment of one, and “mar-
keting” was individualized and personal, but performed implicitly and as part of 
the interaction process. The advent of mass production standardized the products and 
operations to leverage economy of scales and division of labor. This reduced the 
cost of production drastically. As a consequence, a mass population could now 
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afford the goods and services that were only available to pockets of society before. 
A new generation of mass consumers was created to enjoy the products that were 
designed to meet the demands of a segment of population large enough to justify 
the fixed cost of production, including set up cost and capital outlays. The “mass 
consumption society” (Sheth, Sisodia and Sharma 2000: 55) arose as a sellers-
market, leading firms to adopt organizational forms centered on products. Groups 
of related products were seen during this period as the primary basis for structur-
ing the organization (Homburg et al. 2000; Sloan 1963). 
With the resulting increase in product variety and increasing competition at the 
end of the 1950s, firms started to pay more attention to markets rather than to 
products. Market orientation as an organizational pattern of firms came up, following 
Drucker’s (1954) argument that creating a satisfied customer is the only valid defi-
nition of business purpose. Market orientation places as first objective to uncover 
and satisfy customer needs at a profit. The market orientated perspective was po-
pularized by Kotler (1991 [1967]) and soon widely adopted. Market orientation 
implies seeing the total market not as a homogenous mass market but to divide it 
into market segments of consumers. Segmentation started with the notion of socio-
demographic division with variables such as age, sex, and income. This resulted in 
a limited number of focused product variants (Smith 1956). Later, segmentation 
became more refined. More subtly defined niches based on lifestyles and previous 
buying behavior resulted in an increasing number of product variants to cater for 
individual, specific needs. Market segmentation demands information on consum-
ers’ needs (Narver and Slater 1990). Today’s instruments of market research were 
created as tools to satisfy exactly this set of demands by applying better under-
standing with information about customers. 
Customer orientation 
With a continuous refinement of segmentation, market orientation was replaced by 
the notion of customer orientation. Its principal features are (i) a set of beliefs that 
puts the customer’s interest first; (ii) the ability of the organization to generate, 
disseminate, and use superior information about customers and competitors; and 
(iii) the coordinated application of interfunctional resources to the creation of su-
perior customer value (we refer the reader to Day 1994, for a review of the litera-
ture). Especially the strong emphasis on providing “customer value” in all func-
tions of the organization can be regarded as the differentiation of customer orien-
tation to the previous stage of market orientation. The customer came closer into 
the focus of the firm. During this time, the notion of the marketing function as the 
central entity to deal with and think about a firm’s customers developed. Relation-
ship management reinforced this perspective. It “emphasizes understanding and satis-
fying the needs, wants, and resources of individual consumers and customers rather 
than those of mass markets and mass segments” (Sheth, Sisodia and Sharma 2000). 
Instead of segments of customers, individual customers were seen as the target of 
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the marketing mix, resulting in the term “one-to-one marketing” (McKenna 1991; 
Peppers and Rogers 1993). The members of one market segment are now no long-
er regarded as being heterogeneous in relation to their profit contribution for the 
firm; rather, each customer is assessed individually. Based on an individual output-
to-input ratio of the marketing function for individual customers (“share of wal-
let”), customers are either addressed by a standardized offering or, if it pays off, by 
a customized offering (Day 1996; Parasuraman and Grewal 2000). As a result, 
product-based strategies are being replaced with a competitive strategy approach 
based on growing the long-term customer equity of the firm.  
Customer centricity 
Today, the ability to manage the value chain from the customers’ point of view, 
and not from the perspective of the provider, determines the competitiveness of 
many organizations. The idea of a customer centric enterprise is to focus all company 
operations on serving customers and deliver unique value by considering custom-
ers as individuals (Tseng and Piller 2003; Piller, Reichwald and Tseng 2006). Cus-
tomers are becoming more and more empowered and are using this power to 
“vote” with their payment individually, not as a group or a block. They make their 
own judgment based on the value assessed from their own perspectives at the 
moment of transaction. For firms, the advent of computing and communication 
technology enables pervasive connectivity and direct interaction possibilities 
among individual customers and between customers and suppliers. This connectiv-
ity offers an enormous amount of additional flexibility. Beyond “listening into the 
customer domain” (Dahan and Hauser 2002) to address specific needs better and 
with shorter response time, manufacturers are enabled to connect capabilities of 
different suppliers to give customers the best economic value. Looking at custom-
ers as individuals and proactively developing products to cater to them at the price 
they are willing to pay and the schedules that they are willing to wait is by no 
means a straightforward task.  
Customer centricity means that the organization as a whole is committed to 
meet the needs of all relevant customers. At the strategic level, this translates to the 
orientation and mindset of a firm to share interdependencies and values with cus-
tomers over the long term. At the tactical level, companies have to align their 
processes with the customers’ convenience as the utmost importance, instead of 
focusing on the convenience of operations. Of course, sufficient infrastructural 
systems and mechanisms have to be implemented to reach this state. These 
changes include a customer-centric organizational structure. Traditionally separated 
functions like sales, marketing (communications), and customer service shall be-
come integrated into one customer-centered activity (Sheth, Sisodia and Sharma 
2000). At the operational level, mass customization and personalization have 
emerged as leading ideas in the last decade to reach exactly this objective (Pine 
1993; Salvador et al. 2009).  
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As a result, customer-centricity is turning the marketing perspective from the 
demand to the supply side. Marketing management has traditionally been viewed as 
demand management. The focus has been on the product or the market, and mar-
keting had to stabilize demand for an offering through promotional activities such 
as incentives or pricing policies. The customer centric enterprise is turning its fo-
cus to the individual customer as the starting point for all activities. Instead of 
creating and stabilizing demand, i.e. trying to influence people in terms of what to 
buy, when to buy, and how much to buy, firms should try to adjust their capabili-
ties, including product designs, production, and supply chains to respond to cus-
tomer demand. In the customer centric firm, it is the customer who drives the 
business. In the next section we will discuss how this perspective can be applied to 
innovation management. 
Three Modes of Interacting with Customers in the Innovation 
Process 
Access to customer information is one of the basic requirements for any successful 
innovation (Cooper 1993). Two conventional approaches exist to get this informa-
tion. Customer input can be either accessed explicitly, that is by asking customers 
about their basic needs and preferences via market research like surveys or focus 
groups, or by listening in to the customer domain, for example by analyzing sales 
data, internet log files, or surveying sales personnel. In the past decade, there has 
been a growing stream of research on the contributions of customers towards a 
firm’s innovation process. This research also has identified some contributions of 
customers that seem to go beyond their traditional role of being a mere respondent 
to a company's activities (see for an overview Danneels 2002; Fredberg and Piller 
2008; Fang 2008; Carbonell et al 2009). These studies demonstrate a general con-
sensus on the benefit of customer (user) integration for innovative performance. 
But they also identified rather different roles customers can take in an innovation 
process. Some studies propose that contributing customers should have special 
characteristics (Gruner and Homburg 2000; Urban and von Hippel 1988), implying 
that not all customers are equally suited to contribute to the innovation process. 
Other studies, however, stress the need for a broad interaction with customers for 
successful innovation (Gales and Mansour-Cole 1995; Joshi and Sharma 2004; 
Magnusson 2009). In general, however, this research indicates that customers can 
take different roles in the innovation process. While some customers provide im-
portant information about future trends and possible solution technologies, other 
customers may be more suited to evaluate innovative concepts or to participate in 
the refinement of a prototype. 
 Expanding a framework by Dahan and Hauser (2002), these roles can be 
structures around three different modes of using and generating customer information in new 
product development: (1) “Listen into” the customer domain, (2) “ask” customers, 
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and (3) “build” with customers. These three modes differ in their degree respec-
tively extent of the customer activities:  
Mode 1 – “Listen into”.  
In the first approach, products are designed on behalf of the customers. This has 
been one of the typical understandings of the “market orientation” paradigm as 
presented above. Firms use existing customer information from diverse input 
channels like feedback from sales people, analyzing the sales data from the last 
season, internet log files, or research reports by third parties to identify customer 
needs (Dahan and Hauser 2002). Another important input in this mode is reviews 
of the performance of existing products (the firm’s and competitors’). This ap-
proach also includes methods to study customer by observation, such as netnogra-
phy (Kozinets 1998; 2002; Bartl and Ivanovic 2010) or empathic design (Leonard-
Barton and Rayport 1997), and engineering-based methods like Quality Function 
Deployment (Akao 1990) which integrates customer data with a design methodol-
ogy.  
Mode 2 – “Ask”.  
In addition to observed data on customer preferences, a second strategy explicitly 
asks customers for input for a company’s innovation process. In the early stages of 
an innovation project, customer preferences or unmet needs are identified via sur-
veys, qualitative interviews, or focus groups (“voice of the customer“ methods, 
Griffin and Hauser 1993; Green, Carroll and Goldberg 1981). An advanced and 
proven method here is the “outcome driven innovation” approach that combines a 
number of survey and evaluation methods into a coherent framework (Ulwick 
2002). In the later stages of an innovation project, different solutions or concepts 
are presented to customers so they can react to proposed design solutions (Acito 
and Hustad 1981; Page and Rosenbaum 1992; Dahan and Hauser 2002). For ex-
ample, a manufacturer may recruit so called “pilot customers” or “beta users.” 
These customers are observed and regularly surveyed to use their experiences and 
ideas for improvements of the pilot product to make it suit the majority of cus-
tomers (Dolan and Matthews 1993). In the consumer goods field, concept testing 
in focus groups or the invitation to customers to join “product clinics” are exam-
ples of this approach. In addition, the systematic analysis of feedback or com-
plaints from existing customers provides important input for the innovation proc-
ess (Brockhoff 2003; Kendall and Russ 1975; Füller, Matzler and Hoppe 2008). In 
general, the approaches of customer interaction in the innovation process accord-
ing to this Mode 2 can be seen as practices within the paradigm of “customer ori-
entation,” as presented above. 
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Mode 3 – “Build”.  
In the previous modes, customers remain isolated from the firm. The alternative 
approach of Mode 3 is to actively involve customers in the design or development 
of future offerings, often with the help of tools that are provided by the firm. 
Hence, this mode refers to an active integration of customer participation in innova-
tion (Ramirez 1999; von Hippel 2005), building on the understanding of “customer 
centricity” according to the definition in the previous section (Kaulio 1998; Piller 
2004; Tseng, Kjellberg and Lu 2003, for extended reviews refer to von Hippel 
2005; O’Hern and Rindfleisch 2009; Piller and Ihl 2009). The manufacturer is ei-
ther empowering its customers to design a solution by themselves or is implement-
ing methodologies to efficiently transfer an innovative solution from the customer 
into the company domain. This mode 3 is the genus of customer co-creation – open 
innovation with customers – and the focus of this chapter. The term customer co-
creation denotes a product development approach where customers are actively 
involved and take part in the design of a new offering (Kaulio 1998; Piller 2004; 
Tseng, Kjellberg and Lu 2003, for extended reviews of the active role of customers 
in the innovation process refer to von Hippel 2005; O’Hern and Rindfleisch 2009; 
Piller and Ihl 2009). More specifically, customer co-creation has been defined as an 
active, creative and social process, based on collaboration between producers (re-
tailers) and customers (users) (Piller and Ihl 2009). Customers are actively involved 
and take part in the design of new products or services. Their co-creation activities 
are performed in an act of company-to-customer interaction which is facilitated by 
the company. Customer co-creation can be seen as the application of customer 
centric management in the innovation process. Its objective is to utilize the infor-
mation and capabilities of customers and users for the innovation process.  
The main benefit is to enlarge the base of information about needs, applica-
tions, and solution technologies that resides in the domain of the customers and 
users of a product or service. Examples for methods to achieve this objective in-
clude user idea contests (Ebner et al. 2008; Piller and Walcher 2006; Sawhney, 
Verona and Prandelli 2005; Terwiesch and Xu 2008), consumer opinion platforms 
(Hennig-Thurau et al. 2004; Sawhney, Verona and Prandelli 2005), toolkits for user 
innovation (Thomke and von Hippel 2002; von Hippel and Katz 2002; Franke and 
Schreier 2002; Franke and von Hippel 2003), mass customization toolkits (Franke, 
Keinz and Schreier 2008; Franke and Piller 2004), and communities for customer 
co-creation (Franke and Shah 2003; Sawhney and Prandelli 2000; Henkel and 
Sander 2003; Benkler 2002; Howe 2006, 2008; Füller, Matzler and Hoppe 2008). 
At this stage, we have to make an important differentiation between customer 
co-creation and the lead user concept von Hippel 1988, 1994 (for a review of the lead 
user research refer to von Hippel 2005). Research has shown that many commer-
cially important products or processes are initially thought of by innovative users 
rather than by manufactures. Especially when markets are fast-paced or turbulent, 
so called lead users face specific needs ahead of the general market participants. Lead 
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users are characterized as users who (1) face needs that will become general in a 
marketplace much earlier before the bulk of that marketplace encounters them; 
and (2) are positioned to benefit significantly by obtaining a solution for those 
needs. In situations when need information can be converted into a final solution 
or prototype directly at the locus of the users, customers are taking over the role 
the innovator entirely.  
The lead user concept has dominated the perspective of the earlier research on 
user innovation. Lead users are seen are being motivated intrinsically to innovate, 
performing the innovation process autonomously and without an interaction with 
a manufacturer. It then is the task of the firm “just” to identify and capture the 
resulting inventions. Our understanding of customer co-creation, however, is built on a firm-
driven strategy that facilitates the interaction with its customers and users. Instead of 
just screening the user base to detect any existing prototypes created by lead users, 
here the firm provides instruments and tools to its users to actively co-create a 
solution together. 
A Typology of Methods for Customer Co-Creation 
Our literature review suggests different modes and intensities in the ways custom-
ers can contribute to innovative activities of the firm. Customer co-creation is a 
multifaceted phenomenon. In order to better understand the relationships and ties 
between firms and customers in the innovation process, we will present a concep-
tual typology of customer co-creation in the following (based on Piller and Ihl 
2009). Note that this typology (and the remaining discussion) is focused on strate-
gies that are based on a collaborative mode of participation of customers in the innova-
tion process, facilitated and initiated by an explicit firm strategy towards open in-
novation (representing the “Mode 3” in the previous section). Our perspective is 
that firms are organizing the process of customer innovation. Firms are building capa-
bilities and infrastructures that allow customers to perform activities in their inno-
vation process. This perspective represents the new understanding of open innova-
tion with customers (as also presented, e.g., in Reichwald and Piller 2009; Tapscott 
and Williams 2006; Seybold 2006).  
Building on our previous research in the field (Diener and Piller 2010), we 
propose three characteristics that form the conceptual dimensions of a typology of 
possible settings for co-creation with customers:  
• The stage in the innovation process refers to the time when customer input 
from co-creation activities enters the new product development process; 
i.e. whether customer input enters early in the front end stages of the 
process (idea generation and concept development) or whether it enters 
later in the back-end (product design and testing). 
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• The degree of collaboration refers to the structure of the underlying relation-
ships in an open innovation setting; i.e. whether there is a dyadic collabo-
ration between a firm and one customer at a time or whether there exist 
networks of customers who collaborate among themselves more or less 
independent from the firm. 
• The degrees of freedom refers to the nature of the task that has been assigned 
to customers; i.e. whether it is a narrow and predefined task with only a 
few degrees of freedom or whether it is an open and creative task for 
which a solution is hardly foreseeable because of many degrees of free-
dom.  
According to these three dimensions, one can think of altogether eight ideal types 
of co-creation with customers. In the following, we describe and give examples for 
these eight types in a systematic manner by classifying them according to the ty-
pology.  
Dyadic (1:1) co-creation at the front end 
We begin with customer innovation in the front end of the innovation process (see 
Figure 1). The front end of the innovation process centers on two essential activi-
ties: (1) generating novel concepts and ideas, and (2) selecting specific concepts 
and ideas to be pursued further (O’Hern and Rindfleisch 2009). Regarding degrees 
of freedom, generating ideas is a task which is more open and creative than select-
ing from a predefined set of ideas. Both of these tasks have been suggested to be 
handed over to customers by means of idea contests (Piller and Walcher 2006; Ter-
wiesch and Xu 2008) and idea screening (Toubia and Florès 2007) respectively. In 
both of these settings, the task is carried out in a dyadic interaction between a firm 
and individual customers, each of them submitting and/or evaluating ideas without 
collaborating with other customers. 
In an idea contest, a firm seeking innovation-related information posts a request 
to a population of independent (competing) agents, e.g. customers, to submit solu-
tions to a given task within a given timeframe. The firm then provides an award to 
the agent that generated the best solution (Piller and Walcher 2006). Thus, idea 
contests overcome a core challenge for firms when opening the innovation 
process: how to incentivize customers to transfer their innovative ideas. This is impor-
tant in the early stages of the innovation process because customers are unlikely to 
benefit from their contributions through new products within a short time frame, 
as in later stages of the innovation process. 
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Figure 1: Typology of customer innovation at the front end of the innovation 
process 
Some companies thus promise cash rewards or licensing contracts for innovative 
ideas, other build on non-monetary acknowledgments promising peer or company 
(brand) recognition and facilitating a pride-of-authorship effect. Obviously, these 
rewards or recognitions are not given to everyone submitting an idea, but only for 
the “best” of these submissions. This competitive mechanism is an explicit meas-
ure to foster customer innovation. It should encourage more or better customers 
to participate, should inspire their creativity and increase the quality of the submis-
sions. Box 1 describes an innovation contest conducted by Fujitsu Siemens Computers 
in 2008 in greater detail. 
 
Box 1: Co-Creation at Fujitsu Siemens Computers  
(Source: From a post to mass-customization.blogs.com by Frank Piller on April 24, 2008) 
Fujitsu Siemens Computers (FSC), a large IT infrastructure provider, just started their 
first community-based innovation contest this week. The contest asks everyone with a 
clever idea to develop ideas around the Data Center of the future. They ask the ques-
tions how data centers will work in the future, what services will be required by users, 
and which topics will be of strategic importance for their business. The contest has 
been created by a business team within FSC with the help of HYVE AG, a Munich 
based open innovation accelerator. On the platform, users not just become a source of 
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ideas, but a member of an Innovation Community. This shall enhance their ideas with 
the help of other contest participants and the internal experts from Fujitsu Siemens 
Computers. 
Every idea can be evaluated and commented by every contestant. As a consequence, 
ideas become vital elements which can be formed and developed by many spirits and 
thereby have the chance to gain excellence. While the original spin doctor competes 
for one of the prizes for one specific idea, the contestant’s activity within the commu-
nity is rewarded as well. In order to enable the contestants to actively interact beside 
the discussions on ideas, several additional functions are available to the participants. 
Weekly chats with other participants and Fujitsu Siemens Computers Professionals are 
dedicated to specific topics which are defined according to eminent issues within the 
pool of ideas. Not to mention the forum and other features. Every contestant can con-
tribute several ideas. The essence of the ideas is described through a handful of uni-
form parameters such as target group and basic functionality. The idea can also be 
enriched by any attachment such as diagrams or mind maps. In order to compare and 
rank the ideas, the contributions are evaluated along some criteria such as market po-
tential, value to the customer or novelty to the market. Contestants evaluate their own 
as well as any other idea by these criteria. 
The contest consists of different phases: First, ideas are contributed and evaluated by 
the community. After two weeks the contest went on, FSC experts will come into play 
and start the expert evaluation phase were ideas are evaluated along similar criteria as 
the community evaluated the ideas. A tag cloud helps to explore the pool of ideas in-
tuitively and your favorite ideas can be added to your personal list in order to keep an 
eye on their progress. And in the end, the winning idea gets 5000 Euro, plus there are 
several of the latest FSC laptops to win (http://innovation-contest.fujitsu-
siemens.com).  
The results of the contest are held private, but according to company voices, the firm 
was “more than satisfied” with this initiative and considers to repeat the contest in the 
future (note: due to the change in the ownership structure of FSC at the end of 2008, 
this initiative has been placed on hold). 
 
Piller and Walcher (2006) present a broad range of examples for idea contests in 
practice. These are differentiated according to the degree of problem specification, 
i.e. does the problem clearly specify the requirements for the sought solution or is 
it more or less an open call for solutions to a vaguely specified problem (see also 
Terwiesch and Xu 2008). Consider the example of Threadless.com, a company en-
tirely based on a continuous user contest where winning designs (for t-shirts) are 
transferred into mass products (Ogawa and Piller 2006). Threadless demands some 
degree of elaboration for the submissions by requesting the usage of specific soft-
ware that allows for an easy transfer of the chosen designs to manufacturing. The 
theme of the designs (problem specification) however is not defined at all.  
Following a successful idea generation exercise by means of contest, firms 
might easily end up with several hundreds of ideas generated by customers. The 
next step is idea screening and evaluation, i.e. to select these ideas and identify those 
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with the highest potential. Submitted ideas might be evaluated by a panel of ex-
perts from the solution seeking firm, and ranked according to a set of evaluation 
criteria. However, Toubia and Flores (2007) suggest that even this task may be 
successfully carried out by customers by means of adaptive idea screening. They 
propose that in light of a potentially very large number of ideas it would be unrea-
sonable to ask each consumer to evaluate more than a few ideas. This raises the 
challenge of efficiently selecting the ideas to be evaluated by each consumer. Tou-
bia and Flores (2007) describe several idea-screening algorithms that perform this 
selection adaptively based on the evaluations made by previous consumers. A good 
example for idea screening in practice again is Threadless.com. Here, customers not 
only create and submit many T-shirt designs. By means of a poll they also deter-
mine the winning designs that will later on be transferred into mass products 
(Ogawa and Piller 2006). 
Network (community) based (n:n) co-creation at front end 
Customer communities have been shown to be an important locus of innovations. 
These communities may be operating entirely independent of firms or even dealing 
with firms’ products in an unauthorized manner (see for the notion of outlaw 
communities Flowers 2008). For example, Franke and Shah (2003) analyze four 
firm-independent sports communities and show that on average one third of the 
community members improved or even designed their own product innovations 
for sports equipment. It is important to note that these innovations do not emerge 
solely from individual efforts, but are also driven to a significant extent by collabo-
rations with other community members (Franke and Shah 2003). This effect also 
holds in customer communities that are initiated and run by firms (Jeppesen and 
Frederiksen 2006). 
Internet-based customer communities differ in structure and extensity of social 
ties and are often termed online or virtual communities, communities of interest, 
communities of consumption, virtual settlements or brand communities. They are 
mainly based upon shared enthusiasm and knowledge concerning specific product 
domains and are often virtual meeting places for users that discuss their usage 
experiences with certain products and ideas for new products and their improve-
ment. Customer communities differ, however, in their objective and hence their 
devotion to open and creative tasks that produce novelties. Along this line, we 
want to differentiate general product-related discussion forums on the one hand and 
communities of creation on the other hand.  
In product-related discussion forums, customers primarily exchange their usage expe-
riences and support each other in using the product. Generating novel ideas or 
concepts is not a central objective in such communities. Henkel and Sander (2003) 
investigate the product-related forum smart-club.de which is not primarily devoted to 
innovative activities. They find that posts that are relevant for innovation activities 
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occur, but are rather rare. Customer posts build on each other and sometimes ar-
gue along an innovative thought, but the verbal input by consumers primarily is of 
moderate creativity and elaboration.  
On the other hand, communities of creation are primarily concerned with generat-
ing novel ideas and concepts (Sawhney and Prandelli 2000). Hence, their innova-
tion productivity is rather high and not restricted to the verbal output, but may also 
include the virtual exchange of more elaborated contributions such as technical 
drawings (Füller et al. 2006). A popular example of a highly innovative online 
community is the “Harley-Owners-Group” (http://www.hog.com). Concepts of indi-
vidualized motorbikes and accessories demonstrated and discussed within this 
community were later included in the development process of the producer Har-
ley-Davidson. There are also examples that communities of creation can emerge 
from an ordinary discussion forum. At Outdoorseiten.de, a nucleus of customers de-
voted several threads to the creation of a new tent. Starting out from several vague 
ideas, they reached a degree of elaboration that convinced a manufacturer to ac-
tually produce this tent on a larger scale. Box 2 denotes a further strategy for prof-
iting from customer input at the front end of innovation. 
 
Box 2: Muji.com: An example of customer input at the front end from Japan 
(Source: Updated extract from Ogawa and Piller 2006) 
Muji is a Japanese specialty retail chain with 2004 sales topping 117,100 million Yen. 
Muji is a household name in Japan for all kind of consumer commodities, and highly 
acclaimed in Europe for its industrial design and product esthetics. Its major product 
categories are apparel (38 % of total sales), household goods and stationary (52%), and 
food (10%). While the company is famous for its powerful internal design practice, it 
has a very strong method to incorporate customer input into the new product devel-
opment process. 
In its Japanese home market, the company receives more than 8000 suggestions for 
product improvements or new product ideas each month. Suggestions are sent as 
postcards attached to catalogues, as e-mails or via feedback forms on the company’s 
website. On the sales floor, sales associates are encouraged to collect notes on custom-
er behavior and short quotes from sales dialogues. More than 1000 of these memos are 
processed each month. The company even organizes a vacation club, Muji Camp, 
where customers can experience a summer vacation with Muji products. The camp 
provides Muji with the opportunity to observe customers during the camp and to de-
velop relationships with the vacationers that go beyond the summer.  
But the most important means of interaction with its customers is its online communi-
ty, Muji.net, with approximately 410,000 members. This dazzling array of customer in-
put is motivated by the customers’ high involvement with the brand. In return, Muji 
acknowledges the customer input by marking products triggered by suggestions of cus-
tomers clearly in its catalog. Notwithstanding this openness to external input, product 
planning and product development remains a closed, internally managed process. Cus-
tomer input is collected, categorized and evaluated in a structured process, resulting in 
an internal short-list of top ideas which are discussed in a “business improvement 
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meeting” by a management board, including the company president. This board has al-
so the sole decision how to proceed with a submitted idea. 
Dyadic (1:1) co-creation at the back end  
Next we turn to customer innovation types in the back end of the innovation 
process (see Figure 2). Here, customer inputs have to be more concrete and elabo-
rated in order to be valuable for firms. A higher degree of elaboration often re-
quires a more structured approach for the interaction with customers. In order to 
obtain an adequate solution for an innovation problem, firms needs to combine 
need information from the customer domain with their own solution information. 
As first solutions are not always best, firms usually repeat this process several times 
and evaluate possible solutions for an innovation problem in an iterative process.  
 
Figure 2: Typology of customer innovation at the back end of the innovation 
process 
 
This process of trial and error is very expensive, because it fosters a steady flow of 
iteration and communication between the user and manufacturer. Because of the 
“stickiness” of (location-dependent) needs and solution information, the exchange 
between both parties is often tedious and accompanied by high transaction costs 
(von Hippel 1998). 
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Toolkits in general are based upon the idea of handing over the trial and error 
process to customers (Franke and Piller 2003, 2004; von Hippel and Katz 2002; 
Thomke and von Hippel 2002). A toolkit is a development environment which 
enables customers to transfer their needs iteratively to a concrete solution – often 
without coming into personal contact with the manufacturer. The manufacturer 
provides users with an interaction platform, where they can make a solution ac-
cording to their needs using the toolkit’s available solution space. 
In order to operate efficiently, toolkits should fulfill five basic requirements 
(von Hippel and Katz 2002): (1) Trial and error learning: Toolkit users should receive 
simulated feedback on their solution in order to evaluate it and to improve on it in 
an iterative process. In this way, learning-by-doing processes are facilitated. (2) 
Solution space: A toolkit’s solution space defines all variations and combinations of 
allowed possible solutions. Basically, the solution space only permits those solu-
tions which take specific technical restrictions into account and are producible 
from the manufacturer’s perspective. (3) User friendliness: User friendliness describes 
how users perceive the quality of interaction with the toolkit. Expenses influence 
the user’s perception of quality, (time, intellectual effort), as well as the perceived 
benefit (satisfaction with the developed solution, fun), of interacting with the tool-
kit. (4) Modules and components library: Modules and components libraries allow users 
to choose from predefined solution chunks for their convenience. Such libraries 
may also contain additional functionalities such as programming languages, visuali-
zation tools, help menus, drawing software, etc. (5) Transferring customer solutions: 
After users have developed the best possible solution for their needs, it should be 
transferred to the manufacturer. A transfer over toolkits allows for perfect com-
munication of the customer’s solution, which is conveniently translated into the 
manufacturer’s “language”. Following Franke and Schreier (2002), we distinguish 
two types of toolkits according to the degrees of freedom that the underlying solu-
tion space provides to customers: toolkits for user innovation and toolkits for customer co-
design and customization.  
Toolkits for user innovation resemble, in principle, a chemistry set. Their solution 
space or, at least some of the product’s design parameters, is boundless. Toolkit 
users not only combine the manufacturer’s standard modules and components to 
create the best possible product for themselves, but they also expend a tremendous 
amount of effort in experimenting through trial and error processes on new and 
previously unknown solutions for their needs. The manufacturer’s toolkit provides 
the necessary solution information in the form of, for example, programming lan-
guages or drawing software. A good example comes from the semiconductor in-
dustry where firms equipped customers with toolkits for custom development of 
integrated circuits and computer chips (von Hippel and Katz 2002). 
On the other hand, toolkits for customer co-design are used for product customiza-
tion and the development of variants, rather than developing new goods and ser-
vices. It can be compared to a set of Lego bricks. Toolkits for user co-design offer 
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users more or less a large choice of individual building blocks (modules, compo-
nents, parameters), which can be configured to make a product according to the 
user’s individual requirements. Therefore, the toolkit’s solution space is limited and 
can be modified only according to its predefined “building blocks.” These building 
blocks lie within the range of a manufacturer’s economic and technological capa-
bility. They are often integrated into a mass customization strategy (Salvador et al 
2009). Well-known examples of these types of toolkits are Dell’s product configu-
rator and configurators found, for example, in the automobile industry. Another 
well-known example is the strategy of toy-maker LEGO and its LEGO Factory, an 
advanced toolkit for user innovation targeting the children’s market. Box 3 de-
scribes this example in more detail. 
 
Box 3: LEGO Factory: Moving from mass customization toolkits towards open innovation 
(Source: Post: “Lego Factory hacked by users – and the company loves it” by Frank Piller on mass-
customization.blogs.com, 12 Dec 2005) 
Lego, a toy maker based in Billund, Denmark, provides an interesting case of a com-
pany combining mass customization toolkits and open innovation. Originally ac-
claimed for its modular product architecture, the company has provided users since its 
foundation the possibility to create almost unlimited designs. However, the relation-
ship between the company and its users was following the conventional, disconnected 
transaction marketing approach. Also, all parts and logo kits were produced in a built-
to-stock model. In recent years, Lego faced serious difficulties in forecasting its prod-
ucts. Also, it had a need to differentiate itself to more “modern” educational toys like 
children computers etc. To get inspiration for new products and connect closer with 
its users, the company had a great source of inspiration: Totally independent of the 
company, a Lego user community called LUGNET has been built by fanatic adult us-
ers of Lego. Lugnet is one of the best examples of a community where users co-create 
and co-design based around a manufacturer’s products. Its members not only swap 
parts or share pictures of their individual models, but also developed collaboratively a 
design software (open source) to create expert constructions. Also, a large number of 
small user shops sell unique models and designs. When Lego introduced its Mind-
storms Robotic toys, after several years of development, some users “hacked” the ro-
botic kit and improved the performance of the construction kit and its processing ca-
pabilities by several dimensions in just a few weeks (this is one of the best documented 
and fascinating case of user innovation). All these user activities, however, were not fa-
cilitated or really utilized by Lego. 
But finally, the Lego Company introduced a similar offering combining mass customi-
zation and open innovation: In August 2005, Lego announced the opening of LEGO 
Factory, a very advanced toolkit for user (children) innovation and co-design. The 
Lego Factory combines several trends and developments which were before invented 
in the user domain, and which are now incorporated into a business model of the 
company. At Lego Factory, users can create their own unique Lego models – using in-
teractive software that helps them to overcome the engineering problem of combining 
basic modular elements (Lego bricks) into a new creation. Then, the company manu-
factures the bricks necessary for the model and ships them to users so they can assem-
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ble their models. Customers can also buy the bricks necessary to build from other 
people’s designs, which are posted on the site. Lego Factory is based on a toolkit for 
user co-design, called Lego Designer, a free, downloadable, 3D modeling program that 
lets users choose from digital collections of bricks to compose their own unique mod-
els. In addition, the site finally features real open innovation at Lego: It highlights the 
fact that the company is now selling Lego sets which are designed by other Lego users. 
Children can not only create their own unique designs, and order the corresponding 
bricks in a customized set with the help of their father’s credit card, but can also sub-
mit these designs to the company. Lego may then produce an extraordinary design as a 
mass product for other children as well. This idea has been also tested before (in the 
German Lego catalog, some user designed Lego sets have been included since 2003), 
but never utilized on a large scale. 
Network (community)-based (n: n) co-creation at the back end 
Collaborations among users in a community bear the potential that otherwise iso-
lated (chunks of) customer solutions are more likely to be complementary, rather 
than redundant, or that they may even get integrated into a single product. This in 
turn might allow for more complex problems that can be handed over to and 
solved by customers. For this innovative institution where many individuals to-
gether produce a rather complex common good, Benkler (2002) has coined the 
term “peer production” within communities of creation for problem solving. 
While communities of creation are often focused on the front end activities of 
idea generation and concept development, commons-based peer production may 
also cover early stages of the innovation process but usually extends to activities in 
the back end of the innovation process where products reach final states. Peer 
production describes the fact that there are a great number of internet-based 
projects where many users are working on the collective production and further 
development of knowledge and information products. One can speak of crowdsourc-
ing (Howe 2006, 2008) if firms are able to utilize this trend.  
Probably the most popular movement of this kind is the development of open 
source software (e.g. Lerner and Tirole 2002; Lakhani and von Hippel 2003) where 
users define problems, announce them to the community, provide solutions to 
problems, test and debug solutions and finally take care of distribution and docu-
mentation. Many of today’s most successful computer applications, including 
Apache, Linux, and Firefox are open source projects that are managed by self-
organizing communities of volunteer programmers.  
Transferring and combining need and solution information is vital to solve 
complex innovation problems like software development, but costly in case of 
information “stickiness”. This stickiness actually suggests that further division of 
labor among very many customers would not be a wise thing to do because of the 
increased costs of information transfer between actors. Nevertheless, organizing 
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this division of labor between networks of customer and the firm in an efficient 
manner is what peer production is about. 
Commons-based peer production does not rely on organizational principles 
like property rights, price mechanisms, contracts or formal managerial structures. 
It has thus a potential transaction cost advantage over traditional, hierarchical, 
hybrid or market forms. A central characteristic of peer production is that custom-
ers self-select into their respective sub-tasks rather than being assigned by a central 
authority. The self-selection mechanism is suggested to be more efficient for two 
reasons:  
(1) It is better at identifying and allocating exactly those human capacities (spe-
cial abilities of single individuals), suitable for single tasks within the informa-
tion production process. The peer production model “loses less information 
about who the best person for a given job might be than do […] other […] or-
ganizational modes” (Benkler 2002: 1). A manager, who assigns a task to one 
of his many employees, often is not able to use all possible information about 
abilities and motivation to decide whether a certain employee is best for a giv-
en job. If a task is not assigned, but broadcasted, actors can then compare it 
with their knowledge and motivation levels themselves in order to decide 
about their participation. 
(2) Through the effects of specialization, the efficiency of assigning tasks 
through self-selection is subject to substantial economies of scale. If large 
groups of potential participants face a large number of sub-tasks and sources 
of information, then it is more than likely that an actor will be found for a cer-
tain assignment who is truly qualified (specialized) and/or motivated. In addi-
tion, if no property rights and contracts are needed as a basis for cooperation, 
transaction costs can be lowered substantially by peer production. Actors de-
cide for themselves which problem to solve, and whom they wish to work with 
together on the task. This means the more potential available actors exist in re-
lation to a large amount of sub-tasks related in context, the higher the efficien-
cy of this organizational form in comparison to conventional organizational 
forms (Benkler 2002).  
As with any organizational approach, peer production has to solve the motivation 
problem and the coordination problem among customers; i.e. customers must be 
willing to bear the effort and able to fulfill their tasks in a compatible manner that 
can be integrated as a whole. The following four conditions favor self-selection as 
key principle of peer production in this regard: (1) an adequate large number of 
actors; (2) modularity of sub-tasks which can be worked on independently; (3) 
granular sub-tasks which are heterogeneous and small in size to attract a wide au-
dience; (4) low transaction costs for assigning and integrating sub-tasks. 
The possibility to digitalize a substantial number of value creation tasks dra-
matically increases the applicability of peer production principles. Digitalization 
reduces up-front costs for the necessary means of production. Capital investments 
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like computers and communication devices are broadly distributed and not con-
centrated at one place (as with, for example, a steel factory). Digitalization also 
simplifies the modularization of tasks and the Internet creates the transparency 
necessary for the allocation of sub-tasks to external actors through self-selection 
according to their motivation and abilities. In addition, interaction can take place 
on a social level, for example, by the emergence of social identification within cus-
tomer communities.  
Beyond information products like software, customers are also becoming ac-
tively involved in peer production of traditional manufactured products; partly 
through digitalization. For instance, over 120,000 individuals around the world 
served as voluntary members of Boeing’s World Design Team and contributed 
ideas and input regarding the design of its new 787 Dreamliner airplane 
(www.newairplane.com). Another example is the OSCar project (www.theoscarproject.org). 
The name OSCar stands for an ambitious project in which a car is developed after 
the principles of open source like peer production. Instead of the secrecy found 
within the automobile industry, ideas, designs and development plans are a public 
good. Since June 2000, motivated volunteers, creative hobby inventors, amateurs, 
and committed specialists debate in various forums about, among other things: 
design suggestions, impulsion, engineering, electronics, and safety for the OSCar. 
 While peer production has its primary strength in the creation of products, its 
principles may also be applied in the test and launch stage of the innovation 
process. A prominent example would be the bug fixing activities of many pro-
grammers in open source projects. In the automotive industry, consider the exam-
ple of Volvo. The company presented different concept cars on an internet-based 
platform, e.g. in the adventure or performance sector, as possible future offerings 
(conceptlabvolvo.com). The visitors playfully familiarize themselves with these car 
concepts and give their feedback after virtual presentations and test simulations.  
Another method for open innovation with customers in the test and launch stage 
is a virtual concept market to test the appeal of different concepts in a customer 
segment by trading concepts like stocks on the Internet (Spann and Skiera 2003).  
We want to conclude this section with the example of Quirky.com, a company 
that made community-based innovation the core of its business model. Similar to 
Threadless, the community suggests new concepts, votes on the best ideas, and 
collectively commits on the products that go into production. However, Quirky 
goes much further than Threadless and engages the community in many more 
activities along the entire span of the innovation process, as Box 4 describes. 
 
Box 4: Quirky.com: Social product development in a community 
(Source: Post: “Quirky.com” by Rob Walker on http://www.murketing.com/journal/?p=3962, 
Sept 2009) 
[In Summer 2009], Ben Kaufman, who is 22 and lives in New York, started a business 
aimed squarely at the armchair inventors among us. Quirky.com is meant to bring 
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“community developed” products to the marketplace. For example: Marc Julian Zech, 
an advertising copywriter in Hamburg, Germany, had an idea for a double-sided mini 
hard drive (one USB plug might hold personal data, the other work data). He submit-
ted his notion to Quirky.com, and now, a few weeks later, the Split Stick is being 
manufactured. This was actually the first Quirky product to cross over from the virtual 
drawing board to physical reality, but Kaufman’s dream is to make the dreams of many 
Marc Julian Zechs come true — and of course to profit from them. The idea is to 
convert the creativity of quasi-mass audiences into an alternative to a formal research-
and-development lab for a wide variety of objects. 
Joining the Quirky community is free: after a registration process that involves a 
demographic questionnaire, anybody can weigh in on product ideas. Actually submit-
ting an idea involves a $99 fee, which Quirky keeps even if your dream flops. Zech, 
who read about the company on a tech blog, figured that was a price worth paying. “I 
like to invent things,” he says, though until now he had been limited to dreaming up 
promotional products for ad clients. A double-sided USB drive was something he 
mulled in the past, so he wrote a descriptive pitch and drew some sketches. Every 
week the crowd of about 10,000 registered Quirky users votes to choose one pitch to 
go into development. Zech’s won. Quirky members then chime in about the final de-
sign, the product’s name and so on. “It gets better from step to step,” Zech says. 
Quirky’s small staff works out production details with manufacturers and suppliers. 
Then comes the final hurdle: the finished idea is offered to the general public in 
Quirky’s online store, and if it receives enough (discounted) preorders, it goes into 
production. From that point on, Quirky forks over 30 percent of the profits to its 
community: the originator gets the lion’s share, and those who offered helpful sugges-
tions earn “influence” points that translate into some sliver of the pie. (In this case, 
Zech gets $2.87 for every $24.99 Split Stick sold; others will get anywhere from a 
penny to 43 cents.) Participants can also earn influence by ginning up presales from 
their online social networks. This extension of the communal idea into the sales proc-
ess seems essential to the idea taking off. “The community,” Kaufman says, “was par-
ticularly passionate about” the Split Stick, with members stoking presales through so-
cial-networking tools on Quirky.com, crossing the 200-sales production threshold in 
about five days. Kaufman notes that Quirky received another 100 or so orders for the 
device in the days after the presale ended. Buyers should start getting their Split Sticks 
later this month. 
Quirky.com adds a new fleshed-out product concept to its online store every week: a 
multicolor sling, a melon-cutter, a combination key ring and mini-tripod called the 
DigiDude. More look poised to meet their presales goals and go into production. 
Surely part of what its customers are buying isn’t just a doodad but also the crowd-
pleasing notion of tapping into the creativity of the many: a nonexpert with an interest-
ing concept that is sharpened to perfection by the input of an engaged, online peanut 
gallery. There is none of the cautious focus-grouping of a traditional manufacturer. If 
things go well for Quirky, Kaufman says he hopes to have a temporary physical store 
in Manhattan in time for the holiday season, selling Quirky goods as well as drawing in 
more aspiring inventors. 
(Update: Since publishing the article, Quirky has secured more than $7 million in VC 
funding and its community has launched about one new product every week). 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
The typology developed in this paper demonstrates different methods and ways in 
which firms can benefit from open innovation with customers. Our objective was 
to offer a more systematic approach to the different methods of customer co-
creation.  We organized the methods among the three dimensions, “degrees of 
freedom” (customers’ autonomy in the task), “degrees of collaboration” among 
customers (dyadic firm-customer interaction vs. communities) and the “stage of 
the innovation process” (early vs. late stage). Despite all the different approaches 
outlined in this paper, we conclude that all methods of customer co-creation fol-
low a common principle. The underlying idea is that of an active, creative and so-
cial collaboration process between producers (retailers) and customers (users). Co-
creation involves customers actively in a company’s innovation process. But de-
spite this common ground, companies intending to profit from co-creation need to 
know which of the different methods are most suited for themselves and how to 
use these tools best (Diener and Piller 2010). In order to answer these questions, 
more detailed research is needed.  
First, firms need information and better guidance on how to assess whether 
their organization and branch is suited for customer co-creation. This information 
is crucial in order to build specific competences that aid firms in identifying oppor-
tunities and ultimately in using the right method. Managers need a clear picture of 
their own organizational settings and capabilities before being able to answer im-
portant questions during the implementation of one’s own customer integration 
initiative. This could include answers to questions like how do innovation projects 
have to be reorganized, which kinds of projects are suited for customer integration 
and how do the internal development processes have to be adjusted in order to 
allow optimal customer integration.  
Second, previous research mostly focused on showing the application of cus-
tomer integration, mostly in terms of successful examples. These examples are 
valuable for creating evidence and generating attention for the phenomena, but 
often lack a differentiated perspective on the chosen method of customer integra-
tion. To take the discussion on customer integration methods to the next level, 
more research on specific design components of these methods are mandatory in 
order to provide information on how the method is used in the best way. For ex-
ample, while the motives of customers participating in firm-hosted open innova-
tion activities have recently been the subject of a considerable amount of research 
(see e.g. Füller 2010; Füller, Matzler and Hoppe 2008), the ways to design a specif-
ic method remains relatively vague. Future contributions to these aspects need to 
give an answer to questions like how to design the methods in order to attract the 
desired participants, or in order to evoke the preferred behavior, as well as how 
can the firm influence the output of the open innovation activities by adjusting 
these specific design factors. 
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Finally, research is needed on the long-term effects of customer co-creation on 
competition. Today, open innovation with customers is booming. The number of 
firms and even governments implementing open innovation activities is steadily 
growing. This growth in numbers generates lots of opportunities for researchers to 
acquire empirical data from these activities, which may be used to answer some of 
the proposed questions above. But this growth also has its downsides. With more 
and more firms hosting co-creation activities, customers could become a scarce 
good, for which companies have to compete for in order to get them into ”their” 
activities. Ultimately, this could result in a shortage of the formerly infinite re-
source, the “customer crowd”, adding a new facet to firms’ competition among 
customers. Modeling the effect of customer co-creation and the scare resource of 
“innovative users” could become a fascinating field for future research in econom-
ics and strategy. 
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Governing Social Production 
Niva Elkin-Koren 
Abstract 
The rise of social production and the increase in User Generated Content (UGC) 
destabilize some of the fundamental premises of our current copyright law. Copy-
right law is primarily designed to regulate the relationships of a single owner with 
other non-owners and is focused on the sovereignty of the author. Social produc-
tion, by contrast, requires us to articulate a matrix of relationships between the 
individual, the facilitating platform and the communities and crowds involved in 
social production. This Article examines the social dimension of content produc-
tion and analyzes the consequences for the governance of content in the social 
web. Part I describes social production and analyzes the implications for the stake-
holders involved. Part II explains why social production might be incompatible 
with the current copyright regime. In particular, I argue that copyright law mainly 
defines rights against strangers and fails to provide a framework for managing the 
rights and interests within a gigantic group of collaborators. Furthermore, the ex-
clusivity offered by copyright law may undermine social motivation and collabora-
tive production. In Part III, I outline some of the challenges for legal policy.
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Introduction  
 In this chapter I will focus on law and social production. Lawyers often tend to 
overrate the role of law in regulating the behavior of people. They tend to believe 
that by simply providing a legal framework one can change the behavior of the 
players in any given market. Indeed, there are serious doubts regarding the role of 
law in the information environment. This might be due to the global nature of the 
Internet that is disconnected from any particular legal regime. It may also arise 
from the virtual nature of the information environment and the enforcement chal-
lenges which contribute to a general disregard for the law in this environment. At 
the same time, however, the law shapes the behavior of many players, especially 
market players and governmental actors and, therefore, legal policy should be tak-
en seriously when considering the future of social production.  
The rise of social production has been widely discussed by the literature. The 
title of Clay Shirky’s book, Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing Without 
Organizations, suggests that social production occurs without any organizational 
structure. The seminal work of Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks: How Social 
Production Transforms Markets and Freedom, describes the shift from industrial produc-
tion of content to social production, which allows users to coordinate and collabo-
rate outside the organizational structure of firms and the state.  
This view may overlook some of the organizational structures that are in place 
in this type of production, which are shaping the behavior of players and the rela-
tionships among them. One needs to bear in mind that social production does not 
take place in a vacuum. There are different normative systems which affect our 
behavior online, and are shaping social production: not simply statutes and court 
decisions, but also licenses, Terms of Use (ToU), as well as social norms, DRMs, 
default settings of platforms such as Facebook, and the architecture of the net-
work. In this chapter, I would like to take a look at the ways in which social pro-
duction is shaped by legal norms, and offer some thoughts on how it should be 
regulated. 
Copyright law is a legal regime which regulates the production of content, with 
the purpose of promoting creative activities. The shift from the industrial produc-
tion of content to a more diverse environment, where content is also generated by 
individual users (User-Generated-Content, or UGC) and by social production, 
marks a significant moment for copyright law. Copyright law was tailored to serve 
the special needs of mass production of content, which dominated the content 
industry during the twentieth century. This traditional production structure is now 
displaced, as social production grow alongside the old model. The rationale of 
copyright law assumes that corporations require some economic incentives in or-
der to make the large financial investments necessary for mass production and 
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distribution of content. Copyright law provides these incentives by designing a set 
of exclusive rights, which allow the investors to recoup their investments. The 
content industry (book publishers, record companies, mass media) invested in 
producing a master copy of the work (a novel, a movie) and recouped their in-
vestment by selling copies at a monopoly price or by licensing exclusive broadcast 
rights. It was therefore essential for the content industry to exercise exclusivity 
over the economic exploitation of the works it produced. As we move to social 
production, we need to ask: Is copyright law still useful in facilitating creativity? 
And moreover, what type of new governing structures can facilitate the emerging 
model of social production?  
I will begin by briefly describing social production and then highlight some 
drawbacks of the current copyright regime in facilitating this emerging mode of 
content production. Finally, I will offer some thoughts on how legal institutions 
can facilitate social production.  
What is Social Production?  
What is social production? One answer to this question is: “You know it when you 
see it.” Wikipedia and Free Software are of course classic examples of social pro-
duction. The question is: what makes them social? Some of the literature on social 
production has focused on the rise of user-generated content, emphasizing how 
individuals are now able to create what only corporations were able to produce 
until quite recently. Scholars were describing, for instance, how bloggers are replac-
ing newspapers and how UGC might be politically empowering as it enables what 
Manuel Castells calls mass self-communication. Mass self-communication, as well 
as new opportunities for individuals to engage in generating culture, may enhance 
freedom and autonomy.  
My focus here, however, is slightly different. I would like to focus on social 
production which reflects the cumulative effort of a group. Let me suggest three 
features that make social production significantly different from the mass produc-
tion of content which characterized the content industry. These features relate to 
the following questions: Why we create? how we create? and, finally, what outcome 
of the creation process do we seek to induce? These features will help us identify 
the implicit assumptions of copyright law, and its discrepancy with the new envi-
ronment. 
A key feature of social production is social motivation. Monetary incentives 
were essential to the content industry and the business model of profit maximizing 
companies in the industrial era. Social production makes room for individuals and 
takes advantage of the wide variety of motivations which drives them, such as self-
expression, creative satisfaction, a desire to establish online reputation or a wish to 
strengthen one’s self-esteem. Social production enables us to take advantage of 
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these different motivations as individual creators are pushed to the forefront of 
creative processes.  
But social motivation is not simply a type of non-monetary motivation, such as 
self-satisfaction and creative passion. To further understand social production we 
need to gain a better understanding of what is sometimes referred to as “others-
oriented motivations,” the motivations that acquire their meanings from interact-
ing with others. While self-oriented motives focus on the individual creator, in 
other-oriented motives the social context plays a key role. This includes, for in-
stance, the desire to gain recognition within a particular community. Self-
expression can sometimes be intrinsic, as we sometimes wish to express our indi-
vidual voice simply for the sake of asserting our autonomy. In other cases, howev-
er, we are seeking a conversation: we are not simply looking for self-expression, 
but also want to be heard – often by a particular audience, to be approved by our 
listeners, to get feedback from our readers, to engage in dialogue. Another set of 
social motivations are linked to affiliation and identity: the need to feel part of a 
group, the contribution to others based on reciprocity, and also the commitment 
to others, to a particular social setting, to a special cause, or to a particular com-
munity.  
All these motivations play a role when we talk about social production and as 
we move away from industrial production to a hybrid structure which incorporates 
also social production. From the perspective of policy, social motivation requires 
us to shift our focus from the individual or the corporation to the community of 
users who engage in creative processes. Facilitating social motivation may therefore 
require securing the social features which keep this motivation thriving.   
Another aspect of social production is the social nature of the process of crea-
tion through interaction and collaboration. The collaboration with others is often 
what drives someone to join a creative initiative and the prospects of engaging with 
others may often enhance social motivation. One of the advantages of the Internet 
is the dramatic cut in the cost of communicating and coordinating with others. By 
reducing these costs, the web facilitates coordination among many actors. This 
enables large groups of individual users to synchronize their actions with other 
users and to coordinate their efforts to reach a particular outcome. Coordination 
could be achieved at the level of planning a joint project, preparing the design of a 
project or managing the division of labor. Coordination in the production of con-
tent may be achieved through online platforms which enable a massive number of 
users to accumulate their individual contributions into a unified outcome. Wikipe-
dia is again a good example, where each editor may work on her original contribu-
tion, but also take part in constantly editing and revising the contributions of oth-
ers. These micro-efforts of all contributors are merged into an outcome that is 
greater than the sum of its parts. 
There are different kinds of collaborations emerging in this context, each of 
which may require a different regulatory approach. Collaboration might be ongo-
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ing and last over long periods of time, but it can sometimes be ad hoc, where it 
would be easier for users to opt in and out. Collaborative initiatives may involve 
different type of investments of time and resources, and may establish different 
bonds among the contributors. Some communities are very intimate and close 
together, and some are massive large-scale collaborations; some initiatives are fo-
cused on an immediate goal and some involve long-term interests and greater de-
pendency among the participants. From a legal perspective, attention should be 
given to the special characteristics of each collaborative community.   
A third feature of social production is the creation of social institutions. In this 
sense, social production is a community-building tool. The absence of central 
management and the lack of organization hierarchy do not entail that the coordi-
nating parties are working in a normative vacuum. Relationships among the colla-
borating users are often shaped by the design, economic models and legal strate-
gies of the social media platforms which facilitate collaboration among users. So-
cial production involves many choices regarding the production of content, and 
therefore coordinating efforts requires some shared standards on how to make 
these mutual choices and on how to resolve conflicts. During the process of colla-
boration, the participants are generating shared norms and decision-making me-
chanisms regarding their joint efforts. In this sense, the potential benefits of social 
production go way beyond economic efficiency. Social production may generate a 
public good, the value of which could sometimes be greater than the content itself.   
One of the hardest challenges for social production is to resolve the issue of 
collective action. The lack of a formal organizational structure makes it difficult to 
agree on a set of binding decisions related to the exploitation of the outcome of 
large-scale collaborations. Collaborative production can create tensions among 
individuals and between individuals and the group, regarding the exploitation of 
the output: How should the outcome generated by micro-efforts of many contri-
butors be managed? Who will get credit for it? Who shall have the right to use it? 
What rights will users have in the general output? The right to simply access the 
output or also the right to commercially exploit it? Collaboration in making bind-
ing decisions regarding the future use of content requires that some voice be given 
to the individual users who are involved in the joint effort. At the same time, how-
ever, as a joint project, some weight should be given to the shared expectations 
and the interests of the community of collaborators as a whole.  
Social Production and Copyright Law 
All these aspects of social production are relevant for legal policy. From a legal 
perspective the question is how to design policies that would nurture social moti-
vation, facilitate collaboration and strengthen community building. 
Copyright law, which was designed to promote the production and distribution 
of creative works, does not promote social production. There are several reasons 
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for that. One reason is that the basic tenet of copyright is exclusivity. Exclusivity is 
the tool by which copyright law provides incentives to create – authors are granted 
a set of exclusive rights and therefore every potential user is required to acquire a 
license to use. This enables owners to charge a fee for each and every use that falls 
under the bundle of rights. These monetary incentives were essential for the sus-
tainability of the content industry. They may no longer offer a useful incentives 
matrix where individual users are motivated by a mixture of monetary and non-
monetary motivations.  
Moreover, exclusivity may become an obstacle for collaborative efforts, which 
requires coordination of efforts, free flow of information, and mutual accountabili-
ty. Copyright makes it more difficult to coordinate efforts and share content, since 
it requires prior license for each and every use. By default, collaborating users own 
their original contributions (i.e., photos, texts, video clips). A use by any other 
member may require a license. The need to acquire a license prior to the use be-
comes a serious obstacle, especially for amateur users who do not intend to exploit 
the work commercially and therefore often lack the organizational support and 
financial funds which are necessary for clearing rights. Amateur users may find it 
difficult to identify who the owner is, negotiate a license, and fund the license fees 
for the works they want to use.   
Moreover, copyright law is a framing of the relationship among the collabora-
tors as a transaction between a licensor (the owner of content) and a licensee (the 
user). This may undermine the social cohesion and the sense of community among 
collaborators that is one of the driving forces which keeps social production alive. 
Social production often reflects a different type of setting: not a market exchange 
among calculated individual actors, but instead engagement with a community, a 
conversation, a communicative act. The transactional framing shaped by copyright 
strengthens an individualistic perspective, which may insert distrust and strategic 
behavior in collaborative communities.  
Another reason why copyright law does not serve social production is that at 
least in the United States, it fails to protect one of the most important forces that 
drive social motivation: the right to attribution. Credit is one of the major motiva-
tions driving authors to engage in social production and even waive in some cases 
the monetary rewards. 
Yet, the most serious drawback of copyright law in facilitating social produc-
tion is the lack of a legal framework for governing the relationships among colla-
borators. Copyright law governs the relationship between owners and strangers. It 
defines a set of exclusive rights which requires every potential user to acquire a 
license prior to the use, or otherwise risk liability. Copyright law does not define, 
however, the rights and duties among collaborators, such as the rights of each user 
in the outcome as a whole, the rights contributors may retain in each of their con-
tributions and the privileges users may enjoy in the contributions of other collabo-
rators.  
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If Wikipedia, for instance, which is the output of large-scale collaboration, can 
now offer printed versions of derivatives of Wikipedia, what shall be the mechan-
ism by which such an exploitation of the joint effort is decided? How do we decide 
whether this is permitted or not? Do we need to ask each contributor? Is it suffi-
cient to rely on the Terms of Use which govern the use of the platform? What if 
the original license did not predict such new exploitation of the joint work? And, 
more importantly, how do we make sure people will continue to contribute to the 
collaborative enterprise? Copyright law does not provide any answers to these 
questions. It does not offer any rules or decision-making mechanisms for address-
ing these rights and duties among collaborators.  
Copyright law rests on the notion of a single author and concentrates the pow-
er to authorize use in the hands of a single owner: the individual author, employer, 
exploiting firm or even partners who share ownership. The legal toolkit, which 
assumes collaboration under copyright law, is rather limited. The legal rules which 
pertain to joint ownership are not applicable to large scale groups.  Some online 
collaborative initiatives may lack a common intention by all participants to contri-
bute to a unitary whole as contributions are separate and independent. But even in 
cases, such as that of Wikipedia, where it is arguable that users intend to contribute 
to a unitary whole, the work might be treated under copyright law as jointly au-
thored, and therefore joint ownership would apply. The problem is, however, that 
joint ownership under copyright does not offer a useful framework for governing 
the output of large-scale collaboration. Joint owners share equally the ownership of 
copyright, unless a contrary agreement is made. The rules related to co-ownership 
in copyright derive from co-ownership in tangible property. Each owner can act 
unilaterally and independently of the other co-owners. But this rule does reflect the 
shared interest of the community of collaborators to use each other’s micro-
contributions.  
Large-scale collaboration on content requires a mechanism of collective action 
that would enable participants to reach decisions regarding the exploitation of the 
work in a way that would bind the entire group.   
The bottom line here is that the Internet has significantly reduced the cost of 
coordinating labor but not the cost of collective action; that is, the process in-
volved in negotiating norms and reaching an agreement regarding the norms that 
would apply to the outcome of social production.  
Legal Strategies  
What legal institutions could promote social production where current copyright 
law fails to do so? We need a legal strategy that is capable of maintaining a lively 
community of contributors. A regime which preserves incentives for social motiva-
tion, and protects the community assets so that community members who have 
already made use of content shared by others can continue to use it.  
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Two legal strategies may come into play: Public ordering and private ordering. Public 
ordering refers to rule-making processes, which are designed by the State and its 
apparatus. Its norms reflect the outcome of collective action mechanisms, which 
are formulated and applied from the top down by public institutions. Private order-
ing, by contrast, concerns bottom-up processes, where each party voluntarily 
chooses to undertake the norms that will govern its behavior. 
One way to address the problems raised by social production is through public 
ordering: amend copyright law by introducing new legal arrangements which are 
tailored for collaborative works. The downside of such strategy is that different 
communities may have different needs and it is difficult to come up with one stan-
dard that fits all. 
Another option is to address some of these issues via private ordering; that is, 
contracts among the parties involved. The private ordering approach assumes that 
different communities may have different needs and that no single standard would 
fit all. As the community is playing an important role in fueling social motivation, it 
may also be prudent to enable communities to decide their own rules.   
There are several private ordering models that are already facilitating social 
production: One model leaves the power to decide how to use the content with 
the individual owner. This licensing option is actually based on the power of the 
owner to license the work and define the scope of the authorized use. This model 
was applied by Creative Commons.  
Another model surrenders the power of individual owners in the form of a 
“social contact,” in which each participant undertakes the shared standardized 
terms provided by the Terms of Use (ToU) or the End User License Agreement 
(EULA) which governs the content, such as the license governing Free Software, 
the GPL.  
Can social media platforms facilitate a social contract among participants 
through the ToU? This model of private ordering may reflect the community di-
mension of social production. Social media platforms are facilitators of content 
generated by users.  Can we rely on social media platforms as facilitators for nego-
tiating a social contract among the users? Is there any reason to believe that ToU 
of social media platforms, such as Facebook, would facilitate social production?  
There are several reasons why I believe social media platforms might be a good 
fora for negotiating such a social contract. But before I move to discuss this, let 
me first start with an example. Facebook used to have a provision in its ToU 
which authorized Facebook, and its users, to use any content which was uploaded 
by other users of the social media network. The license was set so that it would 
expire when a user successfully quitted Facebook. The provision provided as fol-
lows:  
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“You may remove your User Content from the Site at any time. If you choose to remove your 
User Content, the license granted above will automatically expire, however you acknowledge that 
the Company may retain archived copies of your User Content.”1 
Accordingly, any contributor to Facebook that uploaded any content like a clip 
or a picture retained the copyright in their contribution and granted the platform 
and its users a license to use it as long as they remain on Facebook. Once the us-
er/author quit, however, the license would expire.  
In the spring of 2009 Facebook made an attempt to change this legal situation 
by deleting that provision from its ToU, so that Facebook, and its users, could 
continue to use any content even after a user had decided to terminate member-
ship. On February 15, 2009, The Consumerist, a consumer rights advocacy blog, 
reported that Facebook had revised its ToU. The news traveled swiftly and pro-
voked an online flame which quickly ran out of control. Users were outraged, de-
scribing Facebook actions as a “rip off” and accusing it of sneakily gaining a perpe-
tual ownership in Users Generated Content (UGC). Many have joined the “People 
Against the New Terms of Service” group to protest against the alleged change in 
the ToU. Following a three-day vocally public campaign, Facebook decided to 
abandon the initiative to amend its ToU. Instead it initiated a vote for a new Bill of 
Rights and Responsibilities among its hundreds of millions of users.  
This incident actually demonstrates the special character of social media plat-
forms and their relationship with their users.  
One way to understand this story is of course to think of Facebook as trying to 
exploit the free labor of users and deprive them of their rights. From this perspec-
tive the ToU proposed by Facebook should be treated as a type of unconscionable 
contract or, in the European framework, as a standard form contract that is subject 
to some scrutiny by the courts. 
Another way to understand the actions taken by Facebook is as representing 
the interests of its users as a whole. Users of social networks often make use of 
content provided by others and incorporate it into their own content: pictures, 
songs or clips. A photo I distributed on Facebook may become part of someone 
else’s collage. Some friends on Facebook may also create together – drafting a text, 
editing a clip, or creating a shared album of pictures. The deletion of the said pro-
vision from the ToU, was actually serving the mutual interests of all users. Each 
user that contributes to Facebook may want to keep control over the content they 
have contributed. At the same time, however, users are using each others’ copy-
righted content, and may wish to continue to use it indefinitely Users who incor-
porated a photo which was uploaded to Facebook into their online albums, or 
those who incorporated some music clips into their own works, have relied on the 
license which was originally granted by the contributing user. If this license would 
                                                     
1 www.facebook.com/terms 
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expire every time someone is quitting Facebook, the ability to use any content on a 
social network would be seriously compromised. Facebook actually protected the 
users who relied on the content which was provided by their peers. From this 
perspective, Facebook’s ToU might be viewed as a social contract. It is multi-
dimensional: It governs the rights of users vis-à-vis Facebook, but it also protects 
some social dimension. It governs the relationships among users. 
The reason that social media platforms, such as Facebook, could facilitate a 
social contract, is that their sustainability depends on the ongoing engagement of 
all of its users. Users of social media platforms are not simply consumers of con-
tent produced by others. They are also producers who generate original content or 
mashup original content in new creative ways. Without their creative engagement, 
and their yearning to be part of the social network, the social media platform is left 
without its main assets. This dependency on users active engagement requires so-
cial media platforms to be very attentive to the needs and interests of the un-
organized crowd who interacts and collaborates via the platform.  
At the same time, however, a social contract for a community of users, which 
is defined by ToU of a social media platform, may suffer several limits. One set of 
issues arises from users’ vulnerabilities in social media platforms and the type of 
activities they engage in. The nature of the bargain between users and social media 
platforms is that platforms provide access for free and users are “paying” with a 
special type of “currency” – a social currency: social graphs, personal interactions, 
social engagements, and creative works. This type of “currency” is related to some 
sensitive aspects of the human condition, such as labor, identity, personal interac-
tions, intimacy and social engagements. Consequently, this bargain between users 
and platforms raise new interests which require special legal protection.  
Another reason we might raise concerns regarding ToU facilitated by plat-
forms relates to the dual nature of social media platforms. On the one hand, a 
social media platform forms a community of users and cultivates social produc-
tion. At the same time, however, for the platform the community is simply a cor-
porate asset, which is intended to maximize profits. Platforms are increasingly torn 
in between these two roles. These new vulnerabilities of users and communities 
create concerns that may not be sufficiently addressed by the crowd or by the so-
cial media platform.  
A third set of issues relates to the tyranny of the crowd. In recent years many 
writers have been praising the “wisdom of the crowd”, especially in the online 
environment. The story of Facebook bylaws demonstrates, however, that the 
crowd may sometimes act in non-efficient manners, and in fact may not necessarily 
represent all the constituencies and may not lead to a rational choice for the benefit 
of all participants. This suggests that the pressure on platforms created by the 
crowd of users may act as a mitigating force to the power of platforms, but cannot 
entirely safeguard the interests of the community of users. 
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These concerns suggest that some intervention of regulators might be neces-
sary in these private ordering arrangements and ToU. Regulation should set limits 
on private ordering by platforms to safeguard the civil liberties of participants 
against abuse by the social media platform and also against the crowd that may put 
pressure on the platform to disregard the interests of individual users and serve the 
needs of the community as a whole.  
How to secure the rights of individual users, and, at the same time, protect the 
interests of the community of users? Such checks and balances should be based on 
the principles of Public Law. One mechanism for securing the rights of individual 
participants is voice. Rules adapted by social media platforms should explicitly ena-
ble participants to select the norms which apply to their works and shape them as 
circumstances change. Voice would require the transparency of the terms of use 
that apply to content, so that each user could clearly understand the type of rules 
which apply to the content she generates and shares. It further requires that partic-
ipants be given notice prior to any legal change in the ToU intended by the plat-
form. Voice also requires an opportunity for an ongoing deliberation and negotia-
tion of the terms by the community of users, where users are given an opportunity 
to express their opinion over the proposed changes.  
Another issue is exit: The ability to leave a platform and transfer content and 
data. Participants should be able to opt out, to make sure that their choice to stay 
in a particular social media and to participate is sufficiently voluntary. To secure 
the right to exit it is necessary to identify the necessary conditions that would make 
exit a viable option. 
Summary  
The challenges for the law are to enable online communities to devise social cont-
racts with respect to the access and use of the output of social production.  
The interdependency between platforms and users, and the fact that social 
media platforms depend on the enduring livelihood of the community, makes 
these platforms a good candidate for implementing a “social contract” for colla-
borative online communities. They can facilitate the large-scale negotiation of 
norms related to the sharing and use of creative content by drafting ToU and facili-
tating deliberation and voting.  
Public ordering may still be necessary for safeguarding the rights of individual 
users against the platform and against the tyranny of the crowd, by requiring voice 
and exit in such contractual arrangements.  
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Trust Management in Online Communities 
Audun Jøsang 
Abstract 
Our perception of trust works as a compass for safe navigation through a world of 
uncertainty. On the one hand it helps us find peers with whom interaction and 
collaboration is most likely to be fruitful. On the other hand it helps us steer away 
from unacceptable risks and potential deceptions. While human intuition about 
trust often fails, it seems to provide us with guidance very quickly in most situa-
tions, which has the effect of significantly saving cognitive effort. Online commun-
ities represent a new environment for human interaction, and we often find that 
our capability to reason about trust is not well adapted to online environments. 
The reason for this can be the limitation of current digital interfaces which thereby 
reduces the richness of information we receive about others, and also the fact that 
people actually encounter misrepresentation or deceptive online services and beha-
viour relatively often. Trust management in online communities aims at making 
trust reasoning more powerful and reliable by collecting, analyzing and disseminat-
ing information that is relevant for trust and trust based decision making. This 
article describes semantic aspects of trust as well as principles and methods for 
building online trust and reputation systems. The problems and challenges for 
designing and implementing reliable trust and reputation systems are invoked and 
some potential solutions are mentioned. Finally, the article articulates our vision 
for trust management in online communities. 
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Introduction 
Trust is a fundamental consideration for the growth and stability of markets and 
communities because trust guides decisions about interactions between humans 
and organizations. Large-scale online environments with participants from diverse 
geographical and cultural groups are primary arenas for human interaction, but the 
very nature of online environments makes trust management challenging. For ex-
ample, it is common to request services from a website we have never heard of 
before, and from which we might never request a service again in the future.  
The relative difficulty of assessing trust in online environments leads to securi-
ty problems on many levels. On the technology level, the exploitation of global 
network mechanisms can enable attackers to disrupt services on a massive scale. 
On the psychological level, cleverly designed deceptions can dupe a significant 
percentage of online users into divulging sensitive information. On the commercial 
level, automated agents can exploit market platforms to commit fraud and gain 
unfair advantages. On the social and political levels, online media and communities 
can be manipulated to create unnatural opinion biases and to hijack democratic 
processes. There are currently very few practical methods for assessing the reliabili-
ty or good faith of entities and the quality of resources in the online environment. 
It is challenging to enforce policies or to sanction non-compliance, and in many 
cases it is even difficult to know which policies apply in specific online environ-
ments. This uncertainty makes it difficult to know which resources can be relied 
upon and which entities it is safe to interact with, which thereby represents a se-
rious obstacle to the creation and cultivation of quality online markets and com-
munities. However, it is in this environment of risk and uncertainty that online 
communities and markets must grow. 
Innovation in traditional security technologies is an important and a necessary 
factor for creating reliable online environments, but it is certainly not enough. The 
traditional definition of information security is the preservation of confidentiality, 
integrity and availability. Traditional information security assumes that the infor-
mation resources have an owner who wants to protect their confidentiality, integri-
ty and availability. The owner then defines policies and implements security con-
trols to enforce them and to prevent misuse of the resources or keep misuse to a 
minimum. Unfortunately this model does not fit well with reality on the open In-
ternet. We can be harmed simply by accessing low-quality, misrepresented or de-
ceptive resources. Even if deceptive resources do not affect our information sys-
tems directly, they can have a negative effect on our knowledge and our business 
processes. This type of harm is not addressed by the traditional interpretation of 
information security. In fact, traditional information security mechanisms are not 
designed to protect against this type of harm because the classic security paradigm 
is reversed. Security is not only about controlling who can access information as-
sets that we own or control. We also need methods to identify which agents and 
third party information assets and services can be safely accessed and which should 
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be avoided. Trust management, sometimes called soft security, can provide the 
type of security required for this purpose and is a crucial complement to traditional 
information security. Trust management makes our approach to solving security 
problems more general. 
Trust management is the activity of assisting participants in online markets and 
communities to assess the quality, reliability and good faith of online services and 
of each other in order to make better decisions about which parties it is safe to 
transact with, and which services are correctly represented. Trust management also 
allows providers of quality services to market themselves as such; so that it serves 
parties on both sides of a trust relationship. The combination of providing an in-
centive for quality services and good-faith behaviour, and of providing a mechan-
ism for sanctioning low-quality services and deceptive behaviour is the primary 
effect that trust management brings to online communities. The secondary effect is 
that this stimulates the emergence of quality markets and communities. The chal-
lenge is not only to design effective models, but also to design robust methods and 
mechanisms for trust management.  
TRUst Concepts 
Trust allows people to interact spontaneously and helps the economic system to 
run smoothly. Lack of trust, on the other hand, is like sand in our social and eco-
nomic systems, it makes us spend inordinate amounts of time and resources on 
protecting ourselves against possible harm and thus slows transactions considera-
bly. Fukuyama (Fukuyama 1995) describes the role mutual trust plays in the forma-
tion of social structures, and it is natural to assume that this also applies to the 
creation of quality online communities and markets. However, distrust can also 
serve as a useful state of mind, as it helps us to avoid harm when confronted with 
unreliable systems or dishonest people and organizations. The question of whom 
to trust online is, according to Craig Newmark, the biggest challenge for the Inter-
net in the next decade (Ingram 2010). To face this challenge, he believes that the 
Web needs a “distributed trust network” that allows us to manage our online rela-
tionships and reputations. 
Trust is a directional relationship between a relying party and a trusted party. 
One must assume the relying party to be a “thinking entity” in some form, mean-
ing that it has the ability to make assessments and decisions based on received 
information and past experience. The trusted party can be anything from a person, 
organisation or physical entity to an abstract notion such as information or a cryp-
tographic key. A trust relationship has a scope, meaning that it applies to a specific 
purpose or domain of action, such as “being authentic” in the case of an agent’s 
trust in a cryptographic key, or “providing reliable information” as in the case of a 
person’s trust in the correctness of an entry in Wikipedia. Mutual trust is when 
both parties trust each other within the same scope, but this is obviously only 
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possible when both parties are thinking entities. Trust can be seen as a state of 
mind of the relying party, but can also have effects on the trusted party and other 
elements in the environment; for example, by stimulating reciprocal trust. The 
term “trust” is used in the literature with a variety of meanings; we will focus on 
just two types of trust. On the one hand, we shall look at trust as a subjective eval-
uation of the reliability or quality of something or somebody (i.e. the trusted party), 
which we will call “evaluation trust.”1 On the other hand, we have the view of 
trust as a decision to enter into a situation of dependence on the trusted party, 
which we call “decision trust.” 
As the name suggests, evaluation trust can be interpreted as the evaluation of 
something or somebody independently of any actual commitment. Decision trust, 
on the other hand, indicates that the relying party has actually made a commitment 
to depend on the trusted party. To illustrate the difference between evaluation 
trust and decision trust with a practical example, consider a fire drill where partici-
pants are asked to escape from the third floor window of a house using a rope that 
looks old and appears to be in a state of deterioration. In this situation, the partici-
pants would assess the probability that the rope will hold their weight. A person 
who thinks that the rope could rupture would distrust the rope and refuse to use it. 
This is illustrated on the left-hand side of Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 1. Same evaluation trust, but different decision trust 
 
Imagine now that the same person is trapped in a real fire, and that the only escape 
is to descend from the third floor window using the same ragged-looking rope. In 
this situation, illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 1, it is likely that the person 
would trust the rope, even if he thinks it might break. “This change in trust deci-
sion is perfectly rational because the likelihood of injury or death while descending 
is weighed against the hazards of smoke suffocation and death by fire. Although 
the evaluation trust in the rope is the same in both situations, the decision trust 
                                                     
1 Also called “reliability trust.” 
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changes as a function of the different utility values associated with the different 
courses of action in the two situations. 
 
Figure 2. Relationship between evaluation trust and decision trust 
 
This difference shows that decision trust depends on many factors, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. If the value at stake is very high, then a relying party normally requires high-
er evaluation trust before making a trust decision. On the other hand, buying a 1 
Euro lottery ticket puts little value at stake and does not require much evaluation 
trust. In addition to these factors, one must also consider subjective risk attitudes 
among many other factors. This simple analysis shows that decision trust can be a 
complex measure whereas evaluation trust is simply an evaluation of the trusted 
entity in isolation.  
Trust and reputation systems, abbreviated as TRS hereafter, are mechanisms 
for the computation of trust/reputation measures. Different types of TRSs have 
different properties, so it is interesting to identify typical categories. One way to 
classify them is according to whether they utilize aspects of trust transitivity and 
whether the computed trust/reputation scores are private or public. This classifica-
tion results in 4 different categories, as illustrated in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Trust and reputation system (TRS) categories 
 
1) Trust Systems 
Private Scores and Transitivity 
Examples: 
Rummble.com, LinkedIn 
2) Public Trust Systems 
Public Scores and Transitivity 
Examples:  
PageRank, Slashdot moderation 
3) Private Reputation Systems 
Private Scores, No Transitivity 
Example:  
Customer feedback  analysis  
4) Reputation Systems 
Public Scores, No Transitivity 
Examples:  
eBay Feedback Forum, epinions.com 
 
Category 1 contains pure trust systems with transitive trust and private scores, and 
category 4 contains pure reputation systems with public scores and without transi-
tivity. It can be argued that pure reputation systems do use transitivity in the sense 
that the computed scores are derived from ratings in a transitive way. However, 
the transitivity goes no further than that, and these systems do not explicitly take 
the relying party’s trust in the reputation system into account. There are systems 
that are neither pure trust systems nor pure reputation systems. For example, Cate-
gory 2 systems, where scores are public and where transitivity is a significant factor, 
can be called public trust systems; one example is the Google PageRank algorithm 
and model. Another example is Category 3 systems, in which community partici-
pants provide ratings but the computed scores are private. This can be called a 
private reputation system; e.g., a customer feedback analysis performed by an or-
ganisation. The abbreviation TRS is used below to indicate any type of trust and 
reputation system. 
Trust transitivity merits a closer look, as it relies on specific semantic con-
straints in order to be operable. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 below. 
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Figure 3. Trust transitivity 
 
Assume that Alice needs to get her car fixed, but she has just arrived in town and 
does not know any mechanics. She asks her colleague Bob for his recommenda-
tion, because she has seen that Bob’s car is always well maintained. She has direct 
trust in Bob on matters of car maintenance, but she would not trust Bob to actual-
ly service her car, so this is only referral trust. Assume further that Bob has had his 
car serviced by Eric many times and is very satisfied with Eric’s work. As a result 
Bob’s trust is both direct and functional, because Eric actually does the job. As-
sume now that Bob provides a recommendation to Alice about Eric. Alice can 
then derive functional trust in Eric because he is going to fix the car, but this trust 
is indirect because Alice has not had any direct experience with this mechanic. 
However, once Eric has serviced Alice’s car she will have direct experience, so her 
functional trust in Eric will be based on both recommendation and direct expe-
rience. Studies show that direct experience carries more weight than indirect rec-
ommendations; as the amount of direct experience increases, the influence of indi-
rect recommendation decreases. 
One important observation from this example is that edges of referral trust 
make transitivity and recommendations operable, whereas the final edge of func-
tional trust enables derivation of functional trust. A transitive trust path must thus 
consist of one or several consecutive referral trust edges followed by a final func-
tional trust edge. 
Another important observation is that all the trust edges have the same scope 
– in this example, that of car repair. Although Alice does not trust Bob to fix her 
car, she trusts him to recommend somebody who can do so. Trust transitivity thus 
requires that each edge have the same trust scope. If that were not the case, e.g. if 
Alice trusts Bob to look after her children, and Bob trusts Eric to fix cars, this 
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would not enable Alice to derive trust in Eric, neither for fixing cars nor for look-
ing after her children. 
The level of detail in the representation and analysis of trust described above is 
not normally considered in practical TRSs, i.e. such systems do not distinguish 
between functional and referral trust, nor between direct and indirect trust.  
An aspect of trust not mentioned so far is the trust or reputation values which 
can be binary, discrete or continuous. Humans prefer discrete verbal categories 
such as “low trust”, “medium trust” or “high trust”, but such measures must often be 
mapped to numerical values to facilitate computational analysis. Expressing trust 
directly as numerical values can simplify the analysis, but the derived values must 
often be mapped to discrete categories to facilitate human cognition. 
Trust and Reputation Models 
There are a large number of proposed and implemented TRSs; we will only descri-
be some general principles here. It is worth comparing the physical and the online 
world in terms of their potential for trust management. Table 2 illustrates some 
general aspects. 
 
Table 2. Potential for trust management in the physical world and online world 
 
 Availability and richness 
of trust evidence 
Efficiency of communication 
and processing 
Brick & mortar world Good Poor 
Online world Poor Good 
 
In general, the physical world provides rich and varied input evidence, but does 
not support highly efficient communication and analysis of this evidence. The 
online world, on the other hand, offers a rather limited variety of evidence, but 
consists of powerful networks and computers that enable extremely efficient 
communication and analysis of evidence. 
In the case of reputation systems, for example, members of a community typi-
cally provide ratings to a reputation center as illustrated in Fig. 4 below. 
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Figure 4. Centralised Reputation System 
 
As depicted in Fig. 4.a, the reputation system receives ratings that reflect the direct 
experience of community members. From these ratings, the reputation center 
computes reputation scores that are published online. When participants contem-
plate transacting with one another, they can use the reputation scores as a basis for 
making their decisions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.b. A reputation score thus represents 
a degree of evaluation trust, whereas a decision to transact represents binary deci-
sion trust, where the former supports the latter. 
A simple trust network is illustrated in Fig. 5 where levels of trust are ex-
pressed as a subjective opinion visually represented by a dot within an opinion 
triangle. The closer the dot is to the right hand side of the triangle, the greater the 
trust. Conversely, proximity to the left-hand side indicates distrust. The height of 
the dot within the triangle indicates the level of uncertainty in the trust value. Sub-
jective logic defines operators and methods for modeling and analyzing this type of 
trust networks where trust edges are represented as subjective opinions.  
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Figure 5. Simple trust network with trust values represented as subjective opinions 
 
The two parallel trust paths A→B→D and A→C→D in the upper part of Fig. 2 
represent input arguments for deriving agent A’s trust in agent D, which is illu-
strated at the bottom of the diagram. More specifically, the input arguments are the 
opinions for the trust edges [A,B], [B,D], [A,C] and [C,D]. It must be assumed that 
agent A has already formed opinions for the trust edges [A,B] and [A,C]. Agent B 
must then inform agent A of its opinion concerning [B,D], and agent C must in-
form agent A of its opinion concerning [C,D]. Agent A can then analyse the entire 
trust network, expressed as [A,D]=([A,B]:[B,D])◊([A,C]:[C,D]). 
The theoretical models illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 give little detail about how a 
TRS should be implemented in practice. It seems that there are no general archi-
tectures that fit in all situations, so that each community or market requires a spe-
cially designed architecture in order for the TRS to function well. One of the more 
advanced architectures for a trust system is the moderation system used on Slash-
dot, the general architecture of which is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Slashdot moderation system architecture 
 
Articles are posted on the Slashdot website by Slashdot staff. Once an article has 
been posted, anyone can comment on that article. The purpose of the Slashdot 
moderation system is to allow readers to filter the comments as a function of their 
quality. The moderation scheme actually consists of two moderation layers, where 
M1 is for moderating comments to articles, and M2 is for moderating M1 modera-
tors. Users can rate comments; thus each comment gets a score. A user who only 
wants to read the best comments can set the threshold to only read high-scoring 
comments. To reduce the likelihood of unfair moderations, Slashdot implements 
the metamoderation layer M2 to moderate the M1 moderators. A user who wants 
to metamoderate will be asked to moderate the M1 ratings on 10 randomly se-
lected comments. The metamoderator decides if a moderator’s rating was fair, 
unfair, or neither. This moderation affects the Karma of the M1 moderators which 
in turn influences their eligibility for being M1 moderators in the future. The 
Slashdot TRS directs and stimulates the mass-collaborative effort of moderating 
thousands of postings every day. The system is constantly being tuned and mod-
ified and can be described as an ongoing experiment in the pursuit of the best 
practical way to promote quality postings, discourage noise and to make Slashdot 
as readable and useful as possible for a large community. 
Challenges for Trust and Reputation Systems 
The primary purpose of TRSs is to provide decision support for users. The value 
of this decision support function depends on the reliability and accuracy of the 
trust and reputation scores produced. Unfortunately, it seems that TRSs have ma-
ny types of vulnerabilities which make them relatively easy targets for attacks and 
manipulation. Vulnerabilities and attacks mentioned in the literature are e.g.: 
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• Ad hoc computation 
• Playbooks  
• Unfair ratings 
• Discrimination 
• Collusion 
• Proliferation 
• Reputation lag  
• Re-entry/Change of identity 
• Value imbalance 
• The Sybil Attack  
• No incentive to provide ratings 
• Hard to elicit negative feedback 
• Notorious attackers 
 
 
Ad hoc computation means that the algorithm or model for deriving trust and 
reputation scores is unsound; i.e., that they simply produce erratic scores. A play-
book consists of a sequence of actions that maximises profit or fitness of a partici-
pant according to certain criteria. There is an infinite set of possible playbook se-
quences, and the actual profit resulting from any particular sequence will be influ-
enced by the actions (and playbooks) of other participants in the community. Un-
fair rating attacks consist in providing ratings that do not reflect the genuine opi-
nion of the rater. Discrimination means that a service entity provides high-quality 
services to one group of relying parties, and low-quality services to another group 
of relying parties. Collusion means that a group of agents coordinate their beha-
viour, which e.g. can consist in running playbooks, of providing unfair recommen-
dations, or practicing discrimination. Proliferation means that an agent offers the 
same service through many different channels, thereby increasing the probability of 
being chosen by a relying party. The reputation lag attack means that the attacker 
uses the time lag between an instance of a service provision and corresponding 
rating’s effect on the service entity’s score, e.g. to offer and provide a large number 
of low-quality services over a short period before the rating suffers any significant 
degradation. Re-entry means that an agent with a low score leaves a community 
and subsequently reenters the community under a different identity. The effect is 
that the agent can start from fresh, and thereby avoiding the consequences of the 
low score associated with the previous identity. The value imbalance attack is poss-
ible when the weight of a rating is not related to the value of the transaction. The 
effect of providing a large number of high-quality, low-value services and a small 
number of deceptive high-value services would then result in a high profit resulting 
from high value deception without any significant loss in scores. The Sybil attack is 
when a single entity establishes multiple pseudonym identities within a TRS do-
main to provide multiple ratings on the same service object. The name Sybil attack 
comes from a book of the same name by Flora Rheta Schreibe (1973) about a 
woman suffering from multiple personality disorder. 
A TRS needs ratings to function properly. However, participants have little in-
centive to provide ratings after direct experiences because the ratings are only 
beneficial to others, not to themselves. It therefore seems that altruism plays a 
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certain role in providing ratings, but reliance on altruism could potentially be con-
sidered as a weakness of TRSs. In some situations it can be especially challenging 
to obtain feedback about negative experiences because of people’s reluctance to 
offend and because some might fear some form of retaliation from the rated party. 
Finally, there will always be participants whose sole purpose it is to disrupt the 
order in a community or market, and for whom incentives for good behavior or 
the sanctioning of bad behavior will have no effect. While there is little a TRS can 
do to moderate the behavior of such participants, the community or the TRS itself 
should at least not risk breaking down when confronted with such participants. 
Evaluation is an obvious approach to determine the strength and improve the 
robustness of TRSs, but TRS evaluation seems particularly challenging. A few 
approaches have been proposed: 
• TRS evaluations can be conducted from a theoretical perspective, e.g. 
through simulation. However, this would only provide a partial exposure 
to potential threats. 
• A comprehensive set of robustness evaluation methods and criteria can be 
defined. This would make it possible for TRS designers to produce com-
parable evaluations. However, the great variety in types of TRS makes it 
difficult to apply the same criteria to different TRSs. 
• TRS robustness can be evaluated by implementing the TRS in a real envi-
ronment where a certain proportion of participants have an interest in ma-
nipulating the TRS. However, establishing a real online community with a 
representative population of participants can be difficult. 
When we see that TRSs often cannot be considered robust, it seems surprising that 
they still can provide significant value and that they have become so widespread. 
One might therefore say that TRSs follow the paradoxical “Yhprum’s Law,” which 
is the inverse of Murphy’s Law, expressed by: “Something that shouldn’t work sometimes 
does work.” 
 One possible explanation of why TRSs are useful despite their weaknesses is 
that in many situations, a TRS does not necessarily need to be robust. Resnick & 
Zeckhauser (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002) consider two explanations in relation 
to eBay’s reputation system: (a) Even though a reputation system is not robust it 
might serve its purpose of providing an incentive for good behaviour if the partici-
pants think it works, and (b) even though the system might not work well in the 
statistical normative sense, it may function successfully if it reacts swiftly to bad 
behavior and imposes costs for a participant to get established.  
Finally, it could be argued that the TRS in an online community serves as a 
kind of social glue. A TRS provides an interface through which participants can 
communicate and relate to each other, which in itself is valuable. Any TRS with 
user participation will depend on how people can use it to better connect to other 
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participants and to the community as a whole, and must be designed with that 
perspective in mind. 
Conclusion and Vision for Online Trust Management 
We are witnessing the emergence of new forms of cultures in which human and 
automated agents interact, and where it is often impossible to distinguish between 
the two. Cultural and biological evolution has resulted in our current set of civili-
zed communities, despite continuous failures and setbacks along the way. When 
considering our options for cultivating the best possible online communities that 
are beneficial for local or global communities, we must remember that we have the 
power to make certain design choices and to implement constraints – at both the 
technological and behavioural levels of human and automated agents and plat-
forms – in the way they interact in online environments. Trust management is an 
important element of such a culture-by-design. Trust management can enable ser-
vice consumers to reliably assess the quality of services and the reliability of entities 
before they decide to use a particular service, or to interact with or depend on a 
given entity. Trust management will also enable serious service providers and onli-
ne players to correctly represent their own reliability and the quality of their servi-
ces, so that in effect it becomes a marketing tool as well as a compass for safe na-
vigation of online environments. 
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Building a Reputation System for Wikipedia 
Christian Damsgaard Jensen 
Abstract 
Wikipedia is a web-based encyclopedia, written and edited collaboratively by Inter-
net users. Wikipedia has an extremely open editorial policy that allows anybody to 
create or modify articles. This has promoted a broad and detailed coverage of sub-
jects, but also introduced problems relating to the quality of articles. The Wikipedia 
Recommender System (WRS) was developed to help users determine the credibili-
ty of articles based on feedback from other Wikipedia users. The WRS provides a 
rating which emphasizes feedback from recommenders that the user has agreed 
with in the past.  
This paper presents some of the work that has gone into the development of 
the Wikipedia Recommender System. We first developed a generic architecture for 
integrating a reputation system into existing legacy systems and based our design of 
the WRS on this architecture. Both the generic architecture and our design of the 
WRS are outlined in this paper. Finally, we present ongoing work to improve the 
reputation rating of the WRS by determining the areas of expertise for the differ-
ent feedback providers in the WRS. This will allow more accurate recommenda-
tions because the system can assign a higher weight to feedback from recommend-
ers that have previously demonstrated competence in the area of the article. In 
order to determine the areas of expertise of recommenders, however, we first need 
to identify a way to classify content in Wikipedia. We outline current efforts to 
evaluate different classification schemes and illustrate how knowing the expertise 
of recommenders may help us when we calculate the rating for a Wikipedia article. 
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Introduction 
Wikipedia is a web-based encyclopedia, written and edited collaboratively by ordi-
nary unpaid users of the Internet. Wikipedia has an extremely open editorial policy 
that allows anybody to create or modify articles. This has promoted a broad and 
detailed coverage of subjects, but there are plenty of examples of erroneous infor-
mation that has been propagated through Wikipedia (Seigenthaler 2005; Orlowski 
2006). Despite these problems, however, Wikipedia has experienced a dramatic 
growth in popularity over the past decade and is by many considered the first 
source of information on the Internet. This appears quite surprising from the 
perspective of economical theory, and we suspect that if the question of the long-
term success of Wikipedia compared to other online references, such as Micro-
soft’s Encarta which is edited and meticulously verified by experts, was given to 
economists or investors 10 -15 years ago, most of them would have predicted the 
success of the verified resources over Wikipedia. The strength of the crowd en-
sures that Wikipedia has up-to-date information on current topics that may not be 
considered worthy of inclusion by the editorial standards of traditional encyclope-
dias. Moreover, the fact that everybody can contribute to Wikipedia secures a 
broad coverage of topics compared to similar efforts with more restrictive editorial 
policies. In 2006 Larry Sanger, one of the co-founders of Wikipedia, announced 
the introduction of the Citizendium1 (Sanger 2004), which is a collaboratively 
edited encyclopedia with better verification of the content and the intentions to 
guarantee a higher degree of responsibility among the authors; at the time of writ-
ing (October, 2010), the Citizendium has fewer than 15 000 articles (of which 148 
are expert-approved)2, while the English-language version of Wikipedia alone has 
more than 3.4 million articles3. It therefore appears that the open editorial policy 
of Wikipedia guarantees a better coverage of topics. The problem, however, re-
mains that malicious or incompetent authors may edit articles so that they misin-
form the readers (Orlowski 2006) and Wikipedia articles are sometimes subject to 
frequent conflicting updates, so called edit wars4 5. It is therefore important to de-
velop ways for ordinary Wikipedia users to determine the quality of Wikipedia 
articles that they read, i.e., after they have been written and published on Wikipe-
dia. This will combine the benefits of the broad and detailed coverage of the open 
editing policy of Wikipedia with a higher degree of confidence in the correctness 
of the articles. We acknowledge the contributions of millions of Wikipedia users 
over the past decade, so instead of changing Wikipedia or starting from scratch, we 
propose the Wikipedia Recommender System (WRS) as a means to assess the qual-
                                                     
1 http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Citizendium (October 2010) 
2 http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Welcome_to_Citizendium (October 2010) 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Size_of_wikipedia (October 2010) 
4 http://www.webpronews.com/topnews/2006/01/30/wikipedia-bans-congress 
5 http://www.podcastingnews.com/archives/2005/12/wikipedia_caugh_1.html 
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ity of Wikipedia articles, which we believe is vitally important for the users to build 
trust in Wikipedia and ensure the continued success and growth of the system.  
We have identified two different ways to assess the quality and establish trust 
in content of uncertain provenance, such as articles on Wikipedia where author 
may be anonymous: content-based filtering and collaborative filtering; in both 
cases, the term filtering embodies an assessment of the quality of an article and a 
ranking of an article based on its quality. Content-based filtering estimates the 
quality of Wikipedia articles based on textual properties and edit revision histories 
of the article (Vegas 2004; Suh et al. 2008; Seigneur et al. 2006, Adler and de Alfaro 
2007; Adler et al. 2008), i.e., articles that contain neutral language and have not 
been updated for a long time are considered better than articles that contain co-
lourful language or are still in the process of being written as can be inferred from 
frequent recent updates. Collaborative filtering is a filtering technique based on the 
subjective evaluations, generally called annotations in the literature but we prefer 
the less formal term feedback, of other readers (Goldberg et al. 1992), i.e., it uses 
feedback from other users who have read the article to determine the quality of the 
article. Modern collaborative filtering systems often implement a trust metric 
where the weight given to feedback from a particular user depends on the similari-
ty between feedback about previously read articles and the reader’s own opinion 
about those articles. We discuss the respective merits of these two filtering tech-
niques in more detail in Section 2.2. The Wikipedia Recommender System (Kors-
gaard 2007; Korsgaard 2009; Lefevre and Korsgaard 2009), discussed in this paper, 
is to the best of our knowledge the only collaborative filtering system for Wikipe-
dia. The Wikipedia Recommender System (WRS) was developed to help human 
users of Wikipedia to determine the credibility of an article based on feedback 
from other Wikipedia users. In order to preserve both the large investment that 
authors have made in terms of time and effort and the familiarity of the user inter-
face for occasional users, the collaborative authoring system must be considered a 
legacy system that cannot be modified. Moreover, the broad established user base 
of Wikipedia means that the WRS should only be offered to users who opt in and 
must be transparent to everyone else. 
The WRS allows users to calculate a personalized rating for any article based 
on feedback (recommendations) provided by other Wikipedia users. As part of this 
process, WRS users are themselves expected to provide feedback about the quality 
of Wikipedia articles that they have read, so the WRS implements what may be 
characterised as a rating-based collaborative filtering system. The recommenda-
tions consist of a simple numerical rating that encodes all relevant quality 
attributes, i.e., a single number is used to describe all quality attributes including 
accuracy, completeness, focus and lack of bias6, but it also includes “soft issues,” 
                                                     
6 This is similar to the way that a single number, the exam mark, is used to summarize all of a stu-
dent’s achievements in a complete course 
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such as language, structure and style. This means that it is relevant for all users to 
provide feedback on all articles that they read, because they may provide useful 
feedback about the soft issues even if they know little about the subject of the 
article. Not all recommenders are expected to agree on these attributes, so the 
WRS implements a trust metric to determine the weight that should be given to 
the feedback from each individual recommender, i.e., ratings from recommenders 
that have provided ratings that were similar to the user’s own ratings in the past 
will carry more weight in the calculation of the overall rating for the article. The 
scope of Wikipedia is very broad and recommenders cannot be assumed to be 
equally knowledgeable in all areas, e.g., some recommenders may provide useful 
feedback about military history, but may know little about psychology or philoso-
phy. It is therefore important to extend the trust metric, so that it incorporates an 
assessment of the recommender’s expertise in the area of the article. Establishing 
the areas of expertise for each recommender allows more accurate use of their 
recommendations when rating the article, because the weight of their rating will 
depend on whether the article is within their area of expertise (we discuss this topic 
further in Section 3.4). 
This paper is based on a presentation made at the workshop on “New forms 
of collaborative production and innovation” held in May 2010 at the Lichtenberg-
Kolleg for Advanced Studies in Göttingen. The presentation described work on 
the development of a reputation system for Wikipedia (the WRS) that is currently 
ongoing at the Technical University of Denmark. We present a brief outline of 
Wikipedia and the Wikipedia Recommender System that is based on previously 
published material (Korsgaard 2007; Korsgaard 2009). The paper also examines 
how an assessment of the expertise of recommenders may help improve the 
WRS’s reputation ratings of Wikipedia articles (Lefevre 2009; Lefevre et al. 2009). 
We do not generally expect recommenders to be known to other users and we do 
not wish to violate privacy by requiring all recommenders to certify their qualifica-
tions, so the assessment of expertise must rely on existing evidence, i.e., the exist-
ing recommendations which contain the ratings that the recommender has pro-
vided for other articles. In order to assess the areas of expertise for a recommend-
er, we need to know the areas of the articles that they have previously rated, i.e., we 
first need to define a way to classify content on Wikipedia. This allows us to identi-
fy recommenders who have previously provided ratings that are similar to the us-
er’s own ratings within the content class of the current article. Wikipedia contains 
articles about all areas of human knowledge, so the classification of Wikipedia 
content must be broad, but at the same time intuitive, or at the least easy to learn 
and understand. This means that the classification scheme must have a small num-
ber of clearly distinct classes. We discuss the classification of Wikipedia content 
further in Section 4. Finally, we present some initial experiments that we made to 
explore the feasibility of these ideas. The rest of this paper is organized in the fol-
lowing way: We provide a brief overview of the Wikipedia architecture in Section 2 
and an outline of the Wikipedia Recommender System in Section 3. The problem 
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of classifying Wikipedia content is examined in Section 4, where we also present 
the solution that has been implemented in the WRS. Our preliminary evaluation of 
the proposed classification scheme is presented in Section 5 and our preliminary 
conclusions and some directions for future work are presented in Section 6. 
Wikipedia 
The basic philosophy behind Wikipedia is that everyone should be allowed to edit 
everything, but that it should be easy to restore the document to its prior state if 
the modifications are considered undesirable. Detection is left to the users and the 
only means of response is to restore the previous page. 
Wikipedia architecture 
Wikipedia is accessed through an ordinary web browser and the Wikipedia appears 
to the user, as an ordinary website. The Wikipedia HTML pages are dynamically 
created by the MediaWiki software. MediaWiki is written in the PHP programming 
language, and can use a relational database management system to store the ar-
ticles. 
An article in Wikipedia has several sub-pages which are useful in the WRS. The 
structure of these sub-pages is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Fig.1. Simplified structure of the Wikipedia articles 
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Each article has the main article presented to the viewer. Furthermore there are 4 
pages that are related to each article: the history page, the edit page, the watch 
page, and the discussion page. The watch page is not visible unless the user is 
logged in. The edit page allows an active user to alter the content of the article 
without these modifications being visible to everyone before the page is saved. The 
history page provides access to previous versions of the page. Every prior version 
of an article, up to the existing version of the article, can be found on the history 
page. The history page also offers the functionality of reverting the page to a pre-
vious version if the current version has been vandalized, and of showing the dif-
ference between two versions. Furthermore, there is a user page available to users 
who are logged in. The user page allows the user to set preferences for Wikipedia 
and to keep a personal homepage. In accordance with the Wikipedia philosophy 
other users may still edit the content of the user page. 
Trust in Wikipedia 
Trust in Wikipedia is ultimately a question of the quality of the articles that it con-
tains. The quality of a Wikipedia article is determined by a few simple properties, 
e.g., the article should be complete, correct and unbiased. We have previously iden-
tified two ways to establish these qualities; either by content-based filtering or by 
collaborative filtering (cf. Section 1). In the solutions proposed so far (Viegas et al. 
2004; Suh et al. 2008; Seigneur et al. 2006, Adler and de Alfaro 2007, Adler et al. 
2008), work on content-based filtering has primarily focused on identifying nega-
tive indicators, e.g., WikiTrust rates text that has remained unaltered for a long 
time higher than text that is frequently changed or has recently been added to the 
system. WikiTrust uses the background colour of the individual words in an article 
to indicate how long each word has remained unaltered in the article. New words 
will be shown on a coloured background, which will slowly fade to white if the 
word remains unaltered for a long time, i.e., texts that are very stable will have the 
same black text on white background as current Wikipedia articles. WikiTrust also 
implements a trust metric, so that the background colour of contributions from 
authors of content that has survived unaltered for long period in the past, i.e., that 
have a high reputation in the WikiTrust terminology, will be less intense than the 
background colour of contributions from authors with lower reputation. One 
problem with this approach is that stability does not necessarily imply quality. In 
the case of WikiTrust, black text on a white background can be interpreted as “no-
body has seen the need to modify this text,” but it may equally well be interpreted 
as “nobody has read this text since it was last updated long ago” or even “nobody 
has cared enough about this topic to correct the mistake.” The fundamental prob-
lem with content-based filtering in the context of Wikipedia is that there is current-
ly no way to explicitly endorse the content of an article, especially regarding the 
“soft issues,” so we propose to rely on feedback from the users, i.e., to implement 
a collaborative filtering system. The advantage of using a collaborative filtering 
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system is that articles can only have a high rating if many Wikipedia users have 
read and endorsed the article. Moreover, if the collaborative filtering system im-
plements a trust metric, it ensures that feedback from users that the Wikipedia 
reader has agreed with in the past will carry more weight than feedback from 
strangers. A collaborative filtering system cannot prevent incorrect or undesirable 
content from entering Wikipedia, but it may help readers assess the quality of Wi-
kipedia articles and allow them to decide whether to believe the article or look for 
more reliable information elsewhere. Moreover, the introduction of a reputation 
system is in line with the Wiki philosophy, where we find few mechanisms to pre-
vent malicious or accidental modification of a Wiki page; detection is left to the 
users and the only means of response is to restore the previous page. 
Reputation in Wikipedia 
The number of articles in Wikipedia is growing rapidly. There are currently more 
than 3.4 million articles in the English Wikipedia alone and around 1,000 new ar-
ticles emerge every day7. It appears obvious that modifying such a large and dy-
namic system is difficult and should therefore not be attempted unless absolutely 
necessary, so the existing Wikipedia software base should be considered as a legacy 
system that cannot be modified. Fortunately, the functions of a reputation system 
are orthogonal to the basic functions of Wikipedia, so it is possible to provide 
these functions, i.e., management of feedback and calculation of reputation values, 
from external servers. 
The Wikipedia Recommender System 
The Wikipedia Recommender System (WRS) has been designed to integrate with 
the existing Wikipedia without requiring modifications to the MediaWiki installa-
tion or the underlying Wiki engine. The design is based on a generic architecture 
for reputation systems which was previously published (Korsgaard and Jensen 
2009). Before describing how the WRS works and how this generic architecture is 
implemented in the WRS, we provide a brief discussion of the application of repu-
tation systems in the context of Wikipedia. 
In the following, we describe the design of the WRS and discuss the extensions 
that are necessary support an assessment or recommender expertise based on the 
categories of articles. 
                                                     
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Size_of_wikipedia (October 2010) 
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WRS overview 
The WRS is mostly implemented in a web-proxy, which mediates all communica-
tion between the user’s browser and Wikipedia. Recommendations are stored in 
Wikipedia itself, but the recovery and distribution of recommendations, calculation 
of reputation ratings and formation and evolution of the user’s trust in recom-
menders are managed by the web-proxy. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where the 
proxy executes on the user’s own computer along with the browser. 
 
 
Fig.2. Overview of Wikipedia Recommender System 
The browser must be configured to use the local web proxy (this is how users opt 
in), which intercepts requests to Wikipedia (1). The proxy retrieves the article from 
Wikipedia (2) along with any feedback stored about the article, which is then used 
to calculate the reputation score for the article. The page8is rewritten to include the 
reputation score and forwarded to the browser (3). 
The user now has an indication of the quality of the article and may decide to 
provide feedback regarding the quality of the article and the utility of the reputa-
tion rating (4). The user’s indication of the utility of the score is used by the proxy 
to build trust in the recommenders who recommended this article and the user’s 
own rating is stored in the feedback repository in the Wikipedia (5). 
WRS architecture 
The WRS is based on our general architecture for integrating reputation systems 
with legacy applications, which identifies the following main components: a Feed-
back Repository which stores user feedback, a Reputation Calculation component which 
calculates reputation ratings based on data from the Feedback Repository, an Identi-
ty Management component which verifies the(, possibly virtual,) identities of feed-
                                                     
8 Articles in Wikipedia are contained in web pages, so we generally use the term article to refer to the 
logical content and page to refer to the physical data structure. 
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back providers9 and, finally, an Interception Mechanism which mediates communica-
tion between clients and servers and makes reputation ratings and reputation data 
available where they are needed.  
 
Feedback Repository The implementation of the Feedback Repository is based on the 
observation that everyone can edit Wikipedia, so we can store user feedback in 
Wikipedia itself. We have therefore created a special Wikipedia user and maintain 
the Feedback Repository on the user page of that user. The feedback consists of a 
recommendation which includes all the information relating to the recommender’s 
rating of the article and the recommender’s signature.  
 
Identity Management The Identity Management component is used to verify recom-
mendations, by downloading the recommender’s public-key from his Wikipedia 
user page and validating his signature on the recommendation. When downloading 
the public-key, the WRS must ensure that the key has been added by the owner of 
the user page, i.e., that the Wikipedia user name included in the recommendation is 
equal to the Wikipedia name of the user who uploaded the public-key. Using Wiki-
pedia for key distribution means that we support the same degree of anonymity as 
Wikipedia. 
 
Interception Mechanism The Interception Mechanism in the WRS requires the ability 
to rewrite the content read from Wikipedia (to insert recommendations for the 
user) and to capture and store the feedback from the clients. A simple way to do 
this is therefore to insert a web-proxy between the user and Wikipedia.  
 
Reputation Calculation The proxy also implements the Reputation Calculation mod-
ule, which calculates the rating for a given article based on all the recommenda-
tions for the current version of that article. The rating is calculated as an average of 
the ratings in the recommendations weighted by the user’s trust in the recom-
mender. The rating calculator inserts an applet in the Wikipedia page, which dis-
plays the overall rating for the article and solicits feedback from the user. When the 
proxy receives the feedback from the user, it updates the trust values for all the 
recommenders who rated the article, which are then stored locally, and creates a 
recommendation for the article which is uploaded to the relevant location in Wiki-
pedia. The update of trust values calculates both the trust value for the recom-
mender that will be used in the next interaction and the user’s dispositional trust 
(the trust dynamics) for each recommender. Both of these values are calculated as 
a function of the difference between the number of positive and negative expe-
                                                     
9 Identity Management is only relevant for reputation systems that implement trust metrics, i.e., it is 
not required for a simple summation-based system, such as the one used on eBay. 
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riences with that recommender (an interaction where the user agrees with the re-
commender’s rating count as a positive experience; if they disagree it counts as a 
negative experience) (Korsgaard 2007; Jensen and Korsgaard 2008).  
Reputation and ratings in the WRS 
Many reputation systems provide users with a single rating, generally in the form of 
a numerical value or a number of stars. The interpretation of these ratings is often 
implicitly given by the range to which they belong, e.g., a rating of 2 on a scale 1-10 
is poor but 4 out of 5 stars is good. Reputation ratings are based on the feedback 
from other users of the reputation system, which often include several attributes, 
e.g., the detailed seller information on eBay consists of the following four 
attributes: “Item as described”, “Communication”, “Shipping time” and “Shipping 
and handling charges”. Users providing feedback may not be equally competent to 
evaluate the feedback attributes or they may simply have different expectations, 
e.g., a buyer on eBay may expect fast “Shipping time” despite ordering items from 
an overseas seller. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the experience of the user 
providing the feedback in order to properly calibrate the inclusion of the feedback 
in the calculation of the aggregated reputation value.  
In the context of the Wikipedia Recommender System, an evaluation of the 
experience of a recommender aims to determine whether she is knowledgeable in 
the domain of the article and whether she is able to write an accurate, complete 
and concise article. The ratings provided by the first version of the WRS (Kors-
gaard 2007; Korsgaard and Jensen 2009; Lefevre et al. 2009) capture the second set 
of qualifications, but the system does not consider the domain of the article for 
which feedback is given. This means that the ratings from WRS users who have 
provided good feedback in one domain may carry more weight in all other do-
mains, e.g., a WRS user who has provided good feedback about drag racing is au-
tomatically believed when she provides feedback about painters from the Italian 
Renaissance; this is not necessarily a good idea.  
We have identified two ways to establish the expertise of recommenders, either 
through certification or through an evaluation of the recommenders past perfor-
mance within each individual domain, but in either case we need to know the do-
mains of all Wikipedia articles rated.  
Establishing expertise based on certification requires all recommenders to 
document their qualifications, e.g., by making certified copies of their diplomas 
available on their Wikipedia user page. However, this violates both the Wikipedia’s 
policy of allowing anonymous modifications and the privacy of recommenders. 
Moreover, it introduces the problem of interpreting the value of the different types 
of qualifications, such as establishing a universal ranking of all the different accre-
dited and non-accredited universities. Finally, it does not allow the incorporation 
of recommendations from autodidacts. We therefore believe that it is better to 
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base the ratings on an evaluation of the expertise demonstrated by the authors past 
performance. We propose to do this by classifying rated Wikipedia articles into 
different categories and apply the existing reputation system to the articles within 
each class. 
Extending the WRS to include categories 
In order to include the expertise of recommenders in the calculation of the rating 
for an article, we have implemented a new version of our prototype (Lefevre 2009; 
Lefevre et al. 2009) which extends the WRS to include an assessment of the exper-
tise of recommenders according to the classification defined in Section 4. As sug-
gested above, users are now expected to provide both a rating and a category for 
the article, when they return feedback to the WRS. This means that there are now 
two separate types of feedback that must be considered by the WRS and the trust 
metric must, in some way, reflect the recommender’s ability to provide reliable 
feedback of both types. It seems obvious, however, that it is more important that a 
recommender is able to determine that the article is accurate, complete and well 
written, so we consider the rating metric the primary parameter and the category 
rating the secondary parameter when the WRS updates the trust value.  
The introduction of the second type of feedback means that there are now 
four separate cases that must be considered when the user and recommender rat-
ings are compared, because they may agree or disagree about both ratings and 
categories; this is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
Rating Category 
Agree Agree 
Agree Disagree 
Disagree Agree 
Disagree Disagree 
Fig. 3. Outcome of interactions. 
 
The two cases where the user and the recommender agree on the category are 
covered by the trust dynamics implemented in the first WRS prototype, so we only 
need to define appropriate trust dynamics for the two other cases. This is an intri-
guing problem, because both the rating and the category are subjective values. We 
therefore propose to examine all the other recommendations for the article in or-
der to determine if there is a majority among the other recommenders who sup-
port either category (if there is no clear majority, the user carries the deciding vote). 
We wish to define a decision function that corresponds to human intuitions. We 
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therefore believe that it is reasonable to say that if the majority agrees with the 
user, this is clear evidence that the recommender is considered to be wrong, but if 
the majority agrees with the recommender, it must be considered that she could be 
right. We examine the two cases in greater detail in the following. 
 
Agreement on rating, disagreement on category. Both user and recommender agree on the 
quality of the article, but at least one of them is wrong about the category, which 
suggests some problem with the comprehension of the article. However, they both 
agree on the apparent qualities of the article, which we consider the primary para-
meter, so the overall interaction is considered positive. In order to reflect the prob-
lem with comprehension of the article in the updated trust value, we introduce the 
notion of semi-successful interactions for which a value of -½ positive interaction 
seems appropriate. 
 
Disagreement on rating and category. When the user and the recommender disagree 
about everything, we need to consider the majority of the other recommenders 
regarding the category of the article (in short, the majority). If the majority agrees 
with the user, the recommender has severely misunderstood the article, so it seems 
appropriate to penalize him more severely. We therefore consider the recommen-
dation as evidence for a - 3/2 “positive” interaction. If the majority agrees with the 
recommender, the recommendation is obviously provided in a different context 
and should be considered on its own merit, i.e., the rating might have been right if 
the they had agreed on the category. It does not, however, change the fact that the 
rating is wrong in the user’s opinion, so we consider the recommendation as evi-
dence for a - ½ “positive” interaction. It is important to determine what consti-
tutes a majority. In the mathematical sense it means more than 50%, but that 
seems inconclusive and unconvincing when deciding on the severity of penalties. 
We have performed a survey of Wikipedia users ability to categorize articles ac-
cording to our classification scheme (cf. Section 5.1), which indicates that a majori-
ty of more than 80% appears to be safe, even for articles that have a small element 
of ambiguity about the category. 
 
Rating Category Impact
Agree Agree 1
Agree Disagree ½
Disagree Agree -1
Disagree Disagree without majority -½
Disagree Disagree with majority -3/2
Fig. 4. Impact of categorization on trust dynamics. 
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Summary The evaluation of the expertise of recommenders should have the follow-
ing impact on the number of “positive” interactions used in the trust evolution 
function. The first and the third line in the table above correspond to the first 
prototype of the WRS. The second line displays the effect when the user agrees 
with the recommender on the rating but disagrees on the category. The two last 
lines show the impact of the interaction when the user and the recommender dis-
agree on both rating and category. Line 4 shows the case where the majority agrees 
with the category of the recommender and line 5 shows the case where the majori-
ty agrees with the user. 
Classification of Wikipedia Articles 
As mentioned in Section 3.3, we need to identify a way to categorise Wikipedia 
articles, so that we can classify feedback according to these categories in order to 
assess the experience of each recommender within each of the categories that she 
has contributed to. We have identified two different ways to classify Wikipedia 
articles. We may either rely on the information that is already available in the Wiki-
pedia, such as Portals or Wikipedia Categories, or we may define a new classification 
scheme and then rely on the feedback from WRS users to categorize the article; 
this means that recommendation ratings must be interpreted in the context that the 
recommender specifies. 
Portals 
A portal, or Wikiportal, on the Wikipedia serves as an entry-point to Wikipedia 
content within a topic area. Portals vary from very broad coverage, such as the 
“History” portal, down to very specific topics, such as the “Led Zeppelin” portal. 
They are hierarchically structured, so it is possible to enter a portal and find a se-
lection of articles and sub-portals, but it is generally impossible to enter an article 
and find out which portal it belongs to. Moreover, articles may be reachable from 
several portals, which introduce problems if we wish to assign a unique category to 
each article. Finally, a portal is not a complete enumeration of articles belonging to 
the category, or topic, of the portal. This severely limits the use of portals as a 
means to determine the category of an article, because we cannot be sure to find an 
article even if we traverse all links on all pages and sub pages reachable from the 
main portals. Using the portals to determine the category of an article is therefore 
going to be computationally difficult, perhaps even impossible, and from an overall 
perspective will yield incomplete results. 
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Wikipedia categories 
A hierarchical scheme of categories has been introduced to allow authors to classi-
fy articles in the Wikipedia. The Wikipedia rules state that each article should be-
long to at least one category, so it is fair to assume that all articles have at least one 
category, but most articles will have more than one category, e.g., the “London” 
article belongs to 8 categories. This means that categories cannot be used directly 
to classify articles, but each article has a set of categories and it is possible to tra-
verse bi-directional links in the article all the way to the root categories (and back 
down again). It should therefore be possible to follow all the category links to their 
root category and use these to define a classification of the article. There is, how-
ever, one major problem with this solution, which is that categories are socially 
annotated, i.e., they are all created and maintained by Wikipedia users. While the 
initial idea behind the categories was that they should be shaped into a tree-like 
structure, the actual structure has mutated into a more general graph structure, e.g., 
each leaf may have several parents and there may even be cycles, so some catego-
ries are their own grandparents. Finally, the set of categories is not fixed, so new 
categories are created as the Wikipedia expands. These new categories may have a 
significant overlap with existing categories, which means that an evaluation of 
recommender expertise would have to transfer (some of) the expertise demon-
strated in the context of older categories to each of the new, overlapping catego-
ries. It is not clear to us how this may be achieved in practice and, when added to 
the other difficulties outlined above, it is difficult to see how categories may be 
used to provide a simple unambiguous classification of the articles in the Wikipe-
dia. 
User-maintained categories 
As mentioned above, social annotations are often dynamic, which makes them 
unsuitable for the definition of a classification scheme for a dynamically growing 
set of articles. However, once the classification scheme has been defined, social 
annotations may be used to assign categories to articles. We examine the problem 
of defining a simple and intuitive classification scheme for the Wikipedia, which is 
intended to cover all areas of human knowledge. 
 
Wikipedia Portals and Categories We briefly revisit the idea of using the existing set of 
Portals or Root Categories to define the classification scheme. As mentioned 
above, both of these schemes are dynamically growing, i.e., new Portals and new 
Root Categories maybe introduced into the system. This means that neither pro-
vide the stable reference structure that we need to support our evaluation of re-
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commender expertise. Similar problems exist in the Citizendium10, which defines 6 
“general areas” and a number of work groups within each of these areas. 
We have therefore decided to focus on existing classification schemes used in 
libraries, which have been designed to classify all areas of human knowledge. In 
particular, we examine: the “Library of Congress Classification”, the “Universal 
Decimal Classification” and the “Dewey Decimal Classification”. It is important to 
remember that a classification system used in this context has different require-
ments than it has in a library. We need a system that covers the entire spectrum of 
knowledge, in a simple and unambiguous way.  
 
Library of Congress Classification The Library of Congress Classification11(LCC) is 
developed by one specific library, the US Library of Congress. It is in widespread 
use among research and academic libraries and thus qualifies for consideration. 
The system contains 21 classes and new classes have been added as needed, which 
has led to much criticism because of a lack of a sound theoretical basis, e.g., some 
unusual sciences have their own categories, such as Military and Naval sciences. 
Another problem is that it is regionally specific to the US, which can be seen by 
the fact that there are separate categories for “world history” and the “history of 
the Americas.” The size and peculiarity of the classification scheme means that the 
LCC is not considered sufficiently intuitive for the WRS. 
 
Universal and Dewey Decimal Classification The Universal Decimal Classification12 
(UDC) is derived from the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), so we discuss 
both here. The UDC uses a complex system of additional symbols to indicate spe-
cial aspects or relationships of a subject. Both systems have 10 well defined base 
classes13 which makes them interesting from a usability perspective and neither 
have the regional bias of the LCC. While either of these systems satisfy our re-
quirement for a classification scheme, we believe that the DDC is more descrip-
tive, so we have decided to use this scheme in the WRS. The DDC class table is as 
follows: 
  
                                                     
10 http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Welcome_to_Citizendium (October 2010) 
11 http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/, visited 4 January 2010 
12 http://www.udcc.org/udcsummary/php/index.php, visited 4 January 2010 
13 The UDC only use 9 of the 10, classes leaving category "4" vacant. 
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Table 1. The Dewey Decimal Classification 
 
Class Description 
000 Computer science, information, and general works 
100 Philosophy and psychology 
200 Religion 
300 Social sciences 
400 Languages 
500 Science and mathematics 
600 Technology and applied science 
700 Arts and recreation 
800 Literature 
900 History, geography and biography 
 
Using a complete classification scheme, such as the DCC, means that WRS users 
may consult the reference definition in case of uncertainty. 
Evaluation 
In the following we present a few preliminary experiments that we have done to 
evaluate the categorization of recommendations implemented in the current proto-
type of the WRS. 
Classification scheme in the WRS 
The evaluation of expertise depends on the concurrence among recommenders 
regarding the categories of articles. In order to determine whether users would 
consistently categorize articles, we conducted a small survey of 32 users14 who 
were asked to categorize 5 different articles: “Perfect Competition,” “Fermat’s Last 
Theorem,” “Power Drill,” “Patagonia” and “Punic Wars”. The articles were cho-
sen so that they have varying degrees of ambiguity. The first article on „Perfect 
Competition” is primarily about economy (not everybody knows that this belongs 
to the social sciences), but there are also elements of mathematics so there are 
multiple sources of uncertainty. The two next articles on “Fermat’s Last Theorem” 
                                                     
14 The survey was sent by email to family, friends and an Internet forum, so the respondents corres-
pond to a broad selection of Internet users. 
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and “Power Drill” have strong elements of a single domain but there is some ele-
ment of another domain in the article - the first article is primarily about mathe-
matics, but contains elements of history while the second article is primarily about 
technology & applied science, but the topic is so ordinary that it may be classified 
as general. Finally, the two last articles should belong clearly to the “History, Geo-
graphy and Biography” category. The result of this survey is shown in Table 2 
below15. 
Table 2. Result of categorization survey 
 
 
 
WRS Categories 
 000 100 300 400 500 600 900 
Patagonia       100% 
Punic Wars 8%      92% 
Fermat`s Last Theorem     90%  10% 
Power Drill 13%     87%  
Perfect Competition 9% 3% 57% 3% 28%   
 
The survey shows that almost all users agreed on the classification of the two un-
ambiguous articles that were selected to belong to category 900 (History, geogra-
phy and biography). There was generally high agreement among the respondents 
concerning the two articles that were selected to be ambiguous – both got more 
than 85% replies in one category and the remaining replies fell in just one other 
category. Finally, there was lower agreement on the categorisation of the article on 
“Perfect Competition,” but 85% of the respondents classified it in one of just two 
categories. 57% classified it as category 300 (Social sciences) and 28% classified it 
as category 5 (Science, including mathematics). These results confirm our hypothe-
sis that users can consistently categorize existing Wikipedia articles according to 
the DDC scheme. We may therefore expect a benefit when we calculate the trust 
level of recommenders according to their past benefit within different article cate-
gories. 
                                                     
15 The survey was conducted twice with two disjoint groups of users. The two categories that are 
supposed to be unambiguous, i.e., “Patagonia” and “PunicWars”, were only included in the second 
survey, so the result for these categories are only based on 13 replies. 
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Expertise evaluation in the WRS 
In order to determine the impact of the proposed categorization scheme on the 
calculation of trust values, we have performed a simulation based on a sample 
scenario. In the seminal paper on the strategies for evaluating collaborative filtering 
systems, Herlocker et al. (Herlocker 2004) indicates that the norm should be to use 
a standardized data set to test algorithms. Some of the most popular of these stan-
dard data sets are shown in Table 3. These data sets can be used to deter mine the 
general similarity of preferences between users, but they do not include data where 
both users categorize data. 
 
Table 3. The most popular data sets for collaborative filtering accuracy tests. 
 
Data set  Characteristics 
MovieLens 100,000 ratings for 1682 movies by 943 users 
1 million ratings for 3900 movies by 6040 users 
10 million ratings, 100,000 tags for 10681 movies by 71567 users 
Book-Crossing 1,149,780 ratings for 271,379 books by 278,858 users 
Jester Joke 4.1 million ratings for 100 jokes by 73,496 users 
 
Unfortunately, we have been unable to identify any standard data sets that allow us 
to evaluate the performance of categorization in a collaborative filtering system 
with more than one annotation, i.e., the WRS, so, until the user base of the WRS 
becomes big enough to provide this data, we must rely on a few scenarios that we 
believe will be typical for the application of the WRS. 
In order to illustrate how the evaluation of recommender expertise is calcu-
lated, we consider a scenario where a trustor rates the article on the Wheel, an 
article that Alice has already rated. Alice classified the article as “History” and gave 
the article a low score, but the trustor rates it as a “Technology & Applied Science” 
article with a high score. Based on the trust metrics, Alice will be penalized in the 
“History” category and, because the majority of trustees have also rated this article 
as “Technology & Applied Science”, she will be further penalized by half a point, 
to a total of – 3/2 interaction. Because Alice disagreed with the majority, and the 
user agreed with the majority, we can now state that according to the user there is 
no uncertainty that Alice was wrong in categorizing the article as History. Fur-
thermore, the low score distanced Alice from the trustor even more. The next time 
an article is visited which Alice has rated it as “History”, Alice’s opinion will matter 
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less both in determining the score of the category and the score of the article; this 
amplifies the result over the previous prototype of the WRS. 
Let us consider a similar scenario, but where Alice rates the “Wheel” article as 
“Technology & Applied Science” with a high score. This time, the trustor rates it 
as “History”, but also with a high score. The system will recognize the similarity in 
their score and determine that the overall interaction is good, both agree that the 
article is well written and structured. However, there is a difference of opinion in 
determining the category. The trustor’s trust pro le has determined that the majori-
ty supports the “Technology & Applied Science” category, which means that Alice 
might have been correct. Because of this the system determines that Alice should 
have ½ an interaction recorded for “Technology & Applied Science” to signify 
that the interaction even though not perfect was in her favor. The most important 
aspect of determining whether the trust dynamics make sense, is to evaluate their 
intuitiveness. That is the purpose of the above two examples, to illustrate the intui-
tiveness of these conclusions through scenarios. 
Comparing the trust evolution between the previous and current prototype, 
the current version will build trust for a user at a slower rate because trust is now 
specific to a single category, so there will be fewer recommendations and thus less 
evidence on which to build trust in each category. A simple example is shown in 
Figure 5 below. 
The figure illustrates a scenario where a user encounters recommendations 
from Alice for the first time. Both Alice and the user agrees on the rating for the 
first three articles, but they disagree on the categories - Alice agree with the majori-
ty of recommenders that the articles belong to the category “History.” In the 
fourth article, the user disagrees with Alice on both score and category. In the 
previous version of the WRS (Old WRS, shown in red), this set of interactions 
would result in a slight reduction in the trust in Alice, but in the current WRS, 
which includes categorization (shown in blue), the disagreement is amplified and 
there will be no trust in Alice in the category of “History” after the fourth recom-
mendation. The following interactions concern various authors and novels (clearly 
belonging to the category “Literature”), where both Alice and the user agrees on 
both rating and category. In this case, both the previous and the current trust dy-
namics evolve trust at the same rate16. The scenario shows that, after the four ar-
ticles in “Literature” where both agreed on rating and category, the user’s trust in 
Alice will be 50% higher in the previous prototype, because of the first set of inte-
ractions where Alice and the user disagreed on the domain of the article. Finally, 
the user now browses to an article about the Chevrolet Corvette, which Alice has 
rated. Alice is not very good with cars, but she has correctly categorized the article 
as Technology & Applied Science. 
 
                                                     
16 The two trust evolution functions are identical when recommenders agree on the category. 
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Fig. 5. A sequence of actions and their effects demonstrated before and after. 
 
In the previous prototype, Alice’s rating on this article would carry large weight, 
but in the current prototype, the user has no reason to trust Alice in the category 
“Technology & Applied Science”, so Alice’s recommendation would carry little 
weight in the calculation of the rating of the article. In the first prototype, the WRS 
had built up high trust in Alice and the article would receive a high rating, so if 
Alice is wrong about the Corvette, this would lead to a bad experience for the user 
who would potentially lose faith in the WRS.  
Without an empirical data set, the best we can do is to construct simple scena-
rios, as the ones above, to illustrate the intuitive nature of the proposed trust mod-
el and how the results differ from the previous model. The above examples should 
hopefully have demonstrated why it is important to rate articles by category and 
how the proposed trust model achieves this goal.  
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper we have presented a reputation system that has been developed at the 
technical University of Denmark to help Wikipedia users assess the credibility of 
Wikipedia articles. The Wikipedia Recommender System relies on feedback from 
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other Wikipedia users, which makes it a collaborative filtering system. Not all 
feedback providers are equally knowledgeable and most feedback providers are not 
equally knowledgeable in all subjects, so the WRS implements trust metrics that 
aim to assess the expertise of feedback providers and assign a higher weight to 
feedback from those recommenders who have previously provided valuable feed-
back on a particular class of articles. We have presented the design of a mechanism 
that allows evaluation of recommender expertise and shown how this mechanism 
can be integrated into the existing WRS infrastructure. The mechanism has been 
implemented and our preliminary evaluation of this extension to the WRS indicates 
that most people are able to consistently categorize Wikipedia articles, which is a 
prerequisite for the proposed mechanism, which accepts user feedback about the 
category of articles. This indicates that the system is feasible. Finally, we presented 
a scenario-based simulation of the WRS extension, which demonstrated that the 
system provides ratings that better correspond to human intuition; this shows that 
the extension is useful. 
The first version of the WRS only had the weights 1 and -1, which means that 
given an equal distribution of agreement and disagreement in the interactions, the 
average trust value would remain constant. The introduction of our new weights of 
½, - ½ and - 3/2, however, upsets this stability of the trust dynamics, but it is diffi-
cult to hypothesize on the precise effects without actual live data sets. We are 
about to make the WRS generally available on the web and hope that this will help 
us build a sufficiently large user base to acquire this data set. 
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Cooperation in Wikipedia from a Network 
Perspective 
Christian Stegbauer 
Abstract  
Neither the classic individualistic nor the collectivist approach can explain partici-
pation in Wikipedia. The following article presents an alternative, empirically-based 
rationale for this participation.  
The explanations presented here, which grew out of a long-term research 
project, are in alignment with relational sociology. The modern approach we used 
is flexible and positional, unlike earlier role models, and demonstrates how an or-
der arises through the allocation and acceptance of responsibilities. The most im-
portant social level here is the meso level, where positional allocations are nego-
tiated. An example is provided to demonstrate the functioning and consequences 
of this allocation process. The result is a social context with integration mechan-
isms that present a precondition for long-term participation.  
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Introduction 
Mass collaboration in an encyclopedia such as Wikipedia is somewhat of a mystery, 
from a traditional socio-scientific perspective. How is “knowledge”1 produced in 
Wikipedia? And why do people cooperate in its production? With regard to 
Wikipedia, the on-line encyclopedia, answering these questions is special challenge. 
Wikipedia has been called an “impossible public good” (Ciffolilli 2005) and a mys-
tery (Viégas et al. 2007) precisely because the classic approaches cannot explain 
why this collaborative project works. 
Wikipedia is the market leader in on-line encyclopedias and is among the 20 
most frequently visited websites in the USA (Hitwise 2010). Anyone can edit the 
content and all are encouraged to contribute, from their own knowledge, to the 
creation of the largest encyclopedia in the world. The articles, accessed by large 
numbers of people both privately and professionally, now number in the millions. 
Thanks to the widespread availability of Internet access, it is a nearly ubiquitous 
public good. But how does this good come into being?  
To understand developments in Wikipedia, it is essential to examine the type 
and manner of cooperation that takes place in that particular environment. The 
motives conventionally thought to explain a willingness to participate in creating 
public goods are not always applicable in the case of Wikipedia. Furthermore, col-
laboratively produced knowledge is a special form of public good. Even sociology 
has failed to supply a convincing explanation for the success of Wikipedia. In this 
article2 we address this puzzle and suggest an approach for analysis and explication 
that is based on methodical and theoretical principles of network research, and 
modelled on the principles of position and role theory as formulated in the mod-
ernized social-constructive version of modern American structuralism (in particular 
Harrison White 1992; 2008). 
The Mystery of Participation and the Limits of Conventional 
Approaches  
Classic sociology offers two theories on the production of collective goods: one is 
centered around the benefit to the individual, and the other around a phenomenon 
known as “collective consciousness.” The former approach is referred to as meth-
odological individualism. As a methodological individualist, James Coleman (1991) 
tries to explain dynamics on the macro level, i.e., based on individual behavior. In 
                                                     
1 The term “knowledge” as used here refers to information that has been pronounced relevant; for 
information to become knowledge, however, an act of acquisition must be interposed. 
2 This article is part of the results achieved in a project financed by the German Research Foundation 
(DFG). The project began in July 2006 and ended in April 2009. 
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this model, every individual behaves rationally in the sense that he or she pursues 
her own best interests under cost/benefit considerations. This approach does not, 
however, account for the intercession of actions beyond rational choice, within 
sociality. Coleman’s view is limited to the individual considerations that precede 
action. 
The second approach assumes deep bonds: a collective consciousness (Durkheim 
1893; 1895). This fits well with Tönnies’s classic community theory, in which ties 
based on region, blood or religion play a major role (Tönnies 1898). 
Neither of these sociologies offers a satisfactory explanation of the Wikipedia 
phenomenon. Rational choice, for example, is said to drive participation in scien-
tific communications forums (Matzat 2001). In the case reported, individual par-
ticipants are motivated by a gain in reputation, or the hope of such a gain. This 
may hold true for conventional encyclopedias, as the authors receive either mone-
tary compensation or name attribution (or both). They probably add the contribu-
tions to their publication lists as well. Being the author of an article in a conven-
tional encyclopedia carries a certain amount of prestige. 
In Wikipedia, however, authors are not in the public eye. Contributors can 
hardly hope to gain reputation in the form of name recognition through participa-
tion in Wikipedia. There are indeed instances in which an article is written almost 
entirely by a single author, and this authorship can be traced, but most participants 
operate under a pseudonym, and determining who is behind a given “login name” 
is not a simple matter. 
The idea that participation is motivated by individual cost/benefit considera-
tions seems sufficiently disproved by these facts alone. But there is another aspect 
of methodological individualism that is subject to severe criticism, based on a dia-
metrically opposed concept of society: Individualism assumes that the individual 
has an unchanging constitution, endowed with a fixed system of values and prefer-
ences (Coleman and Kreutz 1997). Thus this approach cannot explain voluntary 
participation in the production of Wikipedia articles. 
But what of the “collective consciousness” approach? In a nutshell: It is no 
more able to explain the Wikipedia phenomenon than is the individualist approach, 
because the strong bonds that are prerequisite for a collective consciousness do 
not exist in Wikipedia. 
Wikipedia does have its ideologies, however, and ideologies are an excellent 
means of evoking cohesive forces. In general, an ideology presents a worldview 
which may well be seen as a motivator for “joining up.” However, it is difficult to 
imagine real cohesion forming from such ideologies as “Anyone can join,” 
“Knowledge should belong to everyone in the whole world,” “Knowledge and 
commercial exploitation are contradictory,” “When everybody contributes, the 
result is greater than anything a single company could conceive of,” “The argu-
ment is more important than the person who states it,” “Access to knowledge 
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should not be dependent on the wealth (nor the cultural capital) of the one who 
seeks it,” etc. They might just be enough – or so we assume – to spark an interest 
in collaboration, from which a motivation to participant in Wikipedia might 
emerge. 
Positions, Roles and Cooperation in Producing Public Goods 
If neither of the sociologies outlined above can explain the phenomenon of par-
ticipation and the production of knowledge, what can? Does sociology have any-
thing to offer toward interpreting cooperation in Wikipedia? Why are there so 
many people involved in Wikipedia, and why have they put so much time into 
making Wikipedia what it is today?  
Our approach attempts to explain the behavior of participants on the basis of 
their positions within the structure. We have chosen a relational approach in which 
actions are understood not in terms of individual preferences, maximization of 
interests, or similar considerations, but rather in terms of the dynamics that emerge 
from the relationship structure. The structural-relational perspective sees the struc-
ture of relationships as a structure of positions, and the persons involved as acting 
in accordance with the positions they hold. The typical actions concomitant to the 
positions are called “role behaviors.” Motivation and enforcement arise within the 
relationship structure. There is no fixed goal; rather, preferences are formed only 
in the context of interaction with others. This interaction engenders a reasonably 
reliable relationship structure with two primary components: social integration on 
the one hand, and competition on the other. Kreutz argued for this in a fictitious 
conversation with Coleman, who at the time was recently deceased (Coleman and 
Kreutz 1997). Not only preferences, but also identities are formed during interac-
tion with others, with the effect that people’s behavior is dependent on their 
membership in (or exclusion from) a group, and on their concomitant position. 
Identities are flexible and change with social context, which in turn changes the 
impetus for actions and – returning to our study of Wikipedia – the motives for 
participation. 
In methodological individualism, the network of relationships represents first 
and foremost an infrastructure for individual action. Our reasoning is exactly the 
converse: interaction within the relational network determines the position, and the 
behavior patterns and views concomitant to the position appear as “motives” – we 
do not interpret these as individual motives, however, but rather as actions that 
result from the position. Thus motives and actions result from interaction with 
others; in other words, the individual actor, with his or her identity, is socially con-
stituted and must be perceived as such, rather than as a “lone warrior” guided 
solely by intrinsic motives. This does not rule out competition; on the contrary, 
competition is an explicit component of this view. Competition does not occur in 
just any random context; rather, it results directly from the position taken and 
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arises primarily in a context with others who are perceived as structurally equiva-
lent (White 1992). 
 The Intermediate Level: Positions and Roles 
The two approaches outlined above, methodological individualism on the micro 
level and collectivism on the macro level, are clearly not adequate to solve the mys-
tery of Wikipedia’s distributed production. 
Thus we present a different rationale. We maintain that the explanation can be 
found on an intermediate level: the meso level. Our theory assumes that motives 
form on this level; we could in fact take it much further and say the individual is 
constituted on this level. The arguments for this idea are presented below, fol-
lowed by a sampling of our empirical evidence. 
When we observe the meso level, we investigate actions in dependence on the 
sociality in which they take place. The claim could be made that the individual is 
constituted on this level, in dependence on the relationship structure. 
The middle level can thus be termed the positional level. To better understand 
what happens on this level, we call to mind the definitions of “position” and 
“role.” Role theory has a long history in the field of sociology; prominent propo-
nents include Ralph Linton (1967) and Siegfried Nadel (1957), among others. Ralf 
Dahrendorf’s book, “Homo Sociologicus” (1959) was well known in Germany and 
is still in print today, and essays by Popitz (2006) on this topic have been recently 
reprinted. 
From this perspective, the individual is immersed in his or her position; actions 
are not determined by individual preferences, but rather by the demands of the 
role. Positions are arranged in systems: It is difficult to imagine a position existing 
without the reference positions that are necessary for its constitution. Examples 
include father/son, teacher/pupil, and doctor/patient relationships. Nadel (1957) 
in particular made reference to such role systems. 
Today, these concepts of role theory are largely outdated. Why? The answer is 
simple: they are too rigid. Harrison White addresses this topic in numerous publi-
cations (White 1992; White et al. 1976; etc.). We can single out two explicit points 
of criticism to understand the arguments against role theory. First, new positions 
are constantly being created. Thus positions, with their concomitant role behav-
iors, can be considered – one might say must be considered – to be socially consti-
tuted. Human beings are subject to so many influences and so much incoming 
information, confronted with so many decisions, changing environments and 
memberships in different social circles that we simply could not function if we 
were limited to rigid role behaviors. Behavior patterns and relationships are open 
to negotiation (see also Harrison White 1992). There are limitations, of course; for 
example, behavior patterns tie in to habits long practiced in other contexts, as be-
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havior is generally transferred from one context to another (Kieserling 1999). Once 
positions have been defined, they do not remain static; they are liable to adaptation 
and various dynamics, even while the position structure itself affords a certain level 
of security and stability. Harrison White would say that this describes the attempt 
to control contingencies, where negotiations are not so much negotiations per se; 
rather, the allocation of positions is a by-product of normal interaction. 
The second major criticism of classic role theory concerns identity construc-
tion. An identity or that which is considered the most basic sociologically relevant 
unit, does not necessarily refer to a single person. Larger social units also form 
identities. White refers to such entities as “disciplines.”  
There are two other points that must be noted here. The first was alluded to 
above: role behavior is not necessarily rooted in the individual’s own interests, but 
rather on the requirements of his or her position (see Tenbruck 1956; Gerhard 
1976; Stegbauer 2001). The second point is more important for the constitution of 
a modern role theory, and specifically relates to the criticisms of classic role theory: 
Up to now, we have focused primarily on the action behaviors associated with 
positions. This is not incorrect, but it highlights only one side of the story. On the 
other side, we have the demands imposed on the position, which are developed 
only through interaction with others. In this respect, there can be no rigidity; cop-
ing with the many-faceted and often unpredictable demands of the various rela-
tionships and networks of relationships requires flexibility. Also, societal dynamics 
require that role behaviors be variable3 on the one hand, and on the other hand 
open to adaptation to changing environments. It should be clear by now that roles 
in this sense are not limited to the traditional examples cited so frequently, i.e., 
father/mother–child, couple relationships, doctor-patient, etc. There is no area in 
which relationships do not form behaviors and expectations of behaviors. This is a 
basic social principle, and is essential in restricting the complexity of the almost 
endless possibilities for action.4 
Although this is a social-constructivist view, a conservative momentum always 
comes into play, as mutual expectations limit the range of possible variation. In 
this sense, all social interaction is bounded by the expectations that others have on 
us, which limit the range of possible development. 
Nevertheless, this means that the classic, relatively rigid role theory can be re-
placed by something more dynamic that allows for social negotiations. Such nego-
tiations, and the allocation of positions, all take place on the meso level. 
                                                     
3 Habermas made this criticism as early as 1963. Here, the old criticism of the ahistoricity of structu-
ralism also applies to role theory, which can – certainly in Nadel’s view (1957) – be interpreted as 
structure theory. 
4 In this context, we relate this argument to the idea that we need some way to control imponde-
rables, i.e. contingencies. For H. White (1992) this is one of the most important principles. In this 
aspect he agrees with Luhmann, who also asks why a particular selection is made from the virtually 
unlimited number of possibilities (Luhmann 1997). 
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But how exactly does the meso level have affect human behavior? We take a 
closer look at this in the following section. 
How Important is the Positional Level in Wikipedia? 
In Wikipedia, as in other networks, a process of positioning takes place through 
negotiation. But how and under what conditions does this happen in Wikipedia? 
And what do we mean meant by “negotiations”?  
Negotiations occur wherever people come into contact with one another. In 
Wikipedia, a person may initiate contact by writing their first contribution. Others 
react, and the positioning process that begins with this reaction can play a decisive 
role in defining the subsequent “Wikipedia career” of the new contributor. If the 
reaction consists in deleting the article, there will likely be no further positioning of 
that person within the Wikipedia context (although there are rare cases in which a 
newcomer asserted his or her position). If the contribution is accepted and the 
contributor is “adopted” by a “wikimentor,” a different situation develops – one in 
which the new participant is assigned to (one might say “placed under”) a mentor 
for “socialization” in Wikipedia. While this is not entirely a one-sided process, 
those who have the institution of Wikipedia at their backs undeniably have greater 
power of definition than the newcomer has. 
The power structure within Wikipedia has several different levels. There are a 
number of positions that are in contact with one another; in discussing Wikipedia 
itself, these positions play a stronger role than others in shaping the organizational 
development of Wikipedia. One example of such a process is seen in the develop-
ment of Wikipedia’s ideologies. Initially, the Wikipedia ideology was one of free-
dom and production, with emphasis on the accessibility of “knowledge” outside of 
copyright; a guiding principle that actively encouraged “everyone” to participate. 
This changed over time. Today, the ideology is more product-oriented; the focus 
has shifted to the accuracy of content as well as competition with conventional 
encyclopedias. However, not all Wikipedians are involved to the same extent in the 
development of ideologies. Contact with other participants is prerequisite for join-
ing this discussion, and the most common and most frequent contacts take place 
between administrators. The least contact involves participants known as “IPs,” 
who write or edit articles without logging in and thus are identified only by an IP 
address. Somewhere in between these two extremes is the heterogeneous mass of 
registered Wikipedians, where the spectrum ranges from the numerous editors 
who participate in just one article, to the very few expert authors in specialized 
areas or those who have taken on a special position, such as fielding questions 
about Wikipedia. 
Each category of participants has a specific level of opportunity for participa-
tion in the development of Wikipedia as an organization and its ideologies, and 
each has a different realm of experience. Administrators have broad experience in 
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dealing with conflicts; they make decisions on whether and when to block or delete 
articles or ban users. Most have experience with vandalism and endless, usually 
fruitless, discussions. It is relatively easy for them to reach agreement among them-
selves, as they all have similar experience in the same position. This is the frame-
work of the discussions that are most likely to result in organizational develop-
ments or changes in ideologies. Such changes are usually decided by consensus 
among the circle of administrators and certain other active users. It is difficult to 
reach consensus on changes with other users, many of whom yearn for the original 
ideologies which emphasized liberation and production – particularly as these prin-
ciples are hauled out and dusted off practically every year during fundraising cam-
paigns. Thus ideologies of “normal” users often differ from, and even contradict, 
those of the leadership level that has since become established. This can lead to 
confrontations, and the importance of position within Wikipedia is clearly mani-
fested in these areas. 
But there are other areas of conflict as well; for example, in competition be-
tween those positions that can be defined strictly in terms of content (for example, 
article authors or vandalism fighters). 
As mentioned above, positional structures are found in all social spaces, and 
positions play a major role in determining people’s actions and behavior. As the 
Wikipedia project is a form of social space, it naturally has its positions as well. 
Even without an empirical approach, several positions can be easily distinguished 
from their degree of embeddedness. 
The least embedded are the most basic users of the encyclopedia: the readers. 
Their contact with the positional level is tangential at most, as it lies solely in the 
fact that the articles they read are developed within the social structure. This can be 
termed a one-sided and indirect relationship with Wikipedia, as the reader receives 
without giving, and is not involved in the underlying production of knowledge. 
Knowledge Production and Positional Structure: An Example 
How are positions negotiated in Wikipedia? We investigated positional structuring 
in discussions relating to 30 Wikipedia articles. In the following we present a fairly 
typical example of these, illustrating how the positional structure is established. 
The discussion is evaluated using network analysis techniques. The example we 
have chosen is the discussion of the German Wikipedia article, “Logik.” The posi-
tional structuring observed in here can be examined from a number of perspec-
tives. Quantifiable dimensions are found within the Wikipedia article itself, such as 
the number of contributions or the quantity of text that came from each editor. 
For our study, however, the content of the discussion page is more important, as it 
provides indicators of participants’ positions. This is where negotiations take place; 
where the participants must hold their own in discourse. In addition to quantifiable 
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relationship data, this area yields text sequences that permit insight into the rela-
tionships. 
Let us turn to our example. The analysis is based on the status of the “Logik” 
article at the time of our investigation (February 2007). The first thing we notice is 
that a relatively small number of participants are involved (see Fig. 1). More than 
half of the text comes from a single editor (Ma), one-quarter from another (Go), 
and a little over 10% from a third editor (To). The other participants made consid-
erably smaller contributions: five of them are responsible for some 1-2% of the 
text, and the other 24 participants’ together account for less than one percent. In 
fact, only a single word remains of the contributions from many of the last group. 
This statistic is somewhat skewed, however, as the article had to be rewritten at 
one point due to a copyright issue. This revision was carried out by Ma. 
In our view, however, analyzing the structure and content of the discussion is 
more to the purpose than quantifying the volume of contributions, since the aim is 
to evaluate the relationships between producers of content. Some might raise the 
objection that the majority of Wikipedia articles come about with no discussion at 
all. This is true. In fact, at the time of this study only 30% of the articles had any 
discussion recorded on their “talk page.”5  
In spite of their low quantitative significance, the discussions are meaningful 
because they are a context in which content is explicitly negotiated. Moreover, the 
significance of a discussion grows with continued development of the article. Once 
an article has been in place for a long period, further changes are rarely made with-
out some preceding discussion. When the content of an article has been fully dis-
cussed, it is difficult to make changes without making reference to existing discus-
sion points. In this sense, discussion contents themselves become structuring ele-
ments. This is seen on two levels: both in the content of the article and in the posi-
tional structure around that article. The participants’ positions within the system 
determine the extent to which they can influence article content.  
How can we visualize the positional system that arises in the production of an 
article? This is illustrated in Figure 1 below. The participants (nodes) are repre-
sented by circles, and their relationships within the discussion by arrows (directed 
edges). The direction in which the arrow points indicates who is addressing their 
remarks to whom. The thicker the arrow’s shaft, the more discussion sequences 
took place. Participants Go and Ro, for example, share 6 sequences. The more 
central the participant’s position in the discussion, the larger the node. In this con-
text, “centrality” means “degree-centrality.” The degree-centrality value corre-
sponds to the proportion of incoming and outgoing relationships in the total num-
                                                     
5 To estimate the quantitative significance of these pages, we took a sample at the end of 2006. Of the 
2754 articles in our sample, 28% had active discussion pages, of which the vast majority contained 
only one contribution. Clearly, discussions are very unevenly distributed over articles. In our sample 
the mode was 1, the median 3 and the arithmetic mean 9.6. It should be noted that the sample also 
contains articles that have almost 500 discussion contributions. 
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ber of coded relationships in the entire discussion. The isolated nodes on the far 
left have the least centrality, and participant Go has the highest centrality value. 
There is more information than this to be gleaned from this diagram, as a posi-
tional analysis was also performed: a cluster analysis with a hierarchical algorithm 
(Concor) in which clusters are formed by similarities in relationship patterns. These 
clusters are also called blocks; thus we refer to a block model analysis.6 Ideally the 
analysis will group participants by structural similarity.7 Structurally similar actors 
are not in a strict sense structurally equivalent, but here they are treated as such. 
Structurally equivalent actors are interchangeable. Thus in the context of positions 
and block models, when we speak of an individual person we are referring to the 
position that person has. 
Figure 1 displays participants in accordance with their block affiliation. It can 
be seen at a glance that some nodes have very high centrality, in particular Go, 
who is in contact with most of the participants in the discussion. The isolated par-
ticipants, relegated to the upper left-hand corner of the diagram, form the opposite 
extreme. The relationships that develop in the discussion are stronger between 
some participants than others, due to the exchange of multiple sequences.  
Another distinct feature of the diagram is its division into two parts, with one 
cluster on the right and one on the left. This is typical of a center-periphery struc-
ture. In the cluster on the right, most of those who are connected with Go refer 
only to Go and for the most part are not connected to one another. Next to this 
cohesive structure, the block on the left is not structurally connected to the rela-
tionships on the right. To put it succinctly, the diagram clearly shows that Go is in 
a singular position.  
                                                     
6 For details on the procedure, see White et al. (1976). 
7 For more on the significance of structural similarity, and for structural equivalence terminology, see 
Kappelhoff (1992). For a detailed discussion of these terms, see Stegbauer (2001). 
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Diagram of the discussion around the “Logik” article 
Node size: Degree centrality (the larger, the more central) 
Blocks: Concor 5-block solution 
Node shape: 
Circle in square          1 1 0 0 
Rhombus  1 1 0 0 0 
Triangle  1 0 0 0 0 
Circle         0 0 0 1 0 
Square         0 0 0 0 0 
Edge thickness: Number of discussion sequences exchanged; arrow: direction of remarks 
 
Ma’s position is unique in that Ma is the only one who frequently calls on others to 
act (5 times). In this Ma differs significantly from the 25 other participants in the 
discussion, which is easily understood in the light of pertinent background infor-
mation: Ma is an Admin and the coordinator of the German Wikipedia’s “Philoso-
phie” portal, and thus has a formal position as administrator, an informal position 
as coordinator, and the position of being the main author of the article under dis-
cussion. 
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Go’s position is highly central. Since our purpose is to examine how position-
ing takes place and what effects it has, it is important to find out how Go came to 
be in this key position. To this end, we analyze elements of the discussion (Table 
1) and find that Go was co-opted, or recruited into this position, by Ma. 
 
• At the time of joining the “Logik” article discussion Go is already 
known, to some extent, for other activities within the “Philosophie” 
portal. 
• Go’s first contribution to the “Logik” discussion: 19 May 2005, “I 
would like to put the structure of this chapter up for discussion” 
• Support: 19 May 2005, Pa, a known Wikipedian (and later an Admin), 
responds to Go’s suggestion: “Good idea; I agree.” 
• Jockeying for position: In the subsequent days, Go has to defend the 
proposal and provide specific reasons for it (particularly in response to 
Ro) 
• Recruiting: 19 May 2005, Ma to Go: “...Don’t be intimidated. :-) Just 
give it a try - remember: [WP:BB (Be bold)].8 I think it would be good 
if you were to overhaul this section.”  
• Support of the position: In a later exchange, Ma supports Go’s posi-
tion. 
Tabelle 1: Recruiting Go as article coordinator 
 
In reading these sequences, we are witness to a recruitment: we can retrace exactly 
how Go is assigned a position, most of all by Ma. As a result of the assignment to, 
and subsequent acceptance of, this singular position Go subsequently invests more 
work in the “Philosophie” portal. In general, the main actors are well known to 
each other. This is evident in the next diagram, Figure 2, which depicts the embed-
ding of the parties involved in the area surrounding the “Logik” article. This area 
includes all discussions of all articles that are referenced by hyperlinks in the “Lo-
gik” article. The network in this diagram is bimodal, in the sense that it maps both 
the articles and the persons involved in the discussions. The main participants in 
the “Logik” discussion are additionally in contact with one another through in-
volvement in other article discussions. Figure 2 also shows that Ro, who chal-
lenged Go early on in the “Logik” discussion (see Tab. 1 above), is involved in 
other articles in the same topic area. Thus their interactions can plainly be inter-
preted as competition for the position of coordinator. 
                                                     
8 Wikipedia has a number of editing guidelines, which are often referenced in short form in discus-
sions. One of them is “Be bold” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Be_bold; 2 October 2010). 
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Further analyses involving the entire “Philosophie” portal show the same tenden-
cy: A small number of people repeatedly turn up in central positions, and are in 
contact with one another over a large number of connections. We interpret this as 
an indicator that distinctive positions are found within the social spaces created 
around articles and the concomitant discussions. There are no anonymous masses 
(Larnier 2006) who are responsible for the articles; rather, there is a social context 
in which major players clearly perceive one another. The question of who can carry 
out central functions is a matter determined to a great extent, if not entirely, by 
established participants. 
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We carried out similar studies on another 30 article discussions9. In most cases 
we found very similar structures, although the connections between participants 
are often only temporary, as some of the parties involved gradually stop appearing, 
after which a new structure forms. The relationship structure is not always clearly 
tailored to one or a few participants, but the participation, measured by number of 
contributions, is always unevenly distributed. 
Conclusions 
We began by stating that the motives for collaboration in Wikipedia are not well 
understood. Neither of the classic explanations for participation in producing a 
collective good – individualism and collectivism – are able to tell us how and why 
Wikipedia actually works. This is because both of these sociological perspectives 
fail to take the meso level, where social attribution takes place, into account. We 
maintain that motivations for participation arise on the meso level, beyond indi-
vidualist and collectivist rationales. There are essentially two forces in effect here: 
One is situational, as, for example, when a traffic accident occurs and the assign-
ment of positions by the situation can cause a person to switch from the position 
of an observer to that of a helper. The other force, independent of the first, has its 
basis in the social demands contingent upon a person’s position. 
In the context of Wikipedia, situational factors clearly play a role. In this 
weakly structured environment, the structure formed initially may later develop in 
one of two directions: it may dissolve, due to the ephemeral nature of contact in 
the discussion pages. Or, if contact is maintained, the structure may be reinforced. 
In the latter case, the responsibilities for further activity are derived from the posi-
tions that emerge; i.e., once a participant has been integrated, obligations arise. The 
responsibilities and obligations mentioned here refer to the social compulsions 
concomitant to the position taken, which in turn entail certain role behaviors; for 
example, the activities expected of a person in the position of article coordinator. 
This process is complicated in Wikipedia, because in this environment roles are 
developed ad hoc; there are no models that can simply be adopted. Roles are de-
veloped during the process of discussion; are apparently transferable from one area 
of Wikipedia to another, and are accepted by some of the other actors. The more 
distinctive positions carry the potential for conflict; for example, when a given 
actor has the ability to delete the contributions of others. Some conflicts are pro-
ductive in the sense that they bring role boundaries and patterns into sharper fo-
cus, making them more easily distinguishable for all participants. All of this takes 
place on an intermediate level, beyond individual ambition. 
                                                     
9 and many further analyses as well (Stegbauer 2008). 
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Managing a New Consumer Culture:  
“Working Consumers” in Web 2.0 as a Source of  
Corporate Feedback 
Sabine Hornung, Frank Kleemann and G. Günter Voß  
Abstract 
Our paper, based on interviews and web-page analyses, investigates 28 companies 
that use web-2.0 applications to activate internet users as a source of corporate 
feedback. Company activities are illustrated using prototypical Facebook “like pag-
es” and corporate blog applications. Using the web for corporate feedback, we 
find, often has unintended consequences for the structure of company-consumer 
interactions. Companies struggle to communicate with internet users because they 
continue to treat users as conventional customers or consumers, i.e., as the passive 
“working customers” of conventional self-service contexts.  Users are not treated 
as part of an emerging new culture defined by different standards of participation 
and communication, and this can lead to conflicts and difficulties within the organ-
ization.  Through these mechanisms, the new internet culture may lead to a shift of 
customer-company relationships generally.  In short, open innovation calls for 
more open company structures. The paper draws on the “working customer” con-
cept (Voß and Rieder 2005), through which various forms of self-service are un-
derstood as a means by which companies try to integrate consumers’ productive 
labor power into production processes.  We suggest that a broader interpretation 
of this theoretical approach is useful for analyzing the even more comprehensive 
modes of user integration common to web-2.0 applications, including the new 
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forms of interaction with the company and among users that we observe in the 
cases presented here. 
Generating and managing consumer feedback is, and has always been, a task of 
critical importance for corporate success. The main sources of conventional feed-
back are customers’ complaints as filtered by corporate complaint management 
systems (Ramsey 2010; Zairi 2000) and feedback deliberately solicited by the com-
pany through conventional market research methods such as the focus groups 
developed in Calder 1977 (see also Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp 2002; McQua-
rrie and McIntyre 1986 ). Today, however, the emergence of new information and 
communication technologies is changing the way companies generate and manage 
feedback. The use of the internet for these purposes is now very common. Of 
course, conventional feedback-generation techniques such as surveys can be admi-
nistrated via the internet, but this kind of non-interactive feedback is not the focus 
of this paper. Instead, we examine innovative techniques that make use of the 
characteristics of “web 2.0,” i.e., the new opportunities internet users have not just 
to browse alone in the internet but to interact with other users by leaving messag-
es, participating in various forums, voting, or uploading pictures (Knorr 2003). In 
Kaplan and Haenlein’s (2010, p. 61) summary, “content and applications are no 
longer created and published by individuals, but instead are continuously modified 
by all users in a participatory and collaborative fashion.” The same authors consid-
er web 2.0 to be the native biotope for the evolution of social media, which exploit 
web-based technologies to allow interaction between users for activities such as 
long-term collaborations, blogs, content communities, and social networking (Alby 
2008; Ebersbach, Glaser and Weigl 2008; Münker 2009; Stegbauer and Jäckel 
2008). The new transparency of persons, content, and relationships made possible 
with new web technologies allows companies to interact with customers in new 
and more direct ways. Consequently, two innovative forms of feedback have be-
come possible. First, a company can actively provide new communication channels 
for feedback such as corporate blogs (Zerfaß 2006) or branded communities in 
which consumers can chat about or comment on products and services. Second, 
indirect feedback can be generated once internet users start discussing suggestions 
for improvement of company products or processes among each other indepen-
dently of corporate cues on external sites such as social networks, consumer plat-
forms, review sites, external blogs, and forums. Customer-created content can be 
“generated” by the affected company simply by gleaning these sites for desired 
information.  
From a sociology of work perspective, these new ways of integrating custom-
ers as feedback sources represent a new dimension of the concept of the “working 
customer” (Voß and Rieder 2005; Voß 2005, 2006). The main thrust of this set of 
hypotheses is that enterprises are under constant pressure to integrate consumer’s 
productive labor power into production processes in order to reduce costs. The 
use of self-service by department stores, grocery stores, mail-order firms, and 
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vending companies was the start of a broader shift away from the customer as 
“king,” whose only role is to be waited upon passively, to practices of relying on 
consumers to play an active role as co-workers at some point in the production or 
delivery process. Thenceforward, the domains of customer involvement extended 
rapidly. Participation in the end-production of furniture and fast-food and even the 
systematic utilization of customers as vehicles for advertising are now accepted 
practices. The emergence of the internet in the 1990s intensified this trend. Direct-
banking, e-government, travel, and tourism are only some of the many new fields 
in which elements of self-service are commonplace. Customer participation is 
mainly done without financial compensation, and, often, prospective customers are 
given no choice but to participate actively. As a consequence, a new quality of the 
consumption-production relationship has emerged in which a new type of active 
consumer, called the “working consumer,” increasingly becomes an important 
economic factor to be controlled by the commercial enterprise.  
The emergence of web 2.0 allows profit-oriented firms to enhance their utiliza-
tion of private labor power (Hanekop and Wittke 2008; Kleemann et al. 2008; 
Papsdorf 2009; Voß and Kleemann 2009; Voß and Rieder 2010). The general in-
ternet public can be harnessed for several functions. The predominant functions of 
consumer work are those of product configuration (e.g. Dell), rating (e.g. Ama-
zon), incentivized tasks (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk) as well as product devel-
opment, design innovation and idea finding in various innovation contests or on 
permanent platforms. But integrating internet users in the value chain process via 
web 2.0 affects all aspects of company activity and thus tends to expose more as-
pects of the company’s production process to outside scrutiny than perhaps in-
tended. The “working consumer” is no longer solely involved in just one limited 
function of the company; internet users start to participate in several domains by 
giving feedback concerning, for example, the company’s customer friendliness, 
website design and usage, or even production process using web 2.0 applications. 
In addition, companies start to proactively ask for suggestions for improvements 
using these new channels.  Therefore, over and beyond the obvious and clearly 
definable areas of customer integration in web 2.0 already encompassed by the 
“working customer” concept, we consider it necessary to extend the “working 
consumer” approach to include users’ efforts to give multifaceted forms of feed-
back via internet channels. In conventional feedback, customers proactively pro-
vide information about a concrete negative aspect of product performance or ser-
vice delivery related to a specific situation (a “complaint”). But feedback via inter-
active channels in web 2.0 applications leads to a new quality of customer input. It 
allows both positive and negative inputs in a permanent and general structure that 
is not limited to a specific consumption context. In addition, because new software 
technology makes it easy for users to generate content, anyone and everyone can 
provide input to companies, not just the persons who actually consume a product 
or service. Interestingly, a new customer-company relationship is emerging in 
which customers as co-workers have a systematically greater effect on actual inter-
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nal operating procedures. The explicit elaboration of this thesis makes an extended 
model of “working consumers” necessary. 
Recent studies emphasize the undeniable potential of social media for generat-
ing new forms of feedback on products, services, and corporate behavior. Thus, 
theoretically we would expect social media to transform corporate feedback strate-
gy, but such transformations are rare in organizational practice. We assume that 
this is because the new role of consumers has not been noticed fully or accepted 
by enterprises. Unlike most existing empirical studies, we do not seek to offer prac-
tical recommendations regarding how to take advantage of social media for inte-
grating customers. Instead, we aim to identify the potential risks and problems of 
exploiting social media for generating feedback. Therefore, situations shall be iden-
tified in which companies had to deal with some problematic consequences of 
using web 2.0 in their marketing and communication strategies. Our illustrations 
are taken from public Facebook entries published on two real corporate “like pag-
es.” Furthermore, we discuss the kinds of consequences that opening the company 
to inputs from social media can have for formal organizational structures. For 
doing so, we make use of illustrations garnered from publicly accessible corporate 
blogs. Each illustration ends with the discussion of the potentially problematic 
consequences of utilizing internet users as a feedback resource. Our general hypo-
thesis regarding why companies find it difficult to utilize new forms of consumer 
feedback in practice is that, until now, companies have not completely realized that 
they face a completely new consumer culture in the web 2.0 environment. The new 
structure of the “working customer” setting and novel motives of participation 
require a different understanding of consumer-company relations. We assume that 
integrating internet users as co-workers can never be a fully controlled, compelled, 
and uncompensated way of exploiting the private work force. This means that the 
opportunities of web 2.0 bring not only advantages of customer integration; they 
also bring risks caused mainly by the loss of control when operating in the virtual 
public sphere of web 2.0. In order to arrive at a more comprehensive characteriza-
tion of the role of internet users as “working consumers,” we will broaden the 
theoretical approach of the “working customer” in the conclusion of this paper. 
Methodology  
The following analysis builds on data from the research project “Consumer Work: 
The Integration of Labor Power of Consumers into Internal Business Processes” 
funded by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft / 
DFG) (cf. http://www.konsumentenarbeit.de). From a sociology of work perspective, 
we focus on the integration of consumers’ productive activities into the company’s 
production process on the basis of interactive (“web 2.0”) internet applications.  
This includes the consumers’ participation in product development and design, 
idea finding, rating, and the execution of incentivized tasks.  We focus on compa-
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nies with websites consisting of user-generated content only (e.g. sites where users 
can upload tips or where users can ask and answer various questions). Moreover, 
we focus on the ways consumers make use of the companies’ sites, on consumers’ 
perception of the activities in which they are involved, and on the motivations of 
consumers to participate. The project started in November, 2009 and runs for two 
years. 
In this paper, we utilize data from the first empirical wave of the project, in 
which we conducted 28 case studies of German companies and projects. The case 
studies comprised a total of 47 personal interviews with managers and staff mem-
bers. The empirical waves to follow will deepen the analysis by including interviews 
with consumers and additional staff. We will also broaden the sample by including 
additional companies and consumers. 
This paper refers to only a few case studies in order to illustrate key findings. 
However, the general findings are based on activities observable across the entire 
sample. Inducing from analyses of personal interviews and customer-created con-
tent on websites, we identify problematic aspects of gaining feedback via social 
media. We make no claim that these findings describe exhaustively the entire range 
of possible risks. Public user quotes and interview passages are translated from 
German. For easier tracing of quotes obtained from social networks, we include 
the time and date of posting. Those interview partners and companies who asked 
to remain anonymous are not mentioned by name. 
Empirical Findings 
In our case studies, we looked for various types of problematic impacts of custom-
er feedback via social media. Two major issues stood out in this analysis: how 
companies react to feedback and how feedback is “heard” or becomes imple-
mented within the company. The distinction is between a company’s external pub-
lic reaction to feedback and the internal reactions it creates. First, we illustrate 
problematic ways of external communication with social media users. Second, we 
discuss the difficult balancing act between opening new feedback channels and 
being able to implement the resulting feedback internally. Thereafter, we speculate 
on the causes of these difficulties, based on our empirical findings. 
External issues – The public reaction to consumer feedback  
Our case studies of companies and projects based on web 2.0 platforms showed 
new ways of feedback collection, but an entirely new quality of consumer feedback 
can also be identified that originates in the “community spirit” principle of web 2.0 
communication. A new company-customer relationship arises because of internet-
users’ wish to communicate in an open, informal, and rapid way. Receiving a quick 
response to comments and questions is a fundamental expectation of web 2.0 us-
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ers (Thiele et al. 2010). Obviously, companies have problems in meeting this and 
other new expectations, as can be seen in the following illustrations from two 
company “like pages” on Facebook. 
The social networking website Facebook allows people to set up a user profile 
with personal information (pictures, contact details, interests, etc.) and to connect 
with other users. One can send private and public messages or chat with friends. 
In addition, users can link their personal sites to “like pages,” a function that is 
often exploited by companies. If they have set up their own like page, companies 
can communicate with internet users directly. They share company-related infor-
mation, carry out contests, or launch discussions on different subjects. Facebook 
users can also generate content on such pages. They can leave public posts, com-
ment on others’ entries, and upload pictures on the “wall” section of the like page. 
The feedback companies get on their “walls” consists mainly of compliments, 
suggestions for improvement, or complaints about the product, service, delivery, 
or technical problems with the company’s website. The like pages referred to in 
this paper are public and can be accessed also by unregistered Facebook users. In 
our case studies, we found three types of communication errors made with (poten-
tial) customers on Facebook like pages: (1) delayed responses, (2) reactions that 
were not anticipated or requested by the user, and (3) no response whatsoever.1 
Examples for all three can be found on the “like page” of two different companies 
that rely on mass customization strategies (Piller 2000; Piller and Müller 2004; Pil-
ler et al. 2004; Salvador et al. 2009). On the websites of “MyParfuem” and “cho-
cri,” customers can configure an individual perfume or chocolate bar by choosing 
certain product features with a special online tool.2 While the basic product com-
ponents remain fixed, users can tailor the end-product to their own personal tastes 
to a much greater extent than is typically possible in normal production processes. 
Customers “create” perfumes with customized combinations of olfactory notes or 
chocolate bars with a unique combination of ingredients and toppings. 
On one Saturday evening, a customer addressed MyParfuem on its “like page” 
with this problem: “The designer tool is freezing up time and time again. What can 
I do? Please send me a pm.”3 This message has two components. First of all, the 
user is asking for support because he or she had technical problems with ordering 
the product, possibly indicating that other customers also could not complete the 
online ordering process. Second, the user is asking the company to respond by 
private message. In this message, the customer uses the informal communication 
                                                     
1 We also identified two additional but less common types of problematic company reactions. First, 
companies sometimes answered at a later time without responding to the actual entry. Second, com-
panies sometimes asked users to refer to answers given to similar questions received via the same 
communication platform. 
2 http://www.myparfuem.com/ 
3 http://www.facebook.com/pages/MyParfuem/152990889868 (17/04/2010, 10:53; accessed: 
08/07/2010) 
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style common to social networks (Crystal 2006; for chat technologies see Harnon-
court et al. 2005). In the original German message, the user referred to the design-
er as the “disinger,” used no punctuation, and abbreviated “private message” to 
“pm.” The user seems to expect that the recipient is familiar with Facebook fea-
tures and knows what “pm” means. Furthermore, in his request, the user assumes 
that writing a private message is no particular problem for the host of the “like 
page.” The company’s response can be tracked easily on Facebook. It responded 
almost two days later using the comment function, which creates a publicly viewa-
ble comment on the “like page” beneath an entry. A company representative 
wrote, “Hello Florian…, please be so kind as to write an email to: 
mail@myparfuem.de in which you inform us about the type of browser you have, 
then we can have a closer look at the problem. Thank you and kind regards.”4 The 
Facebook like page user was asked to contact the regular customer support service 
via email and to provide additional information. In doing so, the company could 
have a closer look at the problem. The answer has a formal and “educating” tone.  
The behavioral standards applied here by MyParfuem are conventional com-
pany-customer interactions, although the company is interacting in an online con-
text. The reaction of the company combines the first two types of problematic 
behavior noted above. First, two days’ waiting time for an answer in Facebook is 
much too slow by social media standards. Social media users are accustomed to 
receiving immediate answers from friends at all hours and expect this from com-
panies using online forums as well (Thiele et al. 2010). Even if the question was 
raised on a Saturday evening, the company must ensure that someone reacts within 
a short time. Obviously, the user wanted to configure his own product on the 
company’s website in that instant and expected immediate support. The second 
error was the style of the company’s reaction. They did not respond in the way the 
customer requested. The company representative did not write a private message, 
he or she answered rather using the public message feature of Facebook. Most 
importantly, a constructive suggestion about how to solve the problem raised by 
the customer was waived completely at this stage. The company failed to meet the 
user’s needs and expectations in every way. It is likely that the user did not resend 
the question to the standard support service, as this is time-consuming and 
represents additional work for the customer. Whether the user will try to use the 
production toolkit again later is also an open question. Moreover, note the unusual 
communication style used by the company. Users of social networking websites are 
accustomed to informal communication. It can be assumed that “like page” users 
also frame their interaction with the company in this informal mode, in contrast to 
conventional frames of commercial interaction. Therefore, the friendly but some-
what authoritative tone taken by the enterprise to rebuke “undisciplined” commu-
nicative behavior can put off users, many of whom would feel snubbed by the 
                                                     
4 http://www.facebook.com/pages/MyParfuem/152990889868 (19/04/2010, 05:02; accessed: 
08/07/2010) 
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instruction to send an email to the company’s customer service address. It is easy 
to predict what that user will tell his friends in real life and on Facebook about the 
quality of the company’s customer service. 
On the same company’s “like page,” many similar examples can be found.5 
Apparently, other customers also assume that this channel can be used as a help 
center. But every time, users seeking help were referred to the conventional sup-
port service. Again and again, individuals were disappointed, and this is bound to 
have an impact on customer satisfaction. However, the crucial factor of these ex-
changes is not related to the handful of customers who are disappointed but rather 
to the public character of communication on Facebook. Every internet user, in-
cluding those not registered at Facebook, can follow the online movements of the 
company in this public and virtual sphere. Problematic communication not only 
disappoints customers seeking help, the behavior is also visible to the whole virtual 
sphere. When an unfriendly communication style or customer service problems 
become a topic on the virtual circuit, the potentially beneficial opportunities of 
viral marketing (Rayport 1996; Ferguson 2008; Morrissey 2009; Breazeale 2009) 
can become potentially destructive risks. Potential negative consequences include 
not only direct attacks on the company image through various kinds of comments 
but also include more subtle and indirect damage such as that caused by users too 
infrequently recommending company products. 
As mentioned, another type of communication problem in social media is ig-
noring comments. Not only Facebook but social media in general allows almost 
everyone to contribute to discussions online. If the company does not intervene, 
customer satisfaction can be affected negatively in two ways. First, individuals who 
do not receive satisfactory answers after giving feedback are disappointed. There is 
a high likelihood that they will not (re)purchase or recommend company products. 
Second, the statements of internet users have a public character and often remain 
visible for a long time, thus an unfriendly communication style can be seen by all 
internet users. Again, negative viral effects can arise. A bad image and, in conse-
quence, the loss of actual and potential customers are possible results. Above all, 
ignoring critique can also lead to uncontrollable, self-intensifying emergence effects 
because communication in web 2.0 is public and users typically are able to cross-
reference each other’s entries in their own comments (generating indirect feed-
back). Given these two simple conditions, public discussion in virtual forums can 
become chaotic and non-linear, with the level of input sometimes increasing rapid-
ly. With such swing effects, it is hard to predict and control the flow of communi-
cation. The top executive of a mass customization company summarized the prob-
lem succinctly: “Even if usually no one comments on the company blog, as soon 
as a negative post like ‘I didn’t receive my order’ is made, its as if an avalanche gets 
                                                     
5 http://www.facebook.com/pages/MyParfuem/152990889868 (e. g. 28/04/2010, 00:33; 
07/06/2010, 02:30; 25/06/2010, 02:53; accessed: 08/07/2010) 
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set off. Suddenly everybody feels like they have to put in their two cents’ worth 
and write ‘Yeah, I didn’t receive my order either’ and so on.” The interviewee illu-
strated how even on the corporate blog, where customers normally contribute only 
by commenting on company posts and do so rarely, users carry out intense discus-
sions. Another support employee confirmed this impression: “Once that gets 
going and somebody starts saying ‘hey, that’s advertising and I don’t like that,’ 
others join in, and then of course you have to decide how to deal with it and how 
to reply.” Interesting is the interviewee’s explicit mention of the necessity of decid-
ing how to react in this situation. 
All three examples of problematic communication behavior show that the 
companies we studied experience difficulties using social media. Although research 
and consulting companies often strongly recommend the use of social media to 
their clients as a new and innovative communication channel, we discovered that 
the supposed benefits of such interaction might well turn into long-term and irre-
versible customer disappointment, decreased repurchasing and recommendation 
behavior, and finally, image damage both online and offline. At first glance, we 
might assume that the recommendations to participate in social media are meant to 
apply only to well-established companies who can afford to meet the requirements 
of social media. It would not be surprising then, that small and medium-sized 
businesses have problems. However, well-established firms such as Deutsche Bahn 
or the telecommunications companies O2 and 1&1 make similar mistakes in social 
media environments, as one can readily observe on their respective Facebook “like 
pages.”6 Thus, these are common problems that need to be addressed in further 
literature. Enterprises need to consider that customers joining “like pages” do not 
necessarily “like” the company and do not communicate positive messages only.  
Internal issues – The implementation of feedback 
Becoming part of social networks as well as setting up new feedback channels lead 
to a massive increase of customer feedback. Identifying feedback sources and 
reacting where appropriate is just one point, the other is that one can assume that 
users giving feedback expect their feedback to cause the company to change its 
behaviors so as to improve its product or services in some way. This leads to a 
balancing act between proactively stimulating feedback and adopting the changes 
that customers want. New feedback management and customer communication 
efforts are required. As already indicated, the great wave of feedback input must be 
followed up on by company action. If not, communication with customers appears 
unreliable and could discourage and annoy customers. On the one hand, enterpris-
es increasingly need to decide which suggestions for improvement are realizable in 
                                                     
6 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Berlin/Deutsche-Bahn-AG/52305069034,http://de-
de.facebook.com/pages/Deutsche-Bahn/109716302387436, 
http://www.facebook.com/o2#!/o2?v=wall, http://www.facebook.com/1und1 
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the light of available human and financial resources. This is a new kind of selection 
problem, and it requires new criteria for choosing which feedback is relevant. Fur-
thermore, it becomes important to the overall process of customer-relation man-
agement to give convincing reasons why some customer feedback is not imple-
mented. Aside from the new management of communication problems, an addi-
tional problematic effect of feedback in web 2.0 is that an effective company re-
sponse may require company representatives to enter into a collective negotiation 
process involving many users of the website. Joint requests of customers can be-
come so explicit and strong that companies are more or less forced to implement 
changes that they originally had no intention of making. The fact that it is easy for 
customers to buy from another supplier, to refrain from buying, or quit using web-
sites gives customers this power. 
In one case, users gave feedback regarding new but inefficient formal rules of 
the website Designenlassen.de. On this platform, users can announce a competition 
for design projects (for logos, business cards, web sites, banners, etc.). After pub-
lishing a briefing with the amount of money the user is willing to pay and setting a 
deadline, an international designer community uploads suggestions or drafts. De-
signs can be evaluated by the person who initiated the project with the help of a 
rating function. In the end, the initiator chooses a winner, who is then vested with 
the copyright.7 The principle of a ‘one-winner’ contest had been criticized for a 
long time internally by designers as well as externally by other users. In response to 
these critical statements, the platform operators decided to amend the formal rules 
and did so without asking for user input. Amending the existing rule, they did not 
use social media to connect their decision-making procedure with designers’ wish-
es. The hosts simply announced a revision of the reimbursement system in their 
blog, writing that the amount of prize money is now to be shared, with one part 
going to the winner and another part divided up equally among all designers whose 
designs received a rating of at least three stars by the person who set up the con-
test. After the announcement of the new rule, an enormous number of community 
members commented on the blog. Many designers criticized the three-stars rule.8 
One designer wrote: “…only designs/drafts with at least four stars should be taken 
into account…FLAMINGFLOW.” Another comment makes reference to this: “I 
have…to agree with Flammingflow that only drafts with at least four stars should 
be taken into account…PicctureVisions.” At some point, the host responds: “OK, 
this thing with the four stars seems to be a real issue. Thanks for the suggestion.” 
An additional cross-referencing example is as follows: “On top of that, this cuts 
the profit of the winner, which usually much too low anyway…smik.” To this, 
another member added: “I agree with smik totally…if you have a contest, you have 
to have a winner.” Two criticisms are central to the whole discussion. Some users 
                                                     
7 http://www.designenlassen.de 
8 http://www.designenlassen.de/blog/2010/05/07/groses-update-vorkasse-projekte-
nutzungsvertrag-neue-vergutungsregeln/#comments (accessed: 15/07/2010) 
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want to have four stars as the threshold, others want a complete abolition of the 
new rule. But all in all, many designers and users are unsatisfied, and this could 
have been avoided if the companies had communicated their plans before publish-
ing the new rules. The collective pressure of criticism forced the host to make an 
amendment after just a few days: “The threshold for sharing the bonus for favo-
rites has been raised to four stars. This simply makes more sense, thanks for the 
good comments on that topic.” Yet, website users still complained about the new 
rules. As the host posted in the corporate blog: “It is still surprising to us that the 
75% - 25% split is so disliked. Our aim with this rule, actually, was to make the 
platform more fair…” In fact, the opposite appears to have occurred. Users felt 
that the rules were still unfair. An interesting development in this process was the 
sudden flip-flop of the company: they abolished the original rule change that man-
dated the sharing of 100 percent of the prize money.9 In sum, within just a few 
weeks after this change was announced, site users managed collectively to get the 
host to amend the basic rules by providing critical feedback. Thus, users do not 
just provide classic feedback. They also force negotiations over the essential basics 
of the site they use. These are not in the rule one-time events. Users “stay on the 
ball,” because having good rules is of central importance for their own usage of the 
site. In some cases, this makes necessary a new type of meta-communication with 
the customer. More than ever before, companies have to consider very carefully 
how to explain to the customer their decisions about what feedback gets imple-
mented and what feedback is not implemented. A new type of justification is 
needed. Companies have to explain their actions more extensively in order to en-
sure that customers will continue to give constructive feedback.  
In sum, there are two sides to collaborative feedback. On the one hand, it can 
lead to better website usage. This creates satisfied customers and a possible in-
crease of additional registrations. In this case, users’ feedback, including helpful 
suggestions for improvement and even explicit proposals for problem solutions, 
becomes necessary for the site’s advancement. On the other hand, opening up to 
social media can result in a certain loss of control over which feedback gets im-
plemented. In the past, the company made significant strategic decisions autono-
mously from its customers. The logic of web 2.0, however, can undermine this 
authority. Companies are forced to implement at least some suggestions in order to 
avoid discouraging its customers. They have to take users’ ideas seriously and thus 
need a more elaborate style of communication with website users. In addition, they 
have to decide which elements of the avalanche of input are really important. Are 
ideas being expressed by mainstream users or by freaks? How many users wish to 
have a certain rule change? In answering these kinds of questions, it must be clari-
fied whether particular suggestions are really useful for the project and for the 
company and whether the suggested changes are feasible. An additional new chal-
                                                     
9 http://www.designenlassen.de/blog/2010/06/21/ergebnis-umfrage-vorkasse-projekte/ (accessed: 
15/07/2010) 
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lenge is the communication of why some ideas cannot be implemented. Of course, 
in the end it is the company that decides what amendments are made to the busi-
ness, but still the customer obtains more power. The user gains the opportunity to 
address the company through the internet directly, no matter when and no matter 
which communication channels the company prefers. This means that providing 
too many channels for allowing users to negotiate company rules coupled with 
continuous efforts to bolster user feedback can lead to a new kind of “boundary-
less organization” (cf. Ashkenas et al. 1995; Picot et al. 1996; Schreyögg and Sydow 
1997; Voß 1998). The user receives new rights, and the company must manage 
more “employees” than in a business with classic structures.  
One of the major challenges for company employees is managing imbalances 
and instabilities in web 2.0 feedback. As shown, organizations not only take advan-
tage of users’ informative and constructive input. Users’ feedback can lead to con-
flicts. Especially when hosts have to explain convincingly why particular sugges-
tions or ideas will not be realized in the near future. Risk arises from the fact that 
in this age of an increased number of suppliers in every sector, dissatisfied users 
always have the option to flock to another supplier, decreasing the number of reg-
istered users and quieting the internet buzz surrounding one’s product. In addition, 
fewer recommendation and the signaling of negative opinions and experiences 
with the company in the web 2.0 universe can keep potential new users away. 
Therefore, corporate policy justification has to become a main part of customer 
management. Phenomena similar to those illustrated in the case studies presented 
here can also be found in bigger companies. Recently, the biggest German social 
network for students (“StudiVZ”) was confronted with strong critique after 
amending its starting page. A group called “Bring the old starting page back !!!” 
was established by users on the 6th of July, 2010. One week later, 116,706 users 
had joined the protest action demanding changes.  
Discussion 
Effective utilization of web 2.0 as a channel for feedback seems still to be a prob-
lem for companies. In terms of external reaction to feedback, some companies 
demonstrated quite problematic online-communication behavior. Reacting late, 
poor quality of answers, ignoring customers’ expectations, and even ignoring feed-
back altogether were to be observed. In terms of the internal reaction to feedback, 
it was shown that setting up feedback channels and identifying company-related 
entries on channels not controlled by the company in web 2.0 lead to a large infla-
tion of the volume of suggestions for improvement. Since users expect their sug-
gestions to be implemented, companies have to develop a new quality of customer 
communication and feedback management. They have to decide which ideas are 
relevant for the company and justify any refusal to implement suggestions, prefer-
ably with detailed and convincing reasons. Furthermore, customers stand to gain in 
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power by communicating via social media with the company (Bieber and Lamla 
2005). In blogs, forums, or social networks, they can collectively demand reforms 
and rule changes. Such cumulative feedback (Waldman and Bowen 1998) from 
numerous customers forces organizations to negotiate with customers in more 
areas than ever before. We sense that the problems illustrated in our cases and the 
new challenges these companies experienced are only part of a greater whole.  
We assume that the main reason for the emergence of the negative side effects 
of consumer feedback via web 2.0 observed above lies in the fact that companies 
have difficulties understanding “working consumers” as internet users with their 
own expectations and standards of participation. In several domains, the special 
characteristics of the new consumer culture in web 2.0 differ from the “working 
customer” culture, which emerged in the self-service context. In the following 
discussion, the differences between self-service applications and internet use shall 
be explicated. Four relevant characteristics are addressed in the following order: (1) 
the strategic value of integrating customers, (2) the reasons for consumers’ partici-
pation, (3) control issues, and (4) cost issues. 
(1) The original concept of “working customer” describes how companies volunta-
rily integrate customers as active participants in the production of services and 
goods. Practices of “shifting a wide array of previously internal capacities and func-
tions onto their own customers…” (Kleemann et al. 2008, p. 8) were planned sys-
tematically. Individual, non-public feedback was integrated in internal business 
processes as a welcome supplement to conventional quality assurance. In contrast, 
the wide diffusion of web 2.0 applications among an increasing number of enter-
prises indicates that companies are under heavy pressure to utilize new communi-
cation channels in response to intensified challenges of competitiveness and that 
they are doing so in a less strategic fashion. Companies can take advantage of the 
web to go to where the customers are, since web 2.0 allows a penetration into the 
customer’s private sphere. But by making web 2.0 a part of internal business 
processes, enterprises also allow their internal business processes to be penetrated 
by “working customers.”  
The potential problems associated with these entrepreneurial activities are 
based on the fact that web 2.0 allows anyone to contribute online. For example, 
internet users can leave positive and negative feedback about the company when-
ever and wherever they want. The generally recommended strategy for avoiding 
uncontrolled customer movement online is to show presence on all channels (Lei-
senberg 2007). The company should become part of the online community of the 
target group and contribute to discussions of company products and other compa-
ny-related topics. It is also thought important to monitor relevant communities 
over the long-term and to intervene if necessary. Bender (2008) also recommends 
creating a more controlled platform for a continuous dialogue with customers by 
directing the target group to the company’s own internet-platform. There, custom-
er attachment to the company can be strengthened. Yet, if companies follow any 
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of these recommendations, they also open their organizational boundaries for cus-
tomer input and become vulnerable to the problems noted above. Thus, it must be 
emphasized that if the company depends in part on online sales or if managers 
maintain an interactive internet presence for any reason, there are no easy answers 
or best business practices regarding the appropriate scope of customer integration.  
(2) If we focus on internet users, the motives of participation are different from 
those of customers in a conventional sense. Conventional customers’ participation 
takes place in the context of the physical constraints of self-service environments. 
These constraints allow customers little choice but to contribute actively in order 
to receive goods and services from companies. Focusing on the collaborative activ-
ities of internet users that arise in connection with non-commercial projects such 
as the Wikipedia or open source software, Hanekop and Wittke (2008, 2009) have 
illustrated that one important characteristic of this new consumer role is the volun-
tary nature of participation. Users decide how, when, and what they want to con-
tribute. One can assume that in the commercial sphere, giving feedback to compa-
nies over the internet is also mainly voluntary; they spend time expressing feedback 
without being pressured or compelled. Further research is needed to better under-
stand consumers’ motives, as financial compensation is rarely paid for consumer 
work of any kind. It can be deduced theoretically that the participative elements on 
which web 2.0 is based are spilling over into corporate practices. Since internet 
users actively use the internet anyway as a communicating and consuming plat-
form, the barriers to giving feedback have been lowered. However, this obviously 
voluntary participation of “working consumers” can lead to unintended and prob-
lematic side effects associated with a certain loss of control for company manage-
ment. 
(3) At the time when consumers became co-workers, customer integration re-
mained basically under the control of the commercial enterprise. When companies 
begin operating in a web 2.0 environment, however, they have to expose the inter-
nal workings of the value chain to public input and can thus experience a loss of 
control in several areas. Most especially, this has an impact on existing consumer-
company relations because consumers gain more power. As part of the “primary 
activities” of value adding, we can identify new qualities of consumer participation 
in organizational operations, marketing, and services. But through “support activi-
ties,” internet users also become involved in R&D work more than usually in-
tended.  
In reference to organizational operations, the case study of designenlassen.de 
shows impressively how companies can lose their autonomy over basic decisions 
and internal rule changes. This is rooted in the fact that internet users can easily 
demand organizational changes via social media. Enterprises have to avoid disap-
pointing users by implementing at least some of their consumers’ suggestions for 
improvement. Also, collective demands of internet users can become so compel-
ling that enterprises are forced to make internal changes that may not even be 
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profitable in the near future. Finally, companies have to put up with the state of 
being permanently beta (Neff and Stark 2002; O’Reilly 2005). Internet-based feed-
back is no longer an explicit request of the company – the feedback diffuses into 
the company more or less automatically. Companies receive customer input all the 
time and through an incredible variety of channels. What this means for businesses 
in the long-term needs to be analyzed in greater detail. 
The largest apparent loss of control can be identified in the field of marketing. 
It is central to our discussion that the behaviors discussed above occurred in public 
sphere of web 2.0. Disappointed and annoyed customers can create new and de-
structive risks of viral marketing (Rayport 1996; Ferguson 2008; Morrissey 2009; 
Breazeale 2009). It is easier than ever to distribute negative experiences via social 
media channels (Kranz et al. 2009), and enterprises do not control these channels. 
A blemished image and an insufficient intensity of recommendations can lead to a 
decreased number of new customers.  
Internet users as customers make demands regarding service before, during, and 
after using or purchasing products and are doing so more than ever. This was seen 
in both mass customizer examples discussed above. With public entries in social 
networks, blogs and forums, customers vehemently demanded explanations for 
delayed delivery time, bad products, and bad service. The new type of customer 
also expects information that companies would not generate on their own. They 
want to know, for example, the exact status of their ordered product in the pro-
duction process. Imprecise information (such as “in process”) is often unsatisfac-
tory. Such “new” customers also demand transparency regarding delivery status 
and expect status updates via the internet. Companies open to social media seem 
to want to meet customers’ need for knowledge of internal procedures. Further-
more, feedback generated through social media is different from conventional 
complaints via telephone, the postal system, or electronic mail. Critical remarks 
used to be a linear communication between customer and company, where detailed 
explanations were neither expected nor given. In web 2.0, however, feedback be-
comes public and everyone can read about negative experiences with companies’ 
products and services. Explanations are expected to be given online using the same 
communication channel used to voice the complaint. Explanations are expected to 
be immediate and personal (Colwell 2010; Boy and Rieke 2010; Thiele et al. 2010). 
The new customer seems to be less patient. However, a new relationship between 
providers and customers is emerging in the context of service activities. The rela-
tionship is flatter than before, with decreased hierarchy and more transparency.  
Finally, consumers’ public feedback regarding product characteristics is not always 
beneficial. Internet-based critique forces the company to communicate R&D issues 
more openly. Requests for product improvement must be followed up on more 
quickly and with a higher sophistication of overall response; deficits have to be 
explained and future actions have to be communicated on the internet. Here, too, a 
higher transparency is de rigueur. Thus, it is beyond question that generating feed-
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back through social media can also have negative impacts on the customer rela-
tionship. Customers who are dissatisfied because a company ignored their feed-
back can easily move to another supplier.  
In sum, consumers take over tasks in ways that are obviously not intended by 
the company. Thus, the “working consumer” is no longer just an exploited internet 
user. Internet users interfere in internal business processes with demands and spe-
cial expectations. Companies have to deal with a new and rebellious consumer 
character. 
(4) Looking at the theoretical approach of “working consumer”, the assumption 
was made that “fulfilling functions and providing capacities in the value creation 
process [is] usually for free” (Kleemann et al. 2008, p. 8). But if the loss of control 
(intended or not) one can expect from activating internet users in web 2.0 is taken 
into account, there are indeed direct and indirect costs for companies. The skills 
possessed by the “working consumer” are no longer automatically “valuable eco-
nomic assets” (Kleemann et al. 2008, p. 9). Operating in social media itself can also 
have a negative impact on the relationship to consumers. If individuals distribute 
negative feedback in the public sphere of web 2.0, the company’s online reputation 
may suffer, and consequently, the company’s potential customer base may shrink. 
Companies must constantly invest resources to maintain and improve their online 
reputation (Leisenberg 2009; Lazkani 2009; Colwell 2010; Rice 2010) and to re-
ceive widespread positive attention. Acting in the internet means not only retriev-
ing customer data from relevant sources, it also means making an intensive com-
munication effort. Self-intensifying feedback loops with negative emergence effects 
require an immediate reaction. Thus, feedback sources must be continuously iden-
tified and monitored; intervention may be necessary at times. This point becomes 
more critical when we consider that consumer feedback is not always generated 
using the company’s resources or on its pages. Companies have to search for rele-
vant content in various ranking portals, blogs, and forums. Users also expect the 
company to react positively to suggestions for improvement, whether this be ex-
plaining why their ideas cannot become realized or actually making suggested 
changes in organizational rules, products, or services. Both options are costly in 
terms of time and money. In their work on open source software development, 
Hanekop and Wittke (2008) also emphasize the importance of taking users’ volun-
tary contributions explicitly into account in strategic cost calculations. Like Meyer-
Gossner (2008) pointed out, a problem arises when using social media as a feed-
back channel. A large amount of feedback requires a large capacity in human re-
sources to evaluate it. However, as a rule, customer service budgets have not in-
creased proportionally to the requirements created by companies’ web 2.0 pres-
ence.  
The risks associated with doing business in the new consumer culture have not 
been considered adequately. Of course, web 2.0 can be seen as a good opportunity 
to gain important and useful input for product quality assurance or service im-
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provement, but operating in web 2.0 leads to several problems that arise from a 
new kind of customer-company relationship. At any rate, companies that rely on 
internet commerce will hardly be able to avoid these problems in the future, as 
empirical studies indicate that for many of these companies, the proportion of 
consumers who use the internet in a sophisticated manner is continually increasing. 
Strictly speaking, the results in this paper hold only for our case studies, but the 
new prevalence of social media in all economic sectors and its increased use by 
consumers probably means that other companies and other kinds of companies 
will face the phenomena we observed some way or another. In web 2.0, traditional 
target groups are dissolving and individual behaviors are forming a new marketing 
base (Bender 2008). Companies and researchers should become aware of the fact 
that internet users do not behave and “work” like conventional customers. 
Conclusion 
To face the typical problems caused by the steady qualitative change of consumer 
characteristics, companies have to react with commensurate business standards 
and practices. Thus, it can be assumed that a new type of company will emerge. 
The fact that companies so often make mistakes in their web 2.0 communications 
suggests that companies either have not noticed the change of consumer culture, 
do not want to face the challenges it presents, or do not take it seriously enough. 
We might suppose that negotiations take place within companies about adequate 
standards for reacting to different online situations, but the conventional customer 
is still the predominant focus of planning and strategy. Consequently, inadequate 
forms of interaction with the new type of internet customer can serve to aggravate 
or bring out the negative side effects that are already inherent in web 2.0 customer 
integration. Reichwald and Piller (2006) indicate that a company’s ability to inte-
grate customer knowledge in its entrepreneurial value chain should be embedded 
in management training, organization, and infrastructure as a matter of routine. But 
apart from gaining customer input proactively, companies operating in web 2.0 
have to develop and implement permanent organizational resources and practices 
in order to harness consumers who are adept internet users.  
Organizational innovation in response to web 2.0 users means a potential loss 
of organizational control. The new risks caused by using web 2.0 for gaining feed-
back from internet users cannot be solved merely by better implementation of 
conventional customer integration methods. For most companies, an internet 
presence apparently is still considered to be a kind of adjunct to existing organiza-
tional operations. They do not see the inevitable necessity of adapting internal 
structures as a consequence of internet success. Until now, many companies are 
not communicating in appropriate ways because the web 2.0 logic has not been 
internalized. We assume that most companies know how social media works and 
have learned how to integrate this new field of activity into their operations appro-
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priately, but for many, “being web 2.0” is superficially articulated. Companies set 
up a blog, but write nothing. They have a Facebook like page, but do not react to 
consumers’ comments. They have a feedback area in their own website’s forum, 
but have no possibility of implementing suggestions for improvement. There 
seems to be a serious attempt to integrate consumers, but only as long as the dic-
tates of web 2.0 culture can be ignored. Companies have to become aware of the 
fact that it is not just about being present and being seen in the internet. Successful 
presence in web 2.0 demands action in two senses. First, a new level of informing, 
communicating, helping, and negotiating with consumers is necessary. Second, all 
domains of the value chain have to be reconceptualized in terms of their role for 
communication and customer service. Further research is needed to understand 
how common forms of organizational control remain functional for companies 
acting in the internet. All in all, companies should be warned against simply “expe-
rimenting” with web 2.0; once a company is present in the internet, it must follow 
an elaborated strategy to avoid negative side effects. 
At this point we want to emphasize again that operating in the internet is no 
longer just another option, especially for companies serving a target group which is 
obviously active in web 2.0. If the enterprise does not start to act in the internet, 
customers will start to communicate negatively about the company using web-
based technologies, independently from organizational control. There is evidence 
to suggest that an increasing number of entrepreneurs are orienting their business 
strategies towards web-based activities, as they feel communication with customers 
over the internet as necessary for maintaining competitiveness. If a company pos-
sesses neither know-how nor money to take over communication tasks internally, 
outsourcing these tasks to an external service provider specialized in social media 
management can be an affordable alternative (Piller 2000). Such “intermediaries” 
can take over the dialog with consumers, but further research is needed regarding 
what this means for companies’ authenticity in web 2.0. We assume that as long as 
the company has not internalized web 2.0 culture, outsourcing this business area to 
specialists will lead in the end to additional problems caused by just pretending to 
“be web 2.0.” 
The practices expected by academic theorists regarding web 2.0 as a source for 
consumer input differ from actual business practices because theorists often focus 
only on methods of customer integration. The fact that web 2.0 feedback affects 
every aspect of an organization is too often overlooked. Successfully dealing with 
the new qualities of consumer feedback requires adapting a company’s entire orga-
nizational structure.  This fact should be reflected also in academic discussions. 
At the very least, it should be emphasized that many companies should make 
the management of feedback through social media a major field of operations. In 
this context, it should never be forgotten that social media users are a very special, 
but growing, target group. They have their own preferences, wishes, and needs. 
This group is likely to differ in many ways from those who do not use social media 
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as a communications channel, for whom conventional market research methods 
and complaint management are appropriate. 
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Prosuming, or when Customers Turn Collaborators: 
Coordination and Motivation of  Customer 
Contribution  
Birgit Blättel-Mink, Raphael Menez, Dirk Dalichau and  
Daniel Kahnert1 
Abstract 
 This article investigates the phenomenon of increasing integration of customers 
and users into the organizational creation of value, focusing primarily on the dis-
solving boundaries between production and consumption. Concepts such as “pro-
suming”, the “working customer”, “produsing” and “interactive value creation” 
have been used to describe this phenomenon. Within the framework of a research 
project at the Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main, this debate was investigated 
theoretically as well as empirically in three case studies. The research question is as 
follows: Why do customers participate in “new types of prosuming” or “interactive 
value creation” and how are these processes coordinated by the firms? The results 
show a considerable range of motives and forms of coordination: The customers’ 
primary motives to voluntarily assume tasks and activities were both intrinsic and 
extrinsic in nature. The organizational models identified range from strategies of 
rationalization to prosuming as a basic business model to the collaborative and 
interactive value creation between the company and the web-community.  
                                                     
1 We are very grateful to Angela Weil who translated this article with high professionalism and a lot 
of patience!  
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Introduction 
Today, according to a prominent sociological hypotheses, significant changes in 
the relationship between work and consumption are taking place. While in the 
industrialized society the line between production and consumption was clearly 
defined, now the phenomenon of the “working customer” dissolves this boundary: 
Companies are systematically diverting to consumers activities and organizational 
tasks previously performed internally. At the same time, consumers increasingly 
perform productive activities which provide tangible benefits to other participants 
in the market and which prove to be a real contribution to the added value of the 
companies (Kleemann, Voß and Rieder 2008). The Internet and Web 2.0 also con-
tribute to new options for the inclusion of users in the production process and to 
extending the reach of the co-produced goods and services (Hanekop and Wittke 
2008). This development, often described as do-it-yourself, prosuming, co-
production or McDonaldization, is now surpassed by the phenomenon of crowd-
sourcing, in which companies “...delegate previously internally completed tasks to 
outsiders in the form of open calls for submission, on web-based platforms. for 
the production or use of a product” (Kleemann, Voß and Rieder 2008:29). 
Relevant questions in this context, which so far have rarely been investigated 
from a sociological perspective, are the following: What are the reasons for com-
panies to increasingly transfer value-creating activities to customers, what are the 
motives of the customers to work voluntarily and without payment for a company, 
and what options do companies use to coordinate and control the integration of 
the customer?  
Within the framework of a research project at the Goethe-University in Frank-
furt/Main2, current phenomena from prosuming to crowdsourcing have been 
both theoretically and empirically investigated, and the following research ques-
tions were developed: Why do customers participate in “new types of prosuming” 
or in “interactive value creation” and how are these processes coordinated by the 
firms? The theoretical context of the research project is the approach derived from 
theories of the sociology of work concerning the “working customer” (Voß and 
Rieder 2005), the sociological view of consumption discussing “prosuming” (Tof-
fler 1980, Blättel-Mink and Hellmann 2010) and the “new type of prosuming” 
(Hanekop and Wittke 2008), the economic model of “interactive value creation” 
(Reichwald and Piller 2009), and the theoretical concepts of “crowdsourcing” 
(Howe 2006) and “produsing” (Bruns 2009) both of which originated from the 
research on Web 2.0 issues. At the centre of the empirical research are three com-
panies: Deutsche Bahn AG, the Swedish furniture company IKEA and a German 
developer of computer games, Crytek. This selection offers a differentiated view 
on the parameters and characteristics of the phenomenon under investigation. 
                                                     
2 See also the website of the research project: http://www.gesellschaftswissenschaften.uni-
frankfurt.de/index.pl/prosuming. 
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Both the perspective of the customer or user and the perspective of the company 
are analyzed. Methods range from content analysis of relevant texts to semi-
structured expert interviews with representatives of the companies to standardized 
written surveys of customers and users. 
The theoretical and empirical aspects of the integration of customers and users 
in the process of value creation are explored in the section immediately following. 
Then the research question is presented and the methodology explained, followed 
by the results of the three case studies, with main emphasis on Crytek. In the end, 
a critical evaluation of the research findings is given.  
1. Theoretical considerations for understanding the phenomenon of 
customer integration into the value creation process  
The sociology of work considers consumption as primarily being an area in which 
labor-power is reproduced. Work and consumption occurred in two separated 
social spheres. G. Günther Voß and Kerstin Rieder (2005) start their analysis with 
the following conclusion “… there are dramatic changes in the societal form and 
function of private consumption, the societal relationship between productive 
work within a company and the active utilization of goods outside of the produc-
ing organization” (Voß and Rieder 2005:14). They relate such changes to the fact 
that companies are increasingly and systematically outsourcing previously internally 
provided tasks to their customers and the fact that consumers are increasingly 
providing services that used to be provided by the companies. The “buying cus-
tomer”, formerly a consumer of finished products, turns into a “working custom-
er” who not only plays the role of a consumer but also acts as an uncompensated 
worker for the companies, by adopting the role of a co-producer. “…its main cha-
racteristic is its expanded productivity - based on active services - which in many 
cases is explicitly controlled and used by the company” (Voß and Rieder 2005:16). 
The authors assume that particularly the companies’ rationalization efforts are a 
primary reason for the extensive inclusion of the customers. 
Since the advent of the Web 2.0 phenomenon, Alvin W. Toffler’s (1980) con-
cept of the “prosumer”, who is at the same time producer and consumer, has been 
gaining new recognition (see the articles in Blättel-Mink and Hellmann 2010). Tof-
fler anticipated that the spheres of consumption and production, which had been 
structurally distinct since the industrial revolution, would move closer together 
again in the Third Wave (the Service Society). The so-called prosumer economy 
bridges the historical gap between consumption and production and is divided into 
two sectors. Sector A involves the concept of “production for use”: “ […] unpaid 
work done directly by people for themselves, their families, or their communities” 
(Toffler 1980:266)., Whereas sector B stands for the concept of “production for 
exchange”: “[…] the production of goods or services for sale or swap through the 
exchange network or market” (Toffler 1980:266). According to Toffler, sector B 
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was dominant during the second wave. Then, however, a shift takes place in the 
third wave, since more activity is moved from sector B (market) to sector A (pro-
sumption). Toffler also anticipated the spread of self-help groups, the do-it-
yourself movement or the spread of self-service in grocery stores. He points to the 
rise of new technologies that enable these developments: “In this system the pro-
sumer, who dominated in first wave societies, is brought back into the center of 
economic action – but on the third wave, high-technology basis” (Toffler 
1980:275). 
An extended analysis of Toffler’s concept was presented by Kai-Uwe Hell-
mann (2010). For him, prosumption takes place whenever “…a contribution is 
provided without which the production process would have remained unfinished 
in the development of a product or service that is predominantly meant for per-
sonal use and thereby gains its practical value independently of whether the service 
must be paid for or not” (Hellmann 2010:36). In this definition, he makes a dis-
tinction between the “production for exchange” and the personal use of the ser-
vice, as well as distinguishing “active consumption” from a process of production 
that cannot be completed without a contribution provided by the prosumer. 
Heidi Hanekop, Andres Tasch and Volker Wittke (2001) introduce a further 
development of Toffler’s prosumer concept, the “new type of prosumer”. Accord-
ing to them, this new type resembles (in competencies and tasks) forms of profes-
sional knowledge work3. Therefore this can be related to discussions about the 
dissolving boundaries of work in the fields of industrial sociology and sociology of 
work. In other publications on collaborative web-based production and innovation 
processes (Hanekop and Wittke 2008 and 2010) the authors describe a new quality 
of prosuming and co-production which differs from Toffler’s concept. The typical 
characteristics of co-production are radicalized when self-service is used online, 
even though the co-producing customers are not physically on the company’s 
premises nor within its domain, but instead enter it from home or any other place 
that has Internet access. The new online forms of co-production take on a new 
quality through mass cooperation among users and effectively go beyond the pri-
vate domain, as seen in Wikipedia and open source software (OSS)” (Hanekop and 
Wittke 2010:101). On the one hand, they agree with Toffler’s conclusion that 
“production for use”, which is not marketable, is constitutive for prosuming. On 
the other hand, they show that collaborative processes of value creation through 
active work and by personal initiative can take place outside of marketable modes 
of “production for exchange”. 
Ralf Reichwald and Frank Piller presented an economic approach of “interac-
tive value creation” in 2006. They conceptualize the relationship between custom-
ers and companies as a win-win situation and stress the factor of voluntarism, as 
well as the involved actors’ competence for interaction. The point of departure for 
                                                     
3 Toffler considers personal initiative or do-it-yourself to be “manual work”. 
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the analysis is the identification of two central problems within the conventional 
arrangement of value creation: First, the customer is seen by the company as a 
“passive receiver of value” and his or her ‘average’ needs are analyzed using market 
research. Second, the “problem of searching locally” clearly confines the capabili-
ties of the company to innovate, because only known solutions and approaches 
can be applied. In order to clarify these two problems, the authors introduce the 
concepts “needs information” and “solution information”. “... Needs information 
relates to the needs and preferences of the customers or users: This can be infor-
mation on explicit as well as latent needs [...].Solution information is (technical) 
knowledge on how to solve problems or fulfill needs through special product spe-
cifications or with a service” (Reichwald and Piller 2009:47). According to the au-
thors, both are important input factors for the companies. While needs informa-
tion assures higher effectiveness during the value creation value process, because it 
allows the fulfillment of the customers desires, solution information focuses on 
efficiency in the creation of value, because new solutions can be developed faster 
and more economically.  
The approach of interactive value creation stresses the voluntarism and reci-
procity of the relationship between customer and company. The authors consider 
this concept to be an extension of the classic economic models: “This supplements 
the two classic forms of coordination (hierarchy and market) by adding a third 
alternative: the self-selection and self-organization of tasks by (highly) specialized 
actors, who are mainly motivated by their own usage of the cooperatively accom-
plished achievements, as well as a multitude of other social, intrinsic and extrinsic 
motives” (Piller, Reichwald and Ihl 2007:91). 
Reichwald and Piller distinguish two other constitutive phenomena within the 
interactive value creation: “open innovation”4 and “mass customization”. The first 
“… describes all activities that take place between the manufacturing company and 
its external partners that are based on the innovation process and thus target the 
development of new products for a larger circle of consumers. Open innovation 
provides new methods and approaches to better access information on needs and 
problem solving and to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the innovation 
process” (Reichwald and Piller 2009:53). Open innovation offers an open space for 
solutions5 that is extended and modified collectively together with external part-
ners. On the other hand, mass customization “… is the cooperation between 
companies and customers that is concerned with the value creation activities dur-
                                                     
4 Reichwald and Piller reference the research of Eric von Hippel (von Hippel 2005; Baldwin and von 
Hippel 2009; Harhoff, Henkel and von Hippel 2003). Henry Chesbrough (2003) takes a slightly 
different perspective on open innovation: In his approach, open innovation is mainly understood as a 
flexible and open handling of different business models, while including the companies’ external 
partners. 
5 The authors define solution space as the “… sum of all solutions that a company is able to offer at 
the moment, on the basis of its existing product architecture and the pertinent production and distri-
bution processes” (Reichwald and Piller 2009:53). 
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ing the operational production process and is also aimed at the development of 
individualized products for the consumers. The goal is to gain access to needs 
information by integrating the customers and in doing so being able to better fulfill 
the specific desires of individual consumers within a heterogeneous market” (ibid.). 
Axel Bruns (2009) investigates the impact of Web 2.0. He argues that the web 
enables novel forms of cooperation and collaboration between users of certain 
products and services. The division between customer and company can be over-
come because web users creating collaborative content are independent of any 
organizational connection to a company and their work has little in common with 
traditional forms of production. Instead of using the term “production,” Bruns 
suggests the term “produsage” and for the actors, the producing web users, the 
term “produser”: “The creation of common content takes place in a well net-
worked participative environment. Produsers don’t participate in a conventional 
form of content production, they participate in the produsage of content: a col-
laborative and continuous development and expansion of existing content, focused 
on quality improvements” (Bruns 2010:199). Thus, the formerly clearly defined 
roles of producer and consumer break down because produsers are, according to 
Bruns, active editors and users at the same time and therefore, they assume the “… 
role of a hybrid user/producer where both forms of contribution are inseparably 
intertwined with each other” (ibid.). 
Along with the rejection of the concept of production in this context, for 
Bruns, the idea is that products created in this way are not traditional products to 
be traded as tangible goods on the market. He calls them unfinished artifacts ac-
cessible free of charge to anyone. The typical example of a prodused artifact is the 
free online encyclopedia Wikipedia: an ever unfinished artifact in a state of con-
stant change. In produsing, crowds of networked users contribute to the process 
of content creation, very much in contrast to the process of industrial production, 
in which an individual producer or production teams create a product. Within a 
produsing community the roles of individual users can change as well. The focus 
of their contribution can shift within a given project, it can shift to other projects 
entirely or the users can increase or decrease their influence on the community at 
will. The status of a produser in the community depends on the resources and 
competencies contributed by him or her, most importantly knowledge, skills and 
the amount of time given to the project. Accordingly, Bruns describes the rank and 
order in a community as a changeable heterarchy or as an ad-hoc-meritocracy 
(Bruns 2010:201). The question of ownership in the context of produsing is not 
entirely resolved. In most cases, a prodused artifact will be freely available under a 
“creative commons” license6. This type of license can permit further alterations to 
                                                     
6 “Creative Commons licenses are several copyright licenses that allow the distribution of copyrighted 
works. The licenses differ by several combinations that condition the terms of distribution. They 
were initially released on December 16, 2002 by Creative Commons, a U.S. non-profit corporation 
founded in 2001.” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons_licenses) 
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the product and non-commercial use. The motivation factor for individuals to join 
a produsing community and to be active in one is not the expectation of monetary 
rewards, it is - next to the original benefit of using the artifact - primarily the rec-
ognition in the community. Communities frequently offer merit scores that docu-
ment individual accomplishments and make them recognizable to others (Bruns: 
2007:4).  
Yet communal produsing and commercial activities are not mutually exclusive 
because the commercial viability of a project can have a decisive influence on the 
long-term stability of such a project. Therefore, Bruns describes the value chain in 
the context of produsing as networked communal processes that have a multitude 
of input and output (Bruns 2009). 
2. Research question and methodological design 
The above description of the theoretical approaches that have been decisively de-
termining the discussion of the changes in consumption, production and innova-
tion, shows the following: The bandwidth and perspectives of the discussed ap-
proaches may be heterogeneous, however they come to an agreement in their di-
agnosis that there has been a dissolution of previous boundaries and the allocation 
of roles within the social relation of consumption, production and innovation. 
Following this diagnosis, two questions are particularly of interest that have 
rarely been researched from a sociological perspective and that make up the core 
of this project: 1. Why do customers engage in the creation of value without gain-
ing financial reimbursement, and 2. How do companies coordinate the involve-
ment of the customers? 
One of the goals of this research project was to describe the process of the in-
crease in prosuming, which is marked by the fact that, first of all, there is more 
“work” done by the customers or users and second, that the companies boundaries 
are broadened by the increased use of technology such as the Internet. Therefore, 
companies that cover the whole bandwidth, from rationalizing to collaboration, are 
empirically interesting cases. 
A first case encompasses companies that practice the outsourcing of services 
that were formerly performed internally by the company to the customers, as a 
result of a rationalization process. Deutsche Bahn AG, for example, asks its cus-
tomers to do more and more work during ticket buying, from the basic service 
orientation at the counter to automated ticket machines to online ticket buying. A 
second case encompasses companies that have always relied on their customers 
collaboration – if only in offline areas – such as IKEA, by applying the possibilities 
of new information and communication technologies to intensify the cooperation 
of their customers. This is visible in the increasing introduction of self check out 
cashiers. Lastly companies are of interest that cooperate with user communities 
rather than customers. These users produce products that are initially concretized 
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and further developed by produsage. For this example the computer gaming 
manufacturer Crytek was chosen, which turns users into “modders” who can bring 
in their own ideas and modify games as they please.  
This project’s specific research question is: Why do customers take part in 
processes such as “new types of prosuming” and “interactive value creation” and 
how are these processes coordinated by the firms? To find an answer to these 
questions the three above mentioned companies were analyzed from both cus-
tomer and company perspectives. For this research project, six student work 
groups were given the task of studying the empirical phenomena in depth, specify-
ing the research questions for their case and developing an appropriate theoretical 
framework. Subsequently, a methodological design was developed which provided 
a basis for the case studies. 
The following chapter describes the results of the surveys. 
3. Deutsche Bahn and IKEA 
 Deutsche Bahn AG: Rationalization and the work of customers 
Deutsche Bahn was chosen as a company of interest on the one hand because the 
company presents itself as a customer-oriented service provider with a high con-
cern for its customers’ input; on the other hand because it has increasingly been 
eliminating service features and has instead – in the course of economization 
measures - been placing more emphasis on the work of its customers. This has 
become especially evident in ticket buying. The standard ticket buying procedure 
no longer takes place at the ticket counter but has shifted to sales at automated 
ticket machines and online ticketing. Therefore, the survey closely examined ticket 
buying behavior. In addition, six semi-structured expert interviews were conducted 
with Deutsche Bahn employees who had knowledge in the field of online sales to 
explore the company’s coordination of the customers’ work.  
The survey’s findings7 at Deutsche Bahn clearly show distinct tendencies. On 
the one hand, customers strongly value the possibilities the Internet or web gives 
them in order to search for information and buy tickets online, however at the 
same time the conventional distribution and information channels are not ignored. 
A factor analysis revealed a service factor that represents the answering behavior of 
a group of customers that still value conventional delivery of services. It can be 
determined nevertheless that a large proportion of Deutsche Bahn’s customers are 
prepared to turn into working customers because they regard participation as being 
easy and convenient, whereas another proportion of customers still request assis-
tance and service and are not engaged in this development and therefore will re-
                                                     
7 The data collection was conducted in May 2010; the questionnaire was available online for two 
weeks. Within this period, 936 respondents completed the questionnaires (N=936). 
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main merely buying customers. The motivation of the respondents identified as 
working customers is not intrinsic. They do not participate because they enjoy the 
task itself, but because they hope to save time and expect to gain more indepen-
dence from external factors such as business hours, long lines at the service coun-
ter or reliability of the information provided by Deutsche Bahn’s service em-
ployees. The tasks that are outsourced to Deutsche Bahn’s customers in particular 
involve highly standardized procedures that do not leave much room for distinct 
ideas and creative capacities.  
The interviews with Deutsche Bahn’s employees demonstrate that Deutsche 
Bahn does not apply systematic customer interface management. Deutsche Bahn 
coordinates the involvement of customer participation through highly standardized 
gateways, such as the online ticketing interface, the automated ticket machines or 
online contact forms. Although further customer information is collected and 
partially processed, the most rudimentary deliberate and strategic actions are only 
taken by the customer advisory committee. It is this advisory committee that gives 
specific recommendations, formulates them and passes them on. In all, it is not 
possible to conclude that Deutsche Bahn conducts customer inclusion and value 
creation based on the division of labor in the sense of interactive value creation. 
The possibilities of creating value by strategically using the customers creative ca-
pacities and knowledge has not gained much significance yet. The customer is seen 
as the receiver of services, rather than as a partner in the process of value creation. 
Conventional means such as market research are trusted and are used to collect 
information from and about customers. Nevertheless – and this points towards a 
prosumptive future at Deutsche Bahn AG – an organizational unit is being restruc-
tured in order to improve the processing of customer information in the future: 
“In principle we are establishing the whole issue of further development at the moment: What 
information do we get from the customers? Yes, as a team we are relatively new here. Yes, one 
colleague who was here before the restructuring is still in this department. All of the others are 
new. In principle we are establishing the whole thing to the point where we are able to say, yes, 
what information do we receive from the customers and how do we pass it on” (DB 2). 
 IKEA: Prosuming as business model and possibilities for its expansion  
A look at IKEA offers a typical example of a company using the classic (manual, 
offline-based) forms of prosumption. The company has distinct elements of a do-
it-yourself concept: In most cases, shopping at IKEA means selecting products 
without the help of a salesperson or any kind of assistance, and as of recently, in 
certain IKEA locations items have to be paid for at the self check-out stations. 
The question in the IKEA analysis was: How do customers use, and how are they 
motivated to use, new forms of collaboration? Therefore the analysis focused on 
self check-out stations as a new paying concept in addition to the classical cashier-
operated checkout stations. 
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Both the people who had already used the self check-out stations and those 
who had not were asked to describe their attitude towards this new method of 
payment8. The results show very clearly that the involvement of customers is 
viewed as self-evident and a natural everyday occurrence, both by consumers at 
IKEA and by the company. The customers are involved in different contexts at 
IKEA: they are do-it-yourself prosumers during the transportation and assembly 
of furniture in their homes, working customers in regard to their involvement at 
the furniture store and in certain situations also a new type of prosumers, when 
using the scan-it-yourself checkout, which requires more mental engagement. Cus-
tomers especially view these new types of prosumption with a certain degree of 
scepticism, but they are reaching some acceptance and at least are utilized. It is not 
surprising to discover that users of new forms of involvement see such novelties in 
a more positive light than non-users, who are much more sceptical. In addition, 
there are groups of customers who evaluate new forms of customer involvement 
not only in the subjective light of advantages or disadvantages for themselves but 
question them in a general social context. They are concerned about the conse-
quences for IKEA’s employees. “New type prosumers” are motivated by their 
perception of increased self-directedness by actively contributing as well as by the 
“discovery of something new” and the experience of “fun”.  
Otherwise, the integration of customers at IKEA seems to be taken for 
granted and there is no need for additional coordination on the side of the com-
pany to further motivate the customers, as long as it is an involvement typical of 
IKEA. The subject is not explicitly addressed, as the involvement of the customers 
is always implicitly contextualized as the norm in the analyzed company communi-
cation materials. The topic of collaboration, prosuming or working customership is 
raised on a side note, usually in the context of additional services or as an exten-
sion of the various possibilities a visit at IKEA has to offer to its customers. Ac-
cording to the company’s communication, work done by their customers is de-
scribed as something beneficial to the customer on three dimensions: experience, 
variety and cost-benefits. The material shows that the dimension of variety is con-
sidered to be the variety of possibilities. Even completely new tasks such as self 
checkout do not need any special motivational offers, as long as they stay in line 
with the core business of IKEA. Only in areas outside of the core business, such 
as marketing activities like a photo event in which customers take pictures of their 
personal home environment and supply the images to IKEA in order to acquire an 
authentic and accurate idea of how IKEA furniture would look in the home of the 
customer, does the need for focused coordination arise in order to motivate cus-
tomers to cooperate. 
                                                     
8 The field research on the customer perspective was carried out analogously to the other two case 
studies: a standardized online survey with a return of 361 completed questionnaires distributed via 
online forums about furnishing and decorating, and in part by using a mailing list of students. 
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4. Crytek: Interactive value creation and collaboration of the modder 
community 
The Crytek company, located in Frankfurt, is one of the largest German develop-
ers of computer games. In international comparison, Crytek is considered to be 
one of the most innovative companies in the sector. The company was founded 
1999 in Coburg (Germany) and has today about 600 employees distributed interna-
tionally in five developing studios and two distribution centers. Games developed 
by the company are all categorized as first-person-shooter9 (Far Cry, Crysis and 
Crysis2) and have earned multiple international prizes. “Cryengine” is considered 
to be very powerful and flexible developer software that is licensed by other com-
panies for various applications such as for the development of architectural simula-
tions with sophisticated graphics (Kanning 2010). 
In the context of the present research project, Crytek is considered to be para-
digmatic for a company that is a pioneer in applying the web-based collaboration 
of customers and users. The business model of Crytek is based on the process of 
interactive value creation together with external actors. In particular customers are 
being integrated in all processes of quality control, product adjustment, develop-
ment and innovation. A flat hierarchy and the particular importance of the coordi-
nation of customer interface systems are central features of Crytek. The open 
boundaries of the company not only facilitate the exchange of information, knowl-
edge and ideas, they also allow the fast recruitment and incorporation of external 
experts into the structure of the company. Crytek also offers the platform for two 
major web-based communities which together have about 110,000 active members 
(www.mycrisis.com and www.crymod.com)10. The platform also cooperates with 
numerous external fan-based communities. 
The research project focuses on the interaction between Crytek and the mod-
ding community, investigating two research questions: 1. Why would gamers vo-
luntarily contribute as modders to the development of computer games without 
pay? 2. How does Crytek coordinate the exchange between the community and 
especially with the modders? The approach of the interactive value creation de-
scribed by Reichwald and Piller (2009) is used to develop the concept of interac-
tion and coordination between the company and the modders. This theoretical 
perspective is particularly useful to identify the information on the side of the 
                                                     
9 “First-person shooter (FPS) is a video game genre which centers the gameplay around gun and 
projectile weapon-based combat through the first person perspective; i.e., the player experiences the 
action through the eyes of a protagonist. Generally speaking, the first-person shooter shares common 
traits with other shooter games, which in turn fall under the heading “action game”. From the genre’s 
inception, advanced 3D or pseudo-3D graphics elements have challenged hardware development, 
and multiplayer gaming has been integral.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_person_shooter 
10 Exact figures on the distribution of the members in both communities are not available. The major 
proportion of registered users are at mycrisis.com, while crymod.com as a pure modding portal is 
mostly frequented by game modders and has far fewer members.  
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modders concerning needs and solutions relevant to the company and to analyze 
the integration of such solutions into its value chain. The working hypothesis has 
been that the openness of the product and the open organization structure enables 
a collaborative value creation between the company and the modders. The concept 
of the “produser” by Bruns (2008) is applied to understand the work of the mod-
ders as the process of “produsing”. The modder as a produser is producer, distrib-
utor and consumer at the same time. He or she is not generating finished products 
but artifacts of content that remain continuously unfinished and undergo an almost 
evolutionary development. The basic hypothesis has been that modders are above 
all intrinsically motivated to mod and distribute their mods over the Internet.  
The research method is as follows: 1. an online survey with a standardized 
questionnaire was administered at crymod.com, targeting modders. In all, 195 res-
pondents completed the questionnaire; 2. A case study was conducted at Crytek 
with five semi-structured interviews with experts: two community mangers, a 
project manager, a game designer and a public relation manager.  
 First insights 
The web-based collaboration between Crytek and their customers and users diffe-
rentiates between three types of target markets, where each is approached and later 
integrated in a different way: The “casual gamers” constitute the largest group of 
‘normal’ computer game players. They are the classic paying customers and are 
approached through conventional marketing strategies using editorials in pertinent 
magazines and/or the use of social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. 
“Hardcore gamers” have been involved in the company for many years, have 
formed a loyal fan community, know all the Crytek games inside out, because they 
play them multiple times, each time under different conditions (e.g. different levels, 
different equipment, single or multiplayer modus). The latter group of customers is 
particularly important for quality control as well as feedback and has their own 
separate community on the mycrisis.com platform. Finally, the “modders” are 
gamers that have the special status of distinguished experts with special qualifica-
tions that enable them to modify the games. They are able to modify the software 
in such a way that the flow of the game, the graphics or individual elements of the 
game are changed. Such modifications, called “mods”, are then distributed to the 
gamers and made available at no cost over the web (Jeppesen 2004; Postigo 2007; 
Sotamaa 2007; Behr 2008). Crytek offers this target group an exclusive platform on 
crymod.com. There, the modders can not only develop their mods and make them 
available to the community of gamers, the platform is also used to coordinate and 
facilitate the entire exchange among the modders themselves, between the mod-
ders and the company as well as between the entire international modding com-
munity. In addition, Crytek supplies special tools to the modders that allow to 
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modify individual games. Such Software Development Kits (SDK)11 are essentially 
a light version of the tools that the developers employed at Crytek are using to 
program and design the games (see figure 1).  
 
Figure 1: Crytek-related communities and toolkits  
 Customer perspective 
All of the modders responding to the survey are male. 61 percent are between 15 
and 19 years old12, many are still attending school (47 percent), 30 percent have a 
high school diploma. 77 percent of the responding modders come from countries 
other than Germany. 42 percent live in Europe, 24 percent in North America. 
Interviewees from the semi-structured interview sessions described the multicul-
tural make up of the modding community and the problems stemming from lan-
guage barriers: “Sometimes we have issues with the language-barrier. Not everyone from our 
community speaks English as a first, second or third language. So we have to try and facilitate 
that as well. We have a lot of Turkish guys on the forums, Americans, French, Germans, Span-
ish guys, some of them are from Afghanistan, someone from Iraq and a couple of Chinese guys. So 
it really is multicultural.” (Cry 2)  
                                                     
11 A software development kit (SDK or “devkit”) is typically a set of development tools that allows 
the creation of applications for a certain software package, software framework, hardware platform, 
computer system, video game console, operating system, or similar platform. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Development_Kit 
12 The youngest of the modders at crymod.com is now 12 years old but started modding two years 
ago. Because of his unusually young age and because of his special talent, he is already a well known 
in the community. 
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Concerning the question as to why modders agree to contribute voluntarily to 
the improvements, development or remodeling of the computer games and make 
the modifications available to the community free of charge, it has been observed 
that three types of motives played a major role for the responding modders: Figure 
2 shows that intrinsic, extrinsic and social motivation are estimated almost equally 
on a rather high level.13 
 
Figure 2: Motivation Index 
The reason for investigating social motives was to analyze the importance of the 
role of the community. Modding is similar to open-source projects, because it 
takes place as long term projects in teams, where individual tasks are partitioned in 
a modular way and meritocratic structures develop. Accordingly, the responding 
modders indicated that helping each other in the community was the most impor-
tant issue: to receive help from others (87.4 percent) and to help other modders 
(77 percent); followed by the possibility to pursue interesting discussions (80 per-
cent), to communicate with other modders (72 percent) or to exchange informa-
tion about technical aspects of the mods (68 percent). The “fun” factor (76 per-
cent) is another very important reason to engage in the community. Less important 
to the respondents is the possibility to establish friendships with others or to dis-
cuss personal issues with other members of the community. 
                                                     
13 The motivation index was generated on the basis of 13 to 16 items, explored with a scale of five. 
Tests of reliability of the indices showed a high Cronbachs Alpha of 0.741 for intrinsic motives, 0.834 
for extrinsic motives and 0.842 for social motives. 
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When asked what their reason for modding is and what type of meaning mod-
ding had for them, the respondents mentioned primarily intrinsic motives, namely 
incentives born out of the activity itself: Creativity (93 percent) and creative design 
(91 percent), the experience of achievement (90 percent), mastery of a challenge 
(85 percent) and the possibility of self-fulfillment (74 percent). Less important 
aspects were intrinsic motives such as passing one’s time, escapism and flow. 
However, extrinsic motives for modding were mentioned as well. Almost 70 
percent of the respondents agreed with the statement that they plan to apply their 
modding capabilities in their professional career. The respondents also want to use 
their modding experience to increase their technical know how and abilities (90 
percent). In response to the question of which type of competencies are most en-
hanced by modding, the respondents primarily mentioned aspects of team-
building. The items reaching the highest level of agreement were: learning to ac-
cept criticism (85 percent), to be able to voice constructive criticism (81 percent), 
the ability to work in teams (81 percent) and to increase one’s sense of responsibili-
ty (75 percent) 
The results allow a surprising conclusion: The responding modders who per-
form their modding activity in their free time do so not only do because modding 
is an end in itself. They do so with the intention to improve their social and tech-
nical competence in order to apply the acquired skills in a professional context at a 
later time.14 For many modders, direct full-time employment at Crytek seems to be 
a very desirable option, as two respondents expressed15: “I am able to learn more on 
modding / programming, and may even get a future job at Crytek or other great developers.” and 
“I want to work for Crytek in the future. Learning their tools in and out seems like the best way 
to accomplish this.” 
 Company perspective 
Indeed, the semi-structured interviews with selected experts at Crytek supported 
the fact that the modders’ career aspirations would not remain dreams, but rather, 
they represent a quite realistic career path. Recruiting personnel from the commu-
nity of modders is common practice at Crytek - presently, about 30 to 40 former 
members of the modding community hold positions at Crytek: “..that we frequently 
get people from the modding community has the simple reason that they do such a good job, they 
are so professional, that we say: ‘They are good enough’. We should not waste such talent and 
therefore, we take them on. Meanwhile, we have about 30 or 40 people from the modding com-
                                                     
14 Initial multivariate analyses point in this direction: An explorative factor analysis to structure the 
data identified six factors with a total explained variance of 70 percent. The largest factors are loading 
on performance (leadership, teamwork, sense of responsibility and discipline) as well as on technical 
competence (editing, image processing, removal of bugs). 
15 Open response to the question: “Why did you decide to join the Crymod community?” 
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munity, of course, accumulated after all those years, starting with Far Cry and so on and now they 
work at Crytek worldwide, in all our studios” (Cry1). 
The clear advantage for Crytek is the fact that the modders are already trained 
even though they have not worked in the company yet and have acquired their 
competencies and abilities independently through the community: “It’s a natural 
byproduct of running a site such as Crymod.com. It benefits us and it benefits them, when we have 
guys sitting on our forum who have been using our product for 3-4 years. A lot of the times it is 
beneficial for us, it saves us time training people up on our engine. It is very beneficial for us to get 
these guys on board, as soon as possible. They really have a good idea of what our engine does, 
what Crytek is, what our games are. These guys really understand our community and our prod-
ucts inside and out” (Cry2).  
 
Figure 3: Collaboration between Crytek and the modders 
 
The idea of creating a modding portal at Crytek came up during the development 
of the first game, Far Cry. It was an idea born out of hardship, because game de-
velopment took up all the resources and Crytek no longer had the capacity to make 
the most out of their game engine. Therefore, input from the “wisdom of the 
crowds” (Surowiecki 2004) was appreciated. “But somehow, we had the feeling that we 
should be doing something in the direction of modding, because even at this early time, we had such 
a powerful engine and we knew we could bring out so much more with this. We don’t have the 
time to do that, because we are working on FarCry but we can give the tools and all that stuff to 
the community and see what they come up with...and then we realized: Wow; this is really unbe-
lievable, the type of stuff that people are able to produce” (Cry1).  
Now, how can Crytek profit from its modding community? As the expert in-
terviews reveal, Crytek employees benefit particularly from all the suggestions and 
ideas the modding community provides. Direct copying or a one-to-one takeover 
of an artefact created by a modder however, is not acceptable - instead the modder 
in question will be recruited and integrated into the team: “ ...but copying directly, no, 
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something like that would never happen. If anything, we would hire the person. If someone were to 
create the mod of the century right now and it would be the best idea ever available in a game, I 
believe, this person would here faster than he could [blink]” (Cry3). 
In the interview the game designer explains the reasons why direct copying is 
not an option. It is related to his work ethic: “...one-to-one takeover is not possible 
because there is always the problem that one wants to achieve something. I would 
feel very uneasy, if I were to copy something from somebody else, well, because it 
would simply not be mine. For me, personally that would not work and I certainly 
know quite a few people who think the same way, because, you know, many want 
to show off, want to prove themselves and they want to be able to put their name 
on something” (Cry3). 
Instead, there are many ways in which something can be developed together 
with the community: be it a patch or bug fix that is developed cooperatively, the 
exchange of ideas and further developments at community meetings or competi-
tions and challenges that are issued by Crytek to solve particular problems or to 
implement certain ideas. “...for example, we developed a patch for FarCry together with the 
community. That means we got the most talented artists from the community together and said 
“Ok, this and that is our wish-list. Do you feel like working with us on this and then publishing 
the complete community patch?” And that was the first collaboration of Crytek and the communi-
ty for such a general patch” (Cry1). 
It was apparent during the interviews that the experts’ identification with the 
community was quite high and that there was a sense of connectedness and mutual 
esteem on both sides: “And if you talk directly with the people, you can see immediately how 
strong the emotions are, how they are all hot for the whole thing and this is absolutely great for us, 
just watching, because without them this entire community would not work. Really, it is that 
simple...the fan-sites and so on are, all these people are so unbelievably important and that's why 
we try and invite then as often as possible and start such events” (Cry1).  
This connectedness is not only celebrated at certain events, but is part of eve-
ryday life in the Crytek community. Every Crytek employee has a forum account 
and can communicate with the users and modders in the different communities. 
Some employees even switch roles, become free-time modders and join a modding 
team after work. One of these modding teams received the award for “Mod of the 
year 2009”16. “That was truly sensational! We had hoped for it, we had wished for 
it, but when it really happened it was awesome. ModDB is the No. 1 modding site 
for the whole of the modding scene and we had been nominated! I say “we” be-
cause this is our community and we feel part of it. … Later on we recruited two of 
the modders. They simply were that good. So we said: “Join us and work for us” 
(Cry1). 
                                                     
16 In 2009 both the “Editor’s Choice” and the “Gamer’s Choice” awards went to the Crysis-Mod 
“MechWarrior: Living Legends” (http://www.mechlivinglegends.net).  
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In order to keep the interaction between Crytek and the community working 
as fast and as smoothly as possible, Crytek engages so-called community managers, 
who take on the position of gatekeepers and are often recruited directly from the 
community. Community managers see themselves as speakers for the community 
within the company and as a link between the company and the active web-users. 
Because of the differences between the target markets of the various Crytek-
communities, the type of work of the community managers is also different for 
each of them: “As far as crymod.com goes, we're quite a lot keen in the way that they almost 
motivate themselves. I mean we tried to make sure that we offer them all of the tools, that they 
require and facilitate everything that they want to do, but I mean pretty much that whole website 
is run by people that are enthusiastic about creating games and creating their work, so the input 
from our side is actually fairly minimal in terms of keeping them going, because they love doing it. 
So we do try to offer at least competitions to give them a kind of award and a thank-you for being 
there and for doing it all, but for the most part they’re self-sustaining. Mycrisis.com on the other 
hand is pretty much where people go for the latest information and to meet other gamers and to do 
things like that. So from our side keeping people interested in that site is a lot more work, because 
we need to include lots and lots of news-updates …”. (Cry4) 
In contrast to the impact of the gaming community, the impact of the mod-
ding community for Crytek is based on the fact that this is where the true hard 
core of self-motivated and very competent users is located. This type of user has 
the status of a highly specialized expert and on a social level identifies strongly with 
the company. So much so, that the company can eliminate certain common market 
risks when incorporating external knowledge or recruiting external experts by using 
the route over the community. 
 
Figure 4: Levels of Collaboration with the customers 
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 Results for the Crytek case 
The part of the project concerning Crytek has discovered a new species of custom-
ers: the modders, self-motivated and often sharing the work on modifications of 
computer games in highly complex team structures, be it by providing changes to 
the game concept, the game design or the game construction. Just as described in 
the theoretical concept of Bruns, modders can be understood as produsers who 
combine several roles and generate artifacts of content in a hybrid process between 
production, distribution and consumption. Here, modders have the status of ex-
perts and for companies such as Crytek they can transmit information concerning 
their needs as well as the solution to those needs. Because the average gamer also 
provides information on his or her needs, modders are particularly valued for their 
ability to develop new ideas or applications using the tools provided by Crytek in a 
new and creative way and thereby extending the solution space offered by the 
Cryengine. The relationship between Crytek and the modders has been described 
as one of interactive value creation. Interactive, because the company and the 
members of the community collaborate in developing modifications on existing 
products and innovations using the help of Web 2.0 technology and SDK tools. 
This has an effect on the creation of value of Crytek, since the company receives 
information from the community about the needs and problems as well as infor-
mation concerning the solution to those needs and problems. Therefore, the scope 
of possible solutions provided by the Cryengine can continuously be extended. An 
additional result concerns the recruitment of personnel. Modders active in the 
community are extrinsically motivated in regard to their professional aspirations 
and through modding, they acquire important skills, especially technical and social 
competencies. These competencies match the requirements of skills and abilities of 
the workforce at Crytek perfectly. Thus, Crytek not only benefits from the ideas of 
the modders, they also follow the strategy to recruit talent from the community 
and integrate them into the team in order to profit from their expert knowledge 
and creativity. 
5. Conclusion 
The phenomenon of customer or user involvement in the value creation of com-
panies is central to this research project. The review of the existing literature re-
vealed clear distinctions between the materiality of the phenomenon, its specifica-
tions, its evaluation and its varying foci. The original sociological approach of the 
“working customer” predicts a rise in the companies’ dominance over the custom-
ers, as well as an increasing economization and capitalistic takeover of the private 
realm. In contrast, researchers investigating innovation and the internet assume 
there will be a loss of relevance of the private company as an institution and an 
increase in relevance of collaborative community building. The economists cited 
here – and also some sociologists studying consumption – take up an intermediate 
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position between these two extremes: They assume that companies as well as cus-
tomers or user communities will be able to benefit from each other and will create 
a win-win situation for all participants. 
The current state of research leaves questions regarding the companies’ coor-
dination of these processes and the motivation of the customers unanswered. The 
research team used the multitude of these approaches constructively by posing the 
following research question: Why do customers participate in processes of “new 
types of prosuming” or in “interactive value creation” and how are these processes 
coordinated by the firms?  
Three cases were chosen to serve as examples for the diversity of the pheno-
mena: Deutsche Bahn AG, whose main product is a service that was formerly 
carried out without collaboration or the working customer, has started to rely on it 
within the past few years: offline at the ticket machine, online or by mobile phone. 
IKEA is a company whose business model is based on prosuming and the working 
customer. Furthermore, the technical possibilities allow the customer to carry 
more and more of the work load. The newest example for this development are 
the scan-it-yourself checkouts. Lastly, Crytek is a very successful developer of 
computer games that relies on collaboration and systematically integrates custom-
ers and users into the processes of quality control, product modification, product 
development and innovation. In order to answer the research question, the inquiry 
was adapted to the three case studies and an appropriate theoretical approach was 
chosen for each. In all cases the dependent variable was a “new type of prosum-
ing” which is web-based and involves a (quantitative and qualitative) increase in 
collaboration in contrast to former concepts of prosumption. 
In the case of Deutsche Bahn AG the results showed that not only a large 
group of customers use the internet to buy tickets, it is also very frequently used to 
search for information before traveling. Both sides agree that the “interactivity” 
factor of the customers’ involvement in value creation is limited. The representa-
tives at the company’s customer interfaces are very selective in the handling of the 
customer information and the impression arises that the company’s strategies are 
based more on the monitoring of customers with the intention to maximize prof-
its, rather than being based on interactive collaboration.  
For the analysis of IKEA the customers’ “collaboration” is so deeply anchored 
in the company’s business model and self-concept that it is fully taken for granted 
and is no longer questioned by either side. At IKEA prosumption has been institu-
tionalized. Only when trying to involve the customers in “new types of prosump-
tion” does the company have to persuade the customers to participate. The cus-
tomers are generally motivated by self-determination and fun, as well as by mone-
tary benefits.  
For Crytek the intrinsic (creativity), extrinsic (impact on career aspirations), but 
also social (recognition by the community, fun in the community) motives are 
relevant to the modders. The analysis of the company perspective shows how im-
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portant the modders’ knowledge is for the development of the games – and there-
fore to the company’s success. The company’s objective is to actively support 
modders and eventually hire them as employees. Looking at the interaction be-
tween Crytek and its customers you notice that both sides have a good fit of needs 
and solutions based on a high level of commitment on both sides. As such Crytek 
is looked at as an open, innovative company with fluid boundaries to its external 
community. This fluidity is maintained purposefully and is part of the company’s 
operating strategy. 
All in all, the customers in the cases discussed generally appreciate their in-
volvement in the process of value creation, rather than disapprove of this devel-
opment. Only in the case of the Deutsche Bahn does there seem to be a disson-
ance between the customers’ and the company’s perspective, which most likely is 
caused by the fact that the customers’ willingness to collaborate is not adequately 
considered by the Deutsche Bahn. In the case of the two other companies there 
seems to be a general consensus in regard to customer concerns and the capitalist 
logic of the companies’ activities. Combinations of the three types of motives for 
collaboration become evident in each case study, depending however on the kind 
of need information and solution information that are looked for by the particular 
company, as well as on the collaboration space that is offered. Given a huge space 
for working together, as is the case with Crytek, broad collaboration can succeed. 
It can be fun to enjoy a service, but it is even more fun to be creative. Receiving 
social and material recognition can establish a certain kind of commitment to the 
company.  
Collaborative practices show up as a rich field for future research: Living in an 
age in which individuals show an increasing willingness to offer their skills to com-
panies without a financial reimbursement – but are still full of personal motivation 
– seems to become a regular pattern with considerable reach. In terms of the theo-
retical approaches it can be said that they have all been validated within their spe-
cific context. Nevertheless, in the future theoretical approaches need to be devel-
oped that allow for a better understanding of the reciprocity of the relationship 
between customers and companies.  
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Role Confusion in Open Innovation Intermediary 
Arenas  
Tobias Fredberg1, Maria Elmquist, Susanne Ollila and Anna Yström 
Abstract 
Intermediaries have become an increasingly important part of innovation collabo-
ration arrangements such as open innovation. Much attention has been given to 
structural arrangements for open innovation, but less interest has been given to 
how people experience the participation in open innovation work. This chapter is 
based on a longitudinal case study of SAFER, an open innovation intermediary 
arena for research on traffic and vehicle safety. It investigates how participants in 
this arena experience their situation as they spend time on things typically “out-
side” their tasks in their home organizations. The study provides insight into the 
tensions and confusion that the participants experience in their work, as they con-
stantly need to renegotiate their positions both within their home organizations, 
and in the relation to the intermediary arena and the other organizations. 
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Introduction 
As R&D and innovation processes are increasingly opened up to external parties, 
they are consonantly associated with increasing levels of collaboration. Initiatives 
by large companies such as Procter&Gamble, for example, are seen as success 
stories in the use of external sources to innovate (Dodgson, Gann and Salter 2006; 
Huston and Sakkab 2006a).  
New actors such as innovation intermediaries (Chesbrough 2006) have devel-
oped, functioning as marketplaces for ideas, talent and technologies. The impor-
tant role of innovation intermediaries has been stressed in several recent publica-
tions (Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008; Lichtenthaler and Ernst 2008a; 2008b; Maria, 
Marko and Mikk, 2010; Sieg, Wallin and von Krogh 2010). As pointed out by 
Howells (2006) there is a range of intermediation functions. Innovation intermedi-
aries have been described in the literature as bridgers (Bessant and Rush 1995; 
McEvily and Zaheer 1999), brokers (Hargadon and Sutton 1997; Provan and Hu-
man 1999) and as third parties (Mantel and Rosegger 1987). In this chapter, we 
focus on another distinct form of intermediary, which we call an intermediary arena: 
an organization that gathers competing and complementary companies within a 
field of expertise, and provides an arena for them to collaborate on at the same 
time as it negotiates their common goals.  
In general, research on the human aspects of open innovation work is scarce. 
Our interest in this chapter therefore is to focus on the people who take part in 
open innovation work. Specifically, we investigate the dual role as experienced 
when people work in an open innovation intermediary arena while remaining em-
ployed by their home organization, with the expectation that they give their best 
efforts working at “the border zone” between their employer and other organiza-
tions.  
To explore this dual role in open innovation work we examine the case of 
SAFER, an intermediary arena for research on vehicle and traffic safety, located in 
Gothenburg, Sweden. SAFER not only facilitates the innovation process of its 
partner firms by bringing them together but also has proprietary objectives. More 
than just a marketplace, it is also a physical place for innovation work across or-
ganizational boundaries. SAFER connects 170 people from 22 organizations to 
jointly conduct world-leading research and create breakthrough innovations. An 
important aspect of this collaboration is that the organizations working together in 
SAFER come from various fields, and include competitors, suppliers/customers, 
government institutions and pure research institutes.  
Our results show that people experience confusion in their roles and that there 
are tensions in four specific areas. We argue that these tensions are unavoidable in 
open innovation in general, and in an intermediary arena in particular, but that they 
can also be a source of creativity if managed properly.  
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Theoretical Background  
As Piller, Ihl and Vossen point out in the opening chapter, open innovation has 
many faces. We see it as an umbrella term for collaboration between a firm and 
outside partners in many different parts of the innovation process. Innovation 
intermediaries typically enable collaboration between organizations and numerous 
individual experts (Chesbrough 2006). Other innovation intermediaries focus on 
connecting companies that want to innovate together, in what are called co-
development partnerships (Chesbrough and Schwartz 2007). Chiaromonte (2006) 
argues that the difference between open innovation and traditional outsourcing of 
innovative capacity is that in the former, the outside partners are seen not as sup-
pliers but as peers. The general focus seems to be on structural components or 
methods. There is very little written about the experiences of the people participat-
ing in these activities. Indeed, in a series of recent literature reviews on open inno-
vation (Eklöf 2010; Elmquist, Fredberg and Ollila 2009; Fredberg, Elmquist and 
Ollila 2008; Giannopoulou 2009), it was found that most papers and books refer-
ring to “open innovation” concern the phenomenon itself (e.g. Chesbrough 2004; 
Chiaromonte 2006; Gassmann and Reepmeyer 2005; West and Gallagher 2006), 
commercialization issues (e.g. Lichtenthaler 2007; Lichtenthaler 2008), regional 
clusters (e.g. Belussi, Sammarra and Sedita 2008; Teirlinck and Spithoven 2008), 
organizational boundaries (e.g. Jacobides and Billinger 2006) or tools and technol-
ogies for open innovation (Dodgson et al. 2006; Huston and Sakkab 2006b; Piller 
and Walcher 2006; Tao and Magnotta 2006). The most recent literature also looks 
increasingly at the communities that drawn on when firms turn to open innovation 
(Bessant 2008; Dahlander and Wallin 2006; Füller, Matzler, and Hoppe 2008). 
 Literature reviews (Eklöf, 2010; Elmquist et al. 2009; Fredberg et al. 2008; 
Giannopoulou 2009) show that very few articles focus on issues of organization 
and leadership in open innovation work, and even fewer on the people involved. 
We did not find a single article focusing on role or identity confusion, and the only 
article published under “open innovation” that directly concerns the situation of or 
motivation factors for people participating in open innovation is Leimeister et al 
2009, which theorizes about motives and incentives involved in the use of Inter-
net-based tools for open innovation practices. One of the few related papers in the 
innovation literature focuses on the management of trust in innovation work 
(Davenport, Davies, and Grimes 1999), but does not focus on the collaborative 
aspects.  
This chapter explores how people experience their dual roles when working in 
an intermediary arena. In role theory, it is assumed that the acquisition of role is a 
formal, sequential, staged process of socialization into an occupational or societal 
position. Two main perspectives, both focusing on role as a function, are distin-
guished: a constructionist perspective and an open systems perspective. From a 
constructionist perspective, roles perform a crucial function in the establishment of 
all institutionalized conduct (Berger and Luckmann 1967). Roles are considered an 
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ongoing process of social construction that depends upon the interplay between a 
fairly predictable, static social order, and the creative actions of actors (Blumer 
1969). Here, roles are conceptualized as different social ‘masks’ that actors may 
choose to adopt in their ongoing constructions of both self and society (Strauss 
1969). From an open systems perspective, Katz and Kahn (1966) define role in 
terms of role expectations, sent role, received role and role behaviour. Enacting a 
role is considered a continuous cycle of sending, receiving and responding to be-
havioural expectations that are used to evaluate the actions of the individual occu-
pying a specific role (Callero 1994; Stets and Burke 2000).  
Working in an open innovation intermediary arena, together with actors from 
various fields and organizations, implies that individuals have at least two roles: 
one connected to the employer and one to the intermediary arena. What can we 
learn about open innovation work by acknowledging these dual roles and the 
struggles that they imply?  
Case and Method  
SAFER is an open innovation intermediary arena that connects 22 partners from 
academia, industry and government authorities that cooperate in the design of 
future vehicle and traffic safety systems. The organizations involved are both large 
actors (such as AB Volvo, Scania and Autoliv) and smaller technology organiza-
tions. The explicit vision of SAFER is “to enable Sweden to reach world leading 
competitiveness and to provide new countermeasures to considerably reduce both 
the number of traffic accidents and the number of fatalities and serious injuries” 
(SAFER (https://www.chalmers.se/safer/EN/about) 2010). The participating 
organizations have jointly agreed on the goal of increasing the transaction volume 
of project money in SAFER twenty-fold within ten years.  
Innovation activities at SAFER are organized around four research areas: Pre-
Crash, Crash, Post-crash and Traffic Safety Analysis, led by four research leaders 
(each with an attached expert reference group) who supervise and coordinate the 
research projects in each area. The research is multi-disciplinary in that it encom-
passes many different areas, from vehicle dynamics and communication technolo-
gies to bio-mechanics and human behaviour. Issues of intellectual property rights 
are regulated through major agreements between the participating organizations. 
SAFER typically engages in research in very early stages, and in the development 
of processes and methods, for example for simulating traffic situations and field 
operational tests or evaluating severe accidents. The knowledge generated in 
SAFER is then used separately by the companies in their respective new product 
development projects. 
SAFER has a board of nine members, mainly from industry. The board is re-
sponsible for the overall strategy, monitors the project portfolio, decides when and 
whether projects are started, may request project initiation in areas not covered by 
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present project portfolio, and appoints the director. Operations are led by a man-
agement group appointed by the board, consisting of the director, an information 
officer and the four research leaders (see above). The director is chairman of the 
management group, which prepares board meetings, supports the board in project 
portfolio management and supervises research programs and project development. 
 In May 2010, about 170 people were involved in projects at SAFER, while still 
employed by their respective organizations. Only four people work full-time for 
SAFER (the director and three administrative staff members). Thus almost all of 
the people participating in SAFER have their organizational and functional base 
elsewhere. In terms of their identities and careers, they belong to the partner or-
ganizations. Although the partner organizations have all expressed the absolute 
importance of the innovation work at SAFER and have committed resources to 
help the intermediary arena flourish, SAFER is not an alternative employer and 
does not provide the participating persons with the kind of management attention 
that they get in their home organization. 
 Research approach, data collection and analysis 
The research project for this paper was set up as a joint endeavour between SA-
FER and the research team. Researchers and the management jointly formulated 
the research questions in accordance to a collaborative research approach (Shani, 
Mohrman, Pasmore, Stymne and Adler 2007). The study started in 2008 and is 
scheduled to continue for five years. Our research is exploratory and aims at creat-
ing a better understanding of how best to manage collaborative innovation work. 
A case study approach (Yin 1994) was chosen because the intention is not to test 
existing theory, but to contribute to the emerging knowledge of open innovation 
management in practice.  
Several studies are included in the design of the research project in order to get 
several perspectives on how SAFER operates. The first is a longitudinal interview 
study with the centre director, where interviews are performed on a regular basis 
(one interview each month). The second is an interview study of four of the part-
ner organizations (Volvo Cars, SAAB Automobiles, Volvo Trucks and Autoliv). A 
third study maps the stakeholder perspective of SAFER to investigate the various 
reasons for joining SAFER. A fourth study has focused on one of the projects in 
the project portfolio with the focus on understanding how the collaboration takes 
place in practice. A fifth study interviewed 27 people from 20 of the participating 
organizations about their work at SAFER. Furthermore, several workshops have 
been held on the themes of identity building, creative climate and office layout, and 
norms for open innovation. A total of 64 interviews have been conducted and 9 
workshops have been held as of this writing (September 20 2010).  
Data were analyzed thematically using a systematic combining approach (Du-
bois and Gadde 2002) and software for qualitative analysis (NVivo). Emerging 
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results have been validated through discussions with actors within SAFER.  Pri-
mary data collection was complemented with the analysis of internal documenta-
tion at SAFER.  
Tensions Experienced at SAFER 
In this chapter we look at how people at SAFER experience their work. In a the-
matic analysis of the empirical data from SAFER, four areas of tension were iden-
tified and have tentatively been labelled (1) Career, (2) Loyalty, (3) Trust and (4) 
Knowledge sharing. These tensions influence the work of the participating indi-
viduals, and create insecurity in their everyday decisions on where to put their best 
effort: in SAFER activities or in the home organizations. At SAFER, activities 
include working in joint projects and participating in joint seminars and confe-
rences as well as co-creating the open innovation milieu. The actions of individuals 
ultimately determine how well SAFER functions as an intermediary arena. Some 
reports from the people interviewed are presented below as illustrations of each 
tension area. 
Career tensions 
All parties involved in SAFER have engaged to have employees spend a substantial 
amount of time in SAFER activities; the time commitment, however, varies among 
the 22 partners. The agreement assumes that the innovation collaboration only 
works if enough people actively participate. It is not clear, however, how the career 
paths of the participating organizations acknowledge participation in SAFER activ-
ities, since these are “outside” the regular organization, as expressed in the follow-
ing quote:  
“This project is new to me. Normally I lead research projects and that is tied to my work as 
an Assistant Professor. This [project] is new and a bit scary since I cannot see that I can le-
verage it in my research role, in my work towards becoming Associate Professor.” (Partici-
pant from a university) 
At the same time, it is evident to the participants that the engagement level from 
the partaking organisations is crucial to making SAFER work:  
“ It is part of our strategy to contribute to the building of collaborations like SAFER. So it 
would be really bad if our people did not feel that it is worth something. But I kind of wonder 
if anyone has used their engagement in SAFER as part of their salary negotiations.” (Par-
ticipant from a research institute) 
A few people argue that their engagement in SAFER has been positive for their 
careers. They state that SAFER has provided them with new experiences and in-
sights into research projects as well as new contacts in other organizations: 
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“The network is fantastic. Other than that, I cannot claim that what we have reported back 
to [the home organization] has benefited me in my career. On the other hand, I have not suf-
fered from it, either.” (Participant from a partner company) 
The general tendency among the respondents is to express a willingness towards 
and appreciation of the work in the intermediary arena, while feeling insecure 
about whether and how they will be rewarded for their work.  
Loyalty tensions 
Some of the respondents see their connection to SAFER as participating in and 
contributing to something bigger than their own organization:  
“Because then you put on your SAFER hat and want to support the core values of 
SAFER, for example about competence and sharing of knowledge, and to strengthen the 
Swedish industry. Then you get to be bigger than only your own organization.” (Participant 
from a partner company) 
In practice this implies that the partner organizations need to manage the tensions 
between what they want SAFER to achieve and what they want to achieve in their 
home organizations:  
“In the projects that I am involved in, I try to push towards not focusing on innovations. 
Rather I try consciously to keep them focused on methods. Because [my home organization] 
does not make money on methods. It is not our core business.” (Participant from a part-
ner company) 
This divided loyalty also means that it is sometimes difficult for the participants to 
know whether they are to credit SAFER or the home organization for important 
results from their work – it is not always easy to know where results have origi-
nated. 
Trust tensions 
Another interesting aspect is that SAFER enables organizations to meet and colla-
borate that otherwise would have had difficulties in finding such opportunities. As 
expressed by a university interviewee:  
“I now understand that [the participating companies] see this as an opportunity to work with 
each other, to go to SAFER. It is somehow a legitimate way to collaborate…Sometimes I 
see that they walk away and discuss by the coffee machine when I am not around. And now I 
understand that it is their only chance to talk in a legitimate way.” (Participant from a 
university) 
It is evident that some collaboration partners are more interesting than others. 
Choosing the partners within each project is therefore an essential activity that 
seldom is openly discussed: 
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“It is like poker…the fewer we are the easier it is to put forward [ideas]. It has to do with 
who the parties are…we have pre-discussions at least in the areas we feel are really important 
and if we really want something to happen then we can see some kind of preparing behind the 
scenes before meetings and we propose a more or less finished proposal.” (Participant from 
a partner company) 
This process of gathering the preferred constellation of partners can also mean 
that some partners are invited to participate in a project that they feel is less inter-
esting because the right people are not involved. One member from a partner 
company described how they might then refuse to participate:  
“It is complicated to do this kind of collaboration. We have examples of projects that we 
think are interesting, but the partners that want to work in the project makes the project less 
interesting. We do not want to do projects with certain partners, because then we don’t really 
know where the IP created in the project will end up. So in fact sometimes we do not join a 
project due to wrong constellation…” (Participant from a partner company) 
The mating dance that goes on to form project groups within SAFER is a sign of 
the different levels of trust that the partner organizations seem to have in one 
another, and of the tension in knowing whom to trust, although the basic premises 
of SAFER’s existence is mutual trust, as stated in the signed agreements between 
the organizations.  
Knowledge-sharing tensions 
Within SAFER, the partners are involved in an exchange of knowledge and ideas. 
The assumption is that if everyone gives, everyone gains. This easily becomes a 
source of tension for the people in the projects:  
“It is almost like a secret-service activity, you have to exchange a little. You give some and 
you get some. As long as you get more than you give and don’t reveal anything concrete and 
seriously secret.” (Participant from a partner company) 
The tensions become a practical issue as some partner organizations, for example 
the research institutes, are less of a threat and are therefore more attractive as 
speaking partners. 
“It is not like everyone says hush, hush, don’t tell him or her about [corporate secrets]. It is 
rather so that someone sits down with you and tells you Volvo-specific information, and then 
someone else tells you Autoliv-related information, because the Volvo participant is not al-
lowed to hear it.” (Participant from a partner company) 
A third dimension of the tension around knowledge sharing is connected to how 
the various partner organisations experience their position in relation to the others. 
As some are larger, some more specialized, the relationship in a project can be 
asymmetrical, which makes mutual knowledge sharing problematic: 
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“For us as experts in the field, it is sometimes very hard to understand why we should join 
some projects. That would mainly be a case of us teaching the others, and I don’t see the point 
of that.” (Participant from a partner company) 
Other interviewees report that some organizations join projects not mainly to con-
tribute, but to understand their own competitive positions in relation to others and 
to then guard that position as knowledge development progresses.  
The tensions experienced in SAFER  
The analysis suggests that the tensions share the same dual nature. They all consist 
of a pull towards participation in the open innovation intermediary arena and a pull 
away from participation due to their affiliation with the home organization. The 
four tensions identified influence the work of the individuals that participate in 
SAFER and create insecurity in the everyday decisions on where to put their best 
efforts: in SAFER activities or in the home organizations. These individual choices 
ultimately determine how well SAFER functions.  
The first tension relates to the career of the individual. As evaluations are made 
by the home organization it is often unclear to the individual whether and how the 
work at SAFER will benefit the career in the home organization. This can become 
a self-fulfilling prophecy – if they do not believe that they will be credited for the 
work, they do not put in their best effort, and the quality of the collaboration suf-
fers. The second tension relates to loyalty. Although the individuals feel that they 
are contributing to something bigger than their own organization, they are often 
uncertain of how to balance the tradeoff between benefiting the home organiza-
tion and SAFER, for example when it comes to allocating resources and crediting 
SAFER or the home organization for results. Third, there is a tension related to 
trust. Respondents from participating organisations argued that SAFER constitutes 
a more or less neutral arena for them to meet and work together in, to some extent 
neutralizing competition. However, the individuals constantly need to consider to 
what degree they can trust the other companies and exchange sensitive informa-
tion, for instance on product plans, as is sometimes required in designing the 
projects. The level of trust is strongly connected to the expectations that these 
individuals have on the possible outcomes of SAFER. Finally, there is a tension 
related to knowledge sharing in SAFER, where individuals need to decide how 
much of their expertise they should share with the others – it has to be enough to 
design pertinent projects, while at the same time they want to keep any potential 
knowledge advantage. Also, motivations differ; some want to contribute to the 
generation of overall knowledge, while others are more careful with what they 
share and see their task rather as collecting information.  
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Discussion: Role Confusion in Open Innovation Intermediary 
Arenas 
Our aim in this chapter is to discuss the dual role that people experience working 
in an open innovation intermediary arena as they remain employed by their home 
(partner) organization, while at the same time are expected to give their best in an 
intermediary arena, which is by definition at the boundary between the home or-
ganization and other organizations. It seems perfectly clear to the participants that 
they share a collective responsibility to make SAFER succeed. Simply expressed: 
without the 22 partner organizations and the 170 participants, SAFER would not 
exist. The challenge is that SAFER is something “other” than their main responsi-
bility in their home organization. We found tensions in four different areas, as 
summarized in Figure 1 below.  
 
Figure 1. Tensions for people working in an open innovation intermediary arena  
 
The analysis suggests that the tensions described share the same dual nature as that 
of the work itself. They all consist of a pull towards participation in the open inno-
vation intermediary arena and a pull away from participation due their affiliation 
with the home organization. In our reviews of all literature published under “open 
innovation,” (Eklöf 2010; Elmquist et al. 2009; Fredberg et al. 2008; Giannopoulou 
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2009), we were unable to find any in-depth analysis of the situations for people 
taking part in open innovation work. Although there is some literature referring to 
contests (e.g. Piller and Walcher 2006), and the rewards paid to solvers by the open 
innovation intermediary Innocentive (Lakhani and Jeppesen 2007; Sieg et al. 2010), 
the tensions experienced by the people taking part in open innovation work have 
not been previously analyzed. This chapter presents some initial findings of what 
these tensions are. One way to understand how these tensions develop is to apply 
role theory. It seems that the roles of the participating persons are continuously 
constructed and re-constructed as they move between the home organization and 
the work in the open innovation intermediary arena. Their decisions, which deeply 
affect the effectiveness and efficiency of the intermediary arena, are made depend-
ing on whether they are acting based on their home organisation role or on their 
SAFER role. This means that merely partaking in the open innovation interme-
diary arena both creates the relationships to others through joint knowledge crea-
tion (Verona, Prandelli and Sawhney 2006), and organizes the process by which the 
participants shape their roles. The continuous cycle of sending, receiving and res-
ponding to expectations – of the others in the intermediary arena and of the home 
organizations – shapes the roles at the same time as it creates tensions and confu-
sion (Callero 1994; Stets and Burke 2000).  
To provide an environment that invites people to participate to their full po-
tential, management at both the partner organizations and the intermediary arena 
should consider the four tensions that come with open innovation work. However, 
we speculate that it is not necessarily beneficial to eliminate these tensions. The 
work in an open innovation intermediary arena builds on the constant changing of 
perspectives, and of the people entering and leaving the innovation process. Elimi-
nating the tensions would imply the creation of stable roles. This would reduce the 
dynamics of the setting, which would most likely reduce the productive outcomes 
of the intermediary arena. However, the tensions should be acknowledged and 
addressed, to reduce the confusion experienced by the participating individuals so 
that they focus less on the tensions. We conclude with the following suggestions 
for the management of both the intermediary arena and the partner organizations:  
 
 Ensure that some intermediary arena activities also benefit the career at the 
home organization 
 Clarify that contributions to the strengthening of the intermediary arena 
also strengthen the participating organizations  
 Encourage people to spend time on social activities both at the intermedi-
ary arena and participating organizations, to build trust.  
 Provide people with opportunities to create new relationships and expand 
their network in order to support knowledge sharing.  
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The Internet has enabled new forms of large-scale collaboration. Voluntary contribu-tions by large numbers of users and co-producers lead to new forms of production 
and innovation, as seen in Wikipedia, open source software development, in social 
networks or on user-generated content platforms as well as in many firm-driven Web 
2.0 services. Large-scale collaboration on the Internet is an intriguing phenomenon 
for scholarly debate because it challenges well established insights into the gover-
nance of economic action, the sources of innovation, the possibilities of collective 
action and the social, legal and technical preconditions for successful collaboration. 
Although contributions to the debate from various disciplines and fine-grained empirical 
studies already exist, there still is a lack of an interdisciplinary approach. 
This book provides interdisciplinary contributions addressing questions on new innova-
tion and production processes on the Internet, their preconditions and further prospects. 
It brings together the sociological perspective on the governance of collaborative 
production and innovation, the perspective of innovation management on open inno-
vation, customer co-creation and open intermediary arenas, the legal perspective on 
social production and the perspective of computer sciences on trust and reputation 
management systems for Wikipedia and other online communities. It includes a social 
network analysis of the cooperation in Wikipedia, as well as empirical studies on the 
“working consumers in Web 2.0” and on motivation and coordination of “prosumers” 
in different firm-driven scenarios. 
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